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Abstract
Desalination is one of the most promising approaches to supply new fresh water in the face of growing
water issues. However, commercial reverse osmosis (RO) techniques still suffer from important
drawbacks. In order for desalination to live up to the water challenges of this century, a step-change
is needed in RO membrane technology. Thanks to significant advances in the field of computational
materials science in the past decade, it is becoming possible to develop a new generation of RO
membranes.

In this thesis, we explore how computational approaches can be employed to understand, pre-
dict and ultimately design a future generation of RO membranes based on graphene. We show
that graphene, an atom-thick layer of carbon with exceptional physical and mechanical properties,
could allow for water passage while rejecting salt ions if it possessed nanometer-sized pores. Using
computer simulations from the atomic scale to the engineering scale, we begin by investigating the re-
lationship between the atomic structure of nanoporous graphene and its membrane properties in RO
applications. We then investigate the thermodynamics, chemistry and mechanics of graphene and
the water and salt surrounding it. Finally, we establish the system-level implications of graphene’s
promising membrane properties for desalination plants.

Overall, this thesis reveals that graphene can act as an RO membrane with two orders of mag-
nitude higher water permeability than commercial polymer membranes as long as the nanopores
have diameters around 0.6 nm, that graphene is strong enough to withstand RO pressures as long
as it is supported by a substrate material with adequate porosity, and that a nanoporous graphene
membrane could ultimately reduce either the energy footprint or the capital requirements of RO
desalination. Ultimately, this thesis highlights a path for the development of next-generation mem-
branes for clean water production in the 21st century.

Thesis Supervisor: Jeffrey C. Grossman
Title: Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Fresh water is becoming an increasingly scarce global resource, and its availability is expected to

influence the long-term wealth and well-being of nations [2]. Desalination is one of the most promising

approaches to supply new fresh water in the context of a rapidly growing global water gap. In

particular, desalination provides the attractive possibility of expanding the natural hydrological

cycle by supplementing it with water from oceans and brackish reservoirs. But while oceans and

seas contain about 97 percent of the world’s water, desalination today only accounts for a fraction

of a percent of the world’s potable water supply. This is because existing commercial techniques for

desalination suffer from important drawbacks, most importantly a large energy footprint and high

capital costs. In order for desalination to live up to the water challenges of the 21st century [3], a

step-change is needed in RO membrane technology.

The overarching theme of this dissertation is the role of materials science in enabling more acces-

sible, affordable and sustainable water desalination through the design of more efficient separation

membranes. While water desalination has advanced from a niche application to a mature indus-

try in the last half-century, the underlying technology of RO membranes has seen few dramatic

improvements throughout its history.

Thanks to significant advances in the field of computational materials science and simulation-

based research in the past decades, it is becoming possible to design and develop new classes of RO

membranes with improved material properties.
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1.2 Motivation: Why study nanoporous graphene as a desali-

nation membrane?

1.2.1 Why desalination?

Simply put, desalination is the process of producing fresh water from a saline water source. It helps

nations, cities and industries to meet their water needs using seawater or brackish water and energy

as primary inputs. Many countries already do rely on desalination as a regional or nationwide water

resource, including wealthy and arid nations such as Israel and the United Arab Emirates but also less

arid countries such as India, China and the United States. The global desalination market alone will

exceed $15b by 20151 [4]. As a whole, the water market is as large as $500b per year, and over $11b

is spent each year on purification equipment worldwide. The United States has more than doubled

installed desalination capacity since 1990, while worlwide installed capacity has nearly tripled in

the same time frame [5]. The opportunity for better water desalination technology has far-reaching

commercial, geopolitical and societal implications. From the perspective of societal impacts, better

water desalination technology could enable more affordable and plentiful clean water. Economic

growth, population growth and climate change are accelerating water scarcity in many regions – the

U.S. West, Japan, China, India, the Middle East, and the Mediterranean in particular. Increasingly

severe droughts, depleting groundwater resources and tightening environmental standards for water

quality are poised to strain municipal budgets for public water supply in coming decades in the

United States and elsewhere. More efficient and economical solutions, including desalination, will

be needed to supply clean and affordable water to populations. From the vantage point of national

competitiveness, the countries that foster the most advanced technologies will be able to capture

much of the economic value from the rapidly growing water desalination market. Moreover, water

shortages, drought periods and inadequate water quality impose huge burdens on crucial economic

sectors, including agriculture, manufacturing and shale gas production. Freshwater challenges also

loom for other major industries, such as power plants, food and beverage, semiconductors and

electronics, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, chemicals, wastewater, data centers, and military

operations. Better technologies for managing and producing clean water will prove essential for

countries that wish to maintain their long term economic competitiveness. In other words, it is

important to study desalination because it could play a crucial role in addressing the world’s problems

if desalination technology were more efficient and economical.

1Unless noted otherwise, all dollar amounts refer to US dollars.
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1.2.2 Why is current desalination technology insufficient?

Despite the wide availability of seawater, desalination remains today an option of last resort, used

primarily when other water supply options have either become too expensive or exhausted entirely.

One reason is that desalination remains several times more energy intensive than conventional

water supply options. For most US water utilities, the energy footprint of water treatment and

distribution is 0.06 kWh/m3 to 0.9 kWh/m3 [6]. While the cost of desalinated water can be as

low as 0.50 $/m3, this cost can often be several times higher and is typically cost-prohibitive for

industrial and agricultural applications. Today, 64% of desalination plants employ reverse osmosis

technology (RO) [7], while other plants employ Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) and other technologies.

RO is the most energy-efficient desalination technique to date, with a record of 1.8 kWh/m3 recently

achieved in a commercial plant (compared with an average 5 kWh/m3 in the 1990s). Desalination

methods also include thermal approaches such as MSF and multiple-effect distillation, but these are

typically several times more energy-intensive [3, 8]. Both RO and thermal methods require large

and expensive capital equipment, which results in large desalination plants and a relatively inflexible

water supply. In particular, regions as diverse as California [9], Massachusetts [10] and Cyprus [11]

have experienced difficulties with desalination in which RO plants were built at significant expense,

only to sit idle due to technical difficulties or lack of demand. As a result, desalination can only

become a sustainable water supply option if dramatically new technologies are developed.

1.2.3 To what extent is desalination technology limited by membrane

performance?

In reverse osmosis (RO), saltwater is first pretreated and then filtered through membranes at high

pressure. Although commercial thin-film composite (TFC) membranes today are highly effective

at rejecting salt, they leave much to be desired in other regards. First, their water permeability is

extremely low. The water permeability of a typical TFC membrane (i.e. the water flux across the

membrane per unit of transmembrane pressure), is only on the order of 1 L/(m2-h-bar) , which is

300 less than the water permeability of ultrafiltration membranes [12], which are porous and reject

solutes on the order of 10 nm. Second, conventional TFC membranes are easily fouled by organic

matter and mineral scalants [13, 14, 15]. As a thick layer gradually builds up over the membrane

surface, the permeability of the membrane declines even further, resulting in a drastic flux decline

for a given applied pressure. Because membranes are prone to fouling, their useful lifetime in an RO

plant is often less than 3 years [16]. Third, conventional TFC membranes perform poorly at rejecting

uncharged solutes. Of particular note is boron [17]. Although humans can tolerate moderate boron

concentrations in drinking water, several important agriculatural plants (including lemon, grapefruit

and blackberry) cannot grow unless the boron concentration falls within a specific narrow window.
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As a result, large-scale RO plants must sometimes rely on an expensive ‘polishing’ step following

the main RO process [15]. Polishing requires additional capital equipment and energy consumption,

and its main purpose is to remove boron that the first RO membranes had failed to reject during

the first RO step.

The main focus of this doctoral work is the role of nanoporous membranes in addressing the first

of these points: rejecting salt with a much higher water permeability.

1.2.4 A role for nanoporous materials

Nanoporous materials – materials with well-defined pores on the order of 1 nm or less – have a

great deal to offer over existing TFC membranes for RO desalination. There are several reasons to

hypothesize that nanoporous membranes may perform better than conventional TFC membranes.

In classical RO membranes, water transports slowly and follows the solution-diffusion model [18]:

water dissolves into the active layer of the membrane and transports across to the permeate side by

diffusing following a concentration gradient [19]. Insofar as molecular diffusion is a relatively slow

process, and because the active layer in conventional TFC membranes is on the order of 103 times

thicker than the characteric size of a water molecule, it is not surprising that conventional TFC

membranes are not highly permeable to water.

Prior work also lent support to the hypothesis that nanomaterials could much higher water

permeability. In particular, nanofluidics studies of synthetic nanostructures such as carbon nan-

otubes (CNTs) suggest that water inside such structures can exhibit ‘hyperlubricity’ and flow at

rates greater than predicted by continuum fluid dynamics [20]. Moreover, metal-organic frameworks

(MOFs) such as zeolites have also been examined for desalination technology [21]. However, to date

none of these nanomaterials have proved successful for desalination. Membranes based on CNTs

have been limited by low salt rejection rates and the difficulty of producing highly aligned and high-

density CNT arrays [22]. As for zeolites, studies suggest that their relatively low water permeability

may make them less attractive for desalination applications [23].

To summarize, the effectiveness of RO desalination is partially limited by the performance of

conventional TFC membranes, and prior work suggests that specific nanomaterials could make for

better RO membranes. The question is whether we can identify a nanomaterial that would act as

an effective RO membrane while exhibiting superior properties to conventional TFC membranes. In

this dissertation, we propose that graphene could be such a material.

1.2.5 Why graphene?

Graphene is a two-dimensional material that consists of a hexagonal (i.e., honeycomb) lattice of

covalently bonded carbon atoms (see Figure 1-1). Although it is the basic building block of graphite,

and even though it had been studied since the mid-20th century [24, 25], graphene has only been
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isolated in its freestanding, two-dimensional form in the past decades [26]. It has continued to

fascinate researchers ever since, earning the researchers who pioneered its development a Nobel

Prize in 2010 and becoming the subject of over 45 000 peer-reviewed research articles at the time of

writing. Despite its novelty, graphene has advanced quickly towards large-scale manufacturability,

including roll-to-roll production of 30-inch graphene films [20, 27].

Figure 1-1: Crystal lattice of graphene.

Much of the original interest in graphene arose out of the material’s unique electronic properties,

especially the fact that electric charge is carried throughout the material by so-called massless Dirac

fermions [28] and that these Dirac fermions behave as a two-dimensional electron gas with ballistic

transport behavior on the micrometer scale [29]. As a result of these properties, graphene is being

investigated as a successor to silicon in mainstream electronics [30] and as a potential enabler of

quantum computing [31], to name only a few examples.

Moreover, nanopores can be introduced into graphene’s structure, with the unsaturated carbon

atoms at the pore edge passivated by chemical functional groups. Recently, experimental studies

have begun to explore a wide variety of methods for introducing nanopores in graphene, with rapid

progress in performance. Methods for nanopore creation have included electron beam exposure, di-

block copolymer templating, helium ion beam drilling and chemical etching with the aim of achieving

both high porosity and precise pore size distribution [32, 33, 34, 35, 36].

It has come to light in recent years that nanoporous graphene (NPG) holds significant promise

for mass separation applications. In 2008, Bunch et al. demonstrated for the first time that pristine,

defect-free monolayer graphene is impermeable to helium gas, and that the layer could form a mem-

brane with a stiffness as high as ⇠ 1TPa [37]. Jiang et al. subsequently added to the understanding
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of the promising mass separation behavior of graphene by predicting computationally that graphene

with rectangular nanopores on the order of 0.3 nm could separate H2 from CH4 with a selectivity as

high as 108, meaning that it is 108 times more permeable to H2 than to CH4 [38]. Meanwhile, it was

also shown that NPG has potential for genetic sequencing applications by translocating individual

DNA molecules through a nanopore [39, 32, 40]. The mass separation behavior of NPG suggests

that it might also hold promise as an RO membrane for water desalination. In contrast with TFC

membranes in which the precise mechanisms of salt rejection and water permeation are still not

fully understood due to the amorphous nature of the polyamide active layer [41, 42, 15], the atomic

thinness of graphene presents an elegant and – in principle – simpler desalination process.

1.2.6 The role of computational materials science

Despite its highly promising properties, graphene remains a highly challenging material to charac-

terize at the atomic scale experimentally. Therefore, computational methods, spanning from the

atomic scale all the way to macroscopic modeling, are ideally suited to study these mechanisms and

how they can be harnessed to design a radically new kind of RO membrane.

Computational materials science is rapidly becoming an essential component of research in en-

ergy technology, biomedical research, semiconductors and countless other fields. Ranging from

macroscopic modeling all the way to atomistic simulations, computational methods have played an

enabling role in the design and enhancement of solar cells [43, 44, 45], batteries [46, 47], fuel cells [48],

chemical sensors [49] and actuators [50, 51], to cite only a few examples. Surprisingly, the field of

materials science and engineering has traditionally seen little involvement in water desalination re-

search. Thus, unlike in other major global priorities such as energy, global health or defense, where

materials science has already proved instrumental in developing the approaches of tomorrow, the

role of materials design for clean water technology continues to leave tremendous room for growth.

Computational materials research can be employed to advance several types of objectives. Com-

putation is especially helpful when the objective is prediction, e.g., for predicting a stable material

structure or the relationship between material structure and properties. It is often successfully used

for understanding, i.e. when the objective is to uncover the causal mechanism underlying a phe-

nomenon, or to explain a surprising experimental observation. Finally, it can provide guidelines

in the scientific process, e.g., by identifying the optimal regions of a material phase-space for a

given application, or determining the most promising approaches towards experimentally making a

material.

1.2.7 What computational methods are best suited for this problem?

In this thesis, we will primarily leverage the strengths of molecular dynamics (MD) in order to

answer some of the outstanding questions in the development of graphene-based RO membranes.
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These simulations will be aimed at helping guide the development of functional graphene membranes

in the laboratory through predictive materials design. Classical MD simulations are well suited for

the study of of NPG as an RO membrane. MD simulations compute the evolution of a system

of atoms from an original configuration and under a set of constraints [52, 53]. These simulations

work by calculating the forces between atoms at each time step, and updating the positions of

all the atoms at the following timestep using Newton’s equations of motion. MD simulations rely

on several inputs: an initial configuration of the system (including the positions, atomic elements,

and possibly bonding states and partial charges of all atoms depending on the forcefields used);

a set of forcefields that describe the force on an atom as a function of the atoms around it; and

a set of constraints (including geometric boundary conditions, a thermodynamic ensemble, and a

thermostat or barostat method if applicable). A key advantage of MD is that depending on the

choice of forcefield, the behavior of relatively large molecular systems (100 to 1⇥ 10

9 atoms) can be

investigated over physically meaningful timescales (typically between 1 ns and 1 µs). The potentials

that are used to compute the force between atoms are typically classical in nature, in that they do

not explicitly calculate the behavior of the electrons in the system but instead represent the force

between two atoms using analytical expressions.n advantage of molecular-scale simulation methods

is that they can be applied to systems whose behavior is not known a priori. This can eable us to

elucidate the underlying dynamics behind phenomena that have been observed experimentally but

whose explanation is not fully understood, as well as to design new materials.

Beyond atomistic simulations, recent progress in the development of multiscale and macroscale

methods has enabled a more rigorous approach to studying the relationship between molecular-scale

structure, material properties and ultimately system performance [54]. Ultimately, the real-world

impacts of NPG will occur at the macroscale, whether in the form of more affordable clean water,

more compact RO plants or new applications. Thus, system-level simulations have an essential role

to play in furthering our understanding of how NPG might fit into future RO-based technologies.

Macroscopic simulations that draw from mechanical, chemical and systems engineering as well as

economics have already been successfully applied in the field of desalination [55, 56, 57]. We will

also employ a multiscale approach in Chapter 5 and macroscale simulations in Chapter 6. Such

modeling techniques can enable a better understanding of the performance benefits and challenges

that are likely to come in the development of graphene RO membranes.

Other types of computational methods. Beyond MD and mesoscale/macroscape methods, a

number of additional computational approaches bear a direct relevance for the study of NPG as a

desalination membrane. Although we will not employ them in this thesis, we describe them here

for completeness. Quantum mechanical methods are well suited for the study of systems in which

bonding, chemical reactions or electronic properties are at play. The most popular quantum method,
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Density Functional Theory (DFT), employs functionals to approximate the electron correlation and

exchange energies in order to predict the ground-state electron density of atomic systems. Thanks

to relatively high accuracy and high parallelizability over hundreds of processors, DFT has become

a popular method for computing the electronic properties of materials and molecules. DFT is also

a valuable tool when estimating the interactions between molecules in which quantum effects (e.g.

hybridization of electron orbitals) play a non-negligible role. In addition to DFT, Quantum Monte

Carlo [58] and GW calculations (named because they express the self-energy in terms of the Green’s

function G and the screened Coulomb interaction W ) [59] provide more accuracy in the simulation

of molecular systems, at the expense of greatly increased computational time.

MD simulations have also been successfully paired with quantum-mechanical calculations, called

ab initio molecular dynamics, in order to model the behavior of systems in which classical potentials

cannot properly account for the physics at play [60, 61]. For example, this approach has previ-

ously been used to gain insights into the dynamics of water on graphene [62, 63]. One approach

for reducing the computational burden of simulating chemical systems has involved treating the

majority of the system classically and only certain atoms quantum-mechanically in so-called hybrid

quantum-mechanics/molecular-mechanical (QM/MM) simulations [64]. The QM/MM approach has

been applied to problems as diverse as biomolecular systems [65], catalytic reactions [66] and frac-

ture mechanics [67]. Coarse-grained MD simulations can also reduce the computational burden

compared with fully atomistic MD simulations [68, 69]. This approach, which reduces the number of

degrees of freedom by grouping atoms into units, has been used successfully to study CNT/detergent

interactions [70], the interphase thickness in polyamide [71], and biological membranes [68].

The Monte Carlo (MC) method is well-suited for studying time-independent thermodynamic

behavior (e.g., adsorption properties or material phase transitions) [72, 73]. MC simulations sample

the phase-space of a molecular system by randomly modifying the system configuration at each

iteration and conditionally selecting the new configuration based on its computed energy. Alterna-

tively, MC simulations are also used to simulate the evolution of a system whose dynamics would

be computationally prohibitive for MD due to the presence of multiple local energy minima. This

approach, known as kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC), has been used broadly to study a wide range of

dynamical properties, e.g., the growth of graphene on copper [74] or the kinetics of gas transport

across membranes [75, 76].

1.3 Thesis strategy and organization

Chapter 2 reports on the first test of the fundamental hypothesis of this dissertation, namely that

NPG can be used as an efficient RO membrane. This chapter also explores the relationship between

nanoscale structure and performance in NPG, with a particular focus on the effect of nanopore
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diameter on the salt rejection and water permeability of NPG, as well as the role of chemical

functionalization at the nanopore edges.

Chapter 3 asks a critical follow-up question: does NPG maintain its ultrahigh water permeability

under real-world RO pressures (< 100 bar)? This chapter also explores the role of the flexibility of

graphene nanopores by simulating an NPG membrane with a potential that allows its atoms to

become displaced in response to the solvent motion and the hydraulic pressure.

Chapter 4 ventures beyond monolayer NPG and examines how the properties of NPG might

evolve when we consider bilayer graphene. Specifically, we examine how the presence of a second

layer, the spacing between these layers and the degree of alignment between the nanopores affects

membrane performance. We find that bilayer NPG can act as a effective water desalination mem-

brane, with high salt rejection and a water permeability scales inversely with the number of layers.

We also explore how the mass transport behavior of multilayer graphene differs qualitatively from

that of polymer membranes.

By the end of Chapter 4, the reader will have gained insight into the physical and chemical factors

that can allow NPG to offer promising intrinsic desalination performance. In Chapters 5 and 6, we

turn to two materials science & engineering considerations that play a critical role in the viability

of NPG at the membrane scale. Chapter 5 explores the mechanics of an NPG membrane. The

chapter begins with an investigation of the fracture stress of NPG and the factors that contribute to

it, including nanopore radius, porosity, and the presence or absence of water. The chapter goes on

to ask under what conditions an NPG membrane can withstand the hydraulic pressure required for

RO, or in other words, under what physical conditions the membrane stress is less than its fracture

stress. Chapter 6 then discusses how the enhanced water permeability of nanoporous graphene

might translate into tangible benefits at the system level. Surprisingly, the specific benefits that

would result from having a 3x more permeable (or indeed, 1,000x more permeable) RO membrane

are largely unexplored in the literature.

Finally, Chapter 7 explores the implications of the results of this doctoral work. Particular

attention is given to subsequent work in the field of nanoporous RO membranes, and to the path

forward for making NPG desalination a reality.
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Chapter 2

Proof of concept: a Molecular

Dynamics Study of Water

Desalination across Nanoporous

Graphene

2.1 Synopsis

NPG shows tremendous promise as an ultra-permeable membrane for water desalination thanks

to its atomic thickness and well-defined pores. In this chapter, we investigate the hypothesis that

nanometer-scale pores in single-layer freestanding graphene can effectively filter NaCl salt from wa-

ter. Using classical MD simulations, we establish a proof of concept of this hypothesis. We report

the desalination performance of such membranes as a function of pore size, chemical functionaliza-

tion, and applied pressure. Our results indicate that the membrane’s ability to prevent the salt

passage depends critically on pore diameter, with adequately sized pores with diameters around

0.6 nm allowing for water flow while blocking ions. Further, an investigation into the role of chem-

ical functional groups bonded to the edges of graphene pores suggests that commonly occurring

hydroxyl (OH) groups can roughly double the water flux relative to hydrogen group thanks to their

hydrophilic character. The increase in water flux comes at the expense of less consistent salt rejec-

tion performance, which we attribute to the ability of hydroxyl functional groups to substitute for

water molecules in the hydration shell of the ions. Overall, this chapter indicates that the water

permeability of this material is several orders of magnitude higher than conventional reverse osmosis

membranes, and that nanoporous graphene may have a valuable role to play for water purification.
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2.2 Study background, hypothesis and design

Desalination has seen important improvements in energy efficiency, reliability and economics since

the 1960s thanks to numerous advances in reverse osmosis (RO) technology [8, 77]. However, the

semipermeable membranes that lie at the core of the RO process still rely on the same polyamide

TFC design as three decades ago. As a result, the main improvements in RO membrane technology

in recent decades (including the development of fully-crossed linked aromatic TFC membranes in the

1970s [78], of enhanced morphological control in the 1990s [79] and more recently of nanostructured

additives [80]) have largely been incremental rather than revolutionary. Thus, RO membranes

leave tremendous room for improvement. The best TFC membranes today are only 1.5� 2⇥ more

permeable than 20 years ago, and they still degrade in the presence of chlorine, making disinfection

difficult and leaving them vulnerable to fouling [41].

We saw in Chapter 1 that graphene might hold promise as an ‘ultimate’ RO membrane. It is

stronger, thinner and more chemically robust than the polyamide active layers in TFC RO mem-

branes. Although existing studies have already found potential applications of nanoporous graphene

in fields such as DNA sequencing and gas separation [81, 82, 83, 84, 85], the potential role of this

material for water desalination remains largely unexplored. In particular, the specific physical and

chemical properties of ions in a hydrated environment and the complex hydrogen-bonding behavior

of water at the nanoscale mean that NPG’s ability to act as an effective RO membrane is far from

obvious.

2.2.1 Hypothesis and design

Hypothesis. The fundamental hypothesis behind the development of graphene for water desali-

nation is that NPG could act as an RO membrane by rejecting salt ions and other molecular species

while allowing water to pass through its nanopores, and that its performance in RO would exceed

that of the TFC membranes in use today.

Prior results. Prior work lent credence to this hypothesis. Previous computational research had

shown that CNTs and other cylindrical nanopores could desalinate water [86, 87, 88, 89]. In 2008,

Sint et al. showed computationally that graphene was selectively permeable to certain solvated ions

and impermeable to others when nanopores existed in the material [90]. The authors discovered that

the chemical functional groups at the edge of the nanopores played a critical role in determining

which ions were rejected. Moreover, Suk and Aluru demonstrated in 2010 that nanopores as small

as 0.75 nm could allow water molecules to pass through [91]. These graphene nanopores exhibited

even higher water permeability than CNTs for radii larger than 0.8 nm, largely due to the higher

water velocity in the center of the nanopores. Several inherent properties of graphene also suggested

that graphene might outperform TFC membranes. In particular, the water flux across a membrane
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theoretically scales inversely with the membrane’s thickness [92], suggesting that graphene’s atomic

thinness (d = 0.34 nm) might enable far greater water permeability than the polyamide active

layers in TFC membranes (d ⇠ 100 nm). Whereas TFC membranes are degraded by chlorine due

to extensive amide bond cleavage under N-chlorination and chlorination-promoted hydrolysis [93],

graphene is not known to degrade by this mechanism. If graphene does exhibit greater tolerance

to chlorine than polyamide, this would represent a significant advantage in preventing membrane

fouling without degradation.

Ionic conductance. In addition, several studies had looked at NPG’s material’s ionic conductance

in solution. In these studies, an electric field is applied across a graphene membrane immersed in an

ionic solution, and the relationship between ionic current across the membrane and voltage provides

insights into the conductance of the membrane. Garaj et al. had used ionic conductance experiments

to show experimentally that single- and double-layer NPG membranes act as ionic insulators [32].

Suk and Aluru had highlighted the critical role of nanopore chemistry in determining the ion rejection

performance of NPG by showing that nanopores functionalized with nitrogen and fluorine rejected

all ions except lithium, sodium and potassium ions, while hydrogenated nanopores allowed only

chloride and bromine to cross [91].

2.2.2 Research questions

Although prior work separately examined water passage and salt passage across graphene pores,

these studies left thea ctual desalination performance of NPG largely untested. Moreover, the

energy barrier for ionic passage had only been studied in the context of electric fields as opposed

to hydraulic pressure gradients, and no studies had explicitly confirmed that saltwater undergoes

desalination through NPG. Lastly, the RO performance (in particular the water permeability and

salt rejection) of NPG had not been quantified and its dependence on material structure had not

been established.

2.3 Methods

MD simulations are ideally suited for to answer these questions because they allow us to probe the

kinetics and thermodynamics of desalination while accounting for the physics of water, ions and

graphene with relative accuracy. By applying hydraulic pressure to a saltwater reservoir in contact

with NPG, we modeled the RO process across graphene for the first time.
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(a) Hydrogenated graphene pore (b) Hydroxylated graphene pore

(c) Side view of the computational system investigated in this chapter.

Figure 2-1
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Figure 2-2: Workflow employed in our research group for MD simulations

2.3.1 MD simulation setup

In order to test whether NPG could allow for water passage while rejecting salt ions, we created a set

of MD simulations in which saltwater on the upstream side (henceforth referred to as the feed side)

was separated from fresh water on the downstream side (henceforth, the permeate side) by a porous

sheet of graphene (see Figure 2-1c). We will describe the main features of the simulation setup here,

and we will refer the more curious reader to Appendix A.2 for a more ‘hands-on’ description of how

to run MD simulations of NPG membranes.

The general workflow that we employed is represented in Figure 2-2. We first generated a series

of atomic geometry files corresponding to graphene sheets of varying nanopore sizes, surrounded by

water and bordered by rigid pistons. This step was carried out using the VMD software [94]. In

our system geometries, the graphene membrane was placed parallel to the xy plane. In order to

apply pressure on the feed, a rigid piston was placed parallel to the membrane and was subsequently

allowed to push the water towards the membrane at a prescribed external pressure. The saltwater

in the system contained 16 Na ions and 16 Cl ions solvated by 825 water molecules, corresponding

to a salt concentration of 72 g l�1 [94]. A higher salinity than seawater (35 g l�1) was chosen in order

to increase the occurrence of ion-pore interactions and obtain more precise results for a given system

size and simulation time. The initial system consisted of a box measuring 75Å in the z-direction.

The system was subjected to periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y- directions, meaning

that the presence of any atom at one end of the simulation box is mathematically equivalent to its

presence immediately beyond the other end of the box. The unit cell cross-section was 30x30 Å.
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2.3.2 Pore sizes and chemistries

We created nanopores with areas in the range of 1.5Å2 to 62Å2, and we analyzed pores passivated

with either commonly occurring hydroxyl (OH) groups (which are hydrophilic in nature) or hydrogen

atoms (which are hydrophobic) in order to examine the effect of pore chemistry on desalination

dynamics (see Figure 2-1a). The choice of pore sizes was based on indications from previous studies:

in particular, molecular dynamics studies by Suk et al. found that pure water can continue to flow

across graphene pores with diameters below 1 nm [91], and calculations by Sint et al. suggested that

the chemical functionalization of graphene nanopores could be tuned to selectively reject certain

solvated ions [90].

Hydrogenated pores were obtained by passivating each carbon at the pore edge with a hydrogen

atom. For hydroxylated pores, the unsaturated carbons along the pore edge were alternatively

bonded with H and OH groups. Although this pore chemistry also contains hydrogen groups, our

calculations indicate these pores are more thermodynamically stable with this alternating pattern

because it prevents steric interactions between neighboring OH groups. Furthermore, the OH groups

primarily govern the water-pore interactions because they extend further from the pore edge. The

size of each pore was measured by plotting atoms as van der Waals spheres and calculating the

amount of contiguous area not obstructed by any atomic representations. Pore diameters were

obtained from the open pore area measurements by the straightforward formula d = 2

p
A/⇡, which

results in nominally smaller diameters than the center-to-center measurements employed in other

works [91].

2.3.3 MD potentials

Because the simulations were designed to feature water molecules permeating individually across

nanopores and because the electrostatics of H2O play an important role in this process, we used

the four-site TIP4P model to represent water interactions [95, 96]. This model adds a massless

partial charge along the bisector of the H-O-H angle to represent the lone pair electrons behind

the oxygen atom. The TIP4P model has been shown to accurately reproduce the entropic and hy-

drogen bonding behavior of liquid water [97, 95]. This model allows for water polarization arising

at the intermolecular level via orientational rearrangement [98], while intra-molecular contributions

to water polarizability (due to bond and angle deformations as well as changes in electronic struc-

ture) are not explicitly included. These additional components of polarizability are known to affect

several water properties including dimer stability [99], but as we shall see, it is the orientational

contribution that dominates the physics of the system studied here. In order to ensure quantita-

tively that this is the case, we performed an auxiliary set of simulations that allowed for enhanced

water polarizability within individual water molecules by allowing for flexible bonds and angles (i.e.
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geometric polarizability [98]) using the SPC/F (flexible) force field [100]. This component of po-

larizability is in addition to the orientational component, which is already captured in the TIP4P

model. There exists an additional component of polarizability that arises from the rearrangement

of electrons in water molecules and ions. While polarizable water and ion potentials have been

developed [101, 102, 103, 104], we have not used them here. The results of these flexible water

simulations, which will be discussed below, indicate that the rigid TIP4P model provides similar

dynamics at lower computational cost. For a broader discussion of water models, we refer the reader

to Appendix A.2

The interactions for all other atomic species were modeled using Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulom-

bic terms. The interaction energy E between atoms i and j positioned closer together than a given

cutof distance was computed as:

E = 4✏[(
�

r
)

12 � (

�

r
)

6
] +

qiqj
✏dr

(2.1)

where ✏ and � are the energy and distance LJ parameters respectively, r is the distance between i

and j, qi and qj are the charges on the two atoms, and ✏d is the dielectric constant [52]. Interactions

between different atomic species (e.g., O and C) were modeled with LJ using the Lorentz-Berthelot

mixing rules, in which the energy and distance parameters are given by the geometric and arithmetic

mean of the individual parameters respectively. The parameters employed for each interaction type

are summarized in Appendix B.

We employed a non-polarizable model for salt ions. Although this approximation impacts the

distribution of ions in the vicinity of interfaces [105, 106, 101], this is expected to have a negligible

effect on the transport properties examined in this chapter, since the passage (or rejection) of salt

ions is primarily determined by the high applied pressure and not by their equilibrium position with

respect to the membrane. To the extent that polarization of the ions modifies the ion dynamics at

the water/membrane interface, the polarizability would be expected to result in an enhanced salt

rejection, as Cl– ions become more strongly repelled by the graphene interface [107].

2.3.4 Simulation process

MD simulations were carried out with the open-source LAMMPS code. LAMMPS benefits from a

strong user base, a highly parallelizable structure and is designed primarily for inorganic materials

science simulations [53]. After initially subjecting the system to pressures ranging from 1 MPa all

the way to 1,500 MPa, we focused our calculations in the 100-200 MPa range in order to obtain well-

converged statistics for the timescales involved in these MD calculations. Although these pressure

values are significantly higher than what is typical for desalination (a few MPa), the fact that the

timescales for flow scale linearly with applied pressure strongly suggests that our results will also
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hold valid at low pressures. We will test this assumption in more detail in Chapter 3.

The canonical (NVT) ensemble was used with a Nose-Hoover thermostat at 300 K and a damping

constant of 100 ps. The choice of thermodynamic ensemble and thermostat have been shown to

influence the water flowrates across carbon nanotube, and the Nose-Hoover thermostat is known

to provide an underestimate of water permeability relative to other thermostat choices [97]. Thus,

the permeabilities reported below are conservative estimates. The saltwater atoms were assigned an

initial Gaussian velocity distribution consistent with this temperature. In order to compute the long-

range Coulombic interactions in the system, we used the PPPM/tip4p k-space solver in LAMMPS

with a precision of 1⇥ 10

�6.

The saltwater and membrane were first subjected to a static minimization. Following minimiza-

tion, the saltwater system was equilibrated for 100 ps in the NVT ensemble, with the external piston

pressure kept at P = 0.

Water pressures on either side of the membrane were enforced by applying constant forces in

the z-direction to the piston atoms, thus ensuring that both water reservoirs were kept at constant

pressures. During the data acquisition stage, the piston was assigned a pressure P that varied for

each simulation. The net driving pressure is (�P � �⇧) = P � (⇡f � ⇡p), where �⇧ is the total

osmotic pressure difference and ⇡f and ⇡p are the feed and permeate osmotic pressures, respectively.

The data acquisition stage lasted 5 ns and atomic trajectories were recorded every 10,000 steps.

Simulations were carried out for multiple values of P between 0 and 2400 bar. For each choice of

P , the properties calculated below were obtained by averaging over 5 separate runs starting from

different sets of initial conditions for each configuration to ensure that the quantities are converged.

2.4 Results

The key conclusion from our calculations is that water can flow across a graphene membrane at rates

on the order of ⇠ 1000L/(m2-h-bar) while still rejecting salt ions, which is 3 orders of magnitude

higher than TFC RO membranes.

2.4.1 Water permeability

Consistent with Suk and Aluru [91], we found that nanoporous graphene exhibits ultrahigh water

permeability per nanopore. The water flow across three different hydroxylated pores as a function

of time is shown in Figure 2-3. Each trajectory begins with a linear regime in which water flows at

a constant rate: the behavior of the system indicates that the effects of the finite size of the periodic

simulation box – including the relative increase in feed salinity as water is gradually filtered through

the membrane – are negligible in this regime. The slope of each flow curve in Figure 2-3 corresponds

to the flow rate per unit of time, which was found to be proportional to applied pressure. Thus, we
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Figure 2-3: Number of water molecules filtered across hydroxylated pores as a function of simulation
time. Flow rates, given by the slope of each curve, increase as a function of applied pressure as well
as pore size. The largest pores allow water to flow at a constant rate that is proportional to applied
pressure until the entire feed reservoir has become depleted.

can extrapolate the dynamic quantities derived here down to the operating conditions more typical

of reverse osmosis plants, (�P ⇡ 5 MPa) by defining a water permeability normalized per unit of

applied pressure1. We have estimated the effective water permeability achieved in each system (see

Figure 2-4). The water permeability, expressed in liter of output per m2 of membrane per hour and

per unit of applied pressure, ranges from zero (for the narrowest hydrogenated pore) to 5360 L/(m2-

h-bar) in the case of the largest hydroxylated pore simulated here assuming a fixed porosity of 10%.

The reader should note, however, that the actual water permeability of an NPG membrane will scale

linearly with its nanopore density, which may correspond to either a lower or higher porosity than

10%2.

How do water molecules pass through NPG? In order to understand why NPG exhibits such

high water permeability, it is essential to identify the mechanisms by which water transports across

the membrane, and how the specific size and chemistry of the nanopores affects this transport. At

the nanoscale, water molecules form a complex hydrogen-bonding network. Thus, the water flux

across NPG is governed by the ability of molecules to enter the nanopores in a favorable geometric
1here exists some confusion between the terms ‘permeability’ and ‘permeance’, in part due to differing conventions

between research fields. In certain research fields (e.g., gas separation membranes), the flux per unit pressure is called
the permeancewhile the term permeability denotes the permeance multiplied by the membrane thickness. In the RO
membrane community, it is the former quantity (flux per unit pressure) that is referred to as ‘permeability’. This is
theï£ĳdefinition we use in this thesis.

2It would be equally appropriate to estimate the permeabilities assuming a fixed nanopore density instead of a fixed
porosity. A reasonable estimate for the nanopore density of NPG is 2.5⇥ 1012 pores/cm2, based on the experimental
densities achieved in graphene by O’Hern et al. [108].
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Figure 2-4: Computed water permeability for nanoporous graphene functionalized with hydrogen
and hydroxyl groups for various pore sizes. Water permeability scales roughly linearly with the area
of hydroxylated or hydrogenated pores.

orientation and hydrogen-bonding configuration. The flow profiles in Figure 2-3 show that the flow

rate of water is constant in time and increases with pore diameter size and applied pressure. For

narrow enough pores, water molecules are unable to pass and no water permeation is observed

during the entire trajectory. Conversely, when the water flow is fast enough, the curve eventually

reaches a saturation point indicating that the entire reservoir of water molecules on the feed side has

become depleted before the end of the simulation. Looking at the relationship between flowrate and

pore size, we find that the permeability of NPG scales as a4, as expected from the Hagen-Poiseuille

equation in classical fluid dynamics for flow across a cylindrical pore [109] (see Figure 2-4).

The degree to which water molecules reorient and order themselves as they pass through nanopores

also depends on the pore chemistry. For a given pore size, water permeability is significantly en-

hanced by hydroxylation: the permeability across the ⇡ 25Å2 pores (and the ⇡ 50Å2 pores) is larger

by 69% (and 115%, respectively) compared with the hydrogenated case. This behavior is due to the

fact that hydrophilic functional groups increase the water flux by allowing for a greater number of

hydrogen-bonding configurations inside the pore, as will be discussed below. This ordering effect

influences the free energy landscape of water molecules in the nanopore vicinity, which determines,

in turn, the water flux across the membrane. Collectively, these results indicate that the water flux

across NPG depends on the chemistry, size and geometry of the nanopores.
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2.4.2 Salt rejection

The salt rejection of existing TFC membranes is typically extremely high – upwards of 99% in

most cases. Since salt rejection is a non-negotiable performance criterion in most RO applications,

it is therefore imperative to understand the mechanisms by which salt is rejected across graphene

nanopores order to ensure the highest possible salt rejection. It should be noted that the finite system

sizes and limited simulation times accessible in MD simulations (typically on the order of ⇠10,000

atoms and several nanoseconds, respectively) make it difficult to distinguish between 95% and 100%

salt rejection. Therefore, precise estimates of the salt rejection of NPG remain limited at the time

of writing. Nevertheless, molecular simulations have provided useful guidelines for understanding

the effect of pore chemistry and pore size on the salt rejection capability of NPG.

While pores must exceed a critical size in order to permeate water molecules, they must also

be narrower than a maximum diameter in order to effectively hinder the passage of salt ions. Our

data for permeate salinity suggests that this maximum radius is around 3 Å, i.e. that salt ions

approaching the pore entrance are able to pass through the membrane beyond this diameter. The

calculated salt rejection for each nanoporous membrane is shown in Figure 2-5. Salt rejection is

calculated from the salinity of the permeate solution at t = t1/2 (defined as the time when half the

water has flowed to the permeate side) relative to the initial salinity of the feed for the range of

pore systems. For a perfectly rejecting membrane RR = 100%, the permeate salinity is zero, while

a membrane with no salt rejection (RR = 0%) would yield the same salinity in the permeate as in

the initial feed. Figure 2-5 shows that salt rejection is close to 100% for the smallest hydrogenated

and hydroxylated pore as well as for the medium hydrogenated pore. For the remaining pores, the

salt selectivity decreases both with pore size and applied pressure, reaching a minimum of 33% for

the largest OH-functionalized pore at 222 MPa. While NPG exhibited full salt rejection for small

enough nanopores (a  0.3 nm), the rejection dropped to 84% for a = 0.43 nm in hydrogenated

nanopores and to 52% for a = 0.40 nm in hydroxylated nanopores 3. An important consequence

of this finding is that it will be critical to achieve precise – and highly uniform – nanopore size in

large-scale NPG membranes in order to make viable RO membranes.

While salt rejection decrease with increasing pore size is expected from size exclusion considera-

tions, the dependence of salt rejection on applied pressure is noteworthy. In particular, we find that

the salt rejection of a given pore decreases at higher applied pressures, which is the opposite of what

is observed in TFC membranes [18]. We attribute this difference in behavior to the large effective

volume of ions in solution, which causes them to respond more sensitively to pressure increases than

water molecules. This is in contrast with the kinetics of ion passage across TFC RO membranes, in

3It should be noted that there exist several definitions for the radius of a nanopore at the atomic scale. In our
work [110], we calculated a based on the open pore area, effectively taking into account the pore functional groups
and the van der Waals radius of the atoms. Other studies measure a based on the center-to-center distance between
opposite carbon atoms, which yields a nominally larger nanopore radius.
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Figure 2-5: Average salt rejection as a function of pore type and pressure differential. The results
indicate that smaller pores are capable of effectively rejecting salt, but that rejecting performance
decreases with higher pressures. Moreover, hydrogenated pores exhibit a stronger salt rejection
performance than hydroxylated ones.

which the governing driving force for salt passage is a concentration gradient and where water flux

increases faster than salt flux with rising pressure.

By comparing the salt rejection predicted using the flexible SPC/F water model with the main

results presented here using the TIP4P water model, we can infer that intramolecular vibrations

and polarizability play a negligible role in the dynamics of saltwater transport. Indeed, a set of five

SPC/F calculations performed at 148 MPa for the largest and second-largest hydrogenated pores

yields salt rejection values within 1% of the TIP4P results (see Figure 2-5). This suggests that

molecular polarizability, while important for predicting other properties in water, is not a leading-

order effect in the desalination performance studied here.

These results indicate that pore chemistry also has a notable effect on salt rejection. For a given

pore size and applied pressure, the salt rejection is lower for hydroxylated pores. We attribute

this effect to the fact that OH functional groups can hydrogen-bond with salt ions much like water

molecules do, which results in a lower free energy barrier to ionic passage.

2.4.3 Water structure in the pore vicinity

The organization of water molecules in the vicinity of the pores plays a dominant role in both

the water permeability and the salt rejection of a nanoporous graphene membrane. The water

structure is in turn determined both by size effects (i.e. pore size) and chemical effects (i.e. pore

functionalization). In order to further understand why hydroxylated pores exhibit higher water

permeability and why hydrogenated pores are more effective at rejecting salt, we have investigated

several properties that indicate how water flows across each pore.
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Figure 2-6: Oxygen density maps at inside a hydrogenated (left) and hydroxylated pore (right).
with open pore areas of 23 and 28 Å2 respectively. Light blue indicates the region in which no water
oxygens are found, while red regions indicate the highest probability of finding an oxygen atom.

In principle, the higher flow rates across hydroxylated pores could arise from either a broadening

of the cross-sectional area available to water molecules, or from faster passage of each water molecule.

To identify which effect is dominant here, we have calculated the density maps for oxygen atoms of

water molecules inside H and OH functionalized pores (shown in Figure 2-6). Although the shapes of

the density surfaces differ to reflect the radial and six-fold symmetry of the H- and OH-functionalized

pore respectively, the figure reveals that the total cross-sectional area available for water passage

across the H-functionalized pore is only smaller by about 25%. This decrease alone is insufficient to

explain the 69-113% drop in water permeability found in hydrogenated pores, and therefore another

factor must be at play.

We attribute this additional factor to an entropic effect. To illustrate this, the angular distribu-

tion function of water molecules in the vicinity of a graphene nanopore is plotted in Figure 2-7. The

figure shows that water is more highly ordered in the vicinity of a hydrogenated pore. This higher

level of ordering is consistent with the fact that hydrogen passivation is hydrophobic and hence

restricts the number of hydrogen-bonding configurations available to water molecules traversing the

membrane. In contrast, OH- groups can hydrogen-bond with water and offer a smoother entropic

landscape for water molecules to traverse, thus allowing for faster overall water flow. The effect

of pore chemistry on water structure can thus explain why hydroxylated pores have higher water

permeability than hydrogenated pores.
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Figure 2-7: Angular distribution function (ADF) of water molecules with respect to the plane
of the graphene membrane as a function of position. Red depicts increasingly positive values of
cos(↵), indicating that the molecule’s hydrogen atoms lie towards the membrane, while blue indicates
negative values. The ADF is averaged over 5Å on the feed side of the membrane for a hydroxylated
pore (left) and hydrogenated pore (right) respectively.

2.5 Discussion

Kinetic behavior. We are able to reproduce the qualitative behavior of water desalination across

a nanoporous graphene membrane – including the entropic effect of pore chemistry and the salt

rejection drop at higher pressures – with a simplified kinetic model involving a reduced number of

variables. Assuming an Arrhenius model for both water and salt passage and neglecting finite size

effects, we may approximate the rates of water and salt passage respectively as:

˙Nw=A0e
�⌦wP�(�E+T�S)

kT

˙Ns=B0e
�⌦sP�(�E+T�S)

kT

Here A0 (T ) and B0(T ) represent the attempt rates for water and salt passage, respectively.

These attempt rates may be treated as constant for a given pore size, chemistry, applied pressure,

temperature and salt concentration. ⌦i denotes the effective volume of a molecule of species i: this

effective volume multiplied by the applied pressure acts as a driving force for ion species passage.

The (�E+T�S) terms represent the free energy barrier for species i associated with traversing the

pore. For nanometer-scale pores, this free energy barrier is expected to be a large quantity, and our

MD results described above indicate that it should be larger for a hydrophobic pore compared to a

hydrophilic one since the entropic barrier for entering the pore is higher. In this kinetic model, the
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steady-state permeate salinity is given by the ratio of the two permeation rates, ˙Ns/ ˙Nw.:

S=
˙Ns

˙Nw

The larger volume of solvated ions relative to water molecules can explain the observed salt

rejection drop at higher pressures: although salt and water permeation rates both increase linearly

with pressure, the salt has a larger effective volume. Accordingly, the salt flow rate increase is

steeper than that of water and results in a lower overall salt rejection for increasing pressure. We

take representative values for the effective volumes (⌦w ⇠ 10

�28
m

3, ⌦s ⇠ 10

�27
m

3, T = 300)

and the attempt rates expected from kinetic theory (A0 ⇠ 10

11
s

�1, B0 ⇠ 10

10
s

�1
). To test our

hypothesis that an entropic barrier can account for the contrasting properties of hydrophilic versus

hydrophobic pores, we assign a larger value of �S to the hydrogenated pore than to the hydroxylated

pore (�S = 4.5 k and 5.5 k respectively). For simplicity, we assume that the entropic barrier for salt

passage is higher than for water passage by factor of 10 percent. The choice of an energy barrier �E

is arbitrary since it does not appear in the expression for salt rejection. A further refinement to this

model would be to specify two different values of �E for salt ions across OH- and H-functionalized

pores, but the results below show that the present level of detail is enough to qualitatively reproduce

the main observed trends.

The steady-state salt rejection predicted by this model is plotted in Figure 2-8. The plots indicate

that the simple kinetic model proposed here qualitatively replicates the trends observed in the MD

trajectories: (a) salt rejection is a decreasing function of applied pressure; (b) salt rejection is higher

for a hydrogenated pore.

2.6 Outcome

2.6.1 Comparison with TFC membranes

Overall, our results indicate that graphene could act as a high-permeability desalination membrane.

For illustrative purposes, the theoretical performance of the optimal graphene pore configurations

examined here is plotted along with the experimental performance of RO in Figure 2-9. Among the

pore configurations that exhibited both full salt rejection and water passage (23.1Å2 hydrogenated

pore and 16.3Å2 hydroxylated pore), the water flux ranged per pore from 2.9⇥ 10

�15 L h�1 bar�1

to 4.4⇥ 10

�15 L h�1 bar�1. If we assume a porosity of 10%, this translates into water permeabilities

of 2124 and 1608 L/(m2-h-bar) respectively. In contrast, experimentally observed permeabilities for

TFC membranes are on the order of 1L/(m2-h-bar) (and values predicted from MD simulations lie

in this range as well [111]).
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Figure 2-8: Predicted salt rejection across a hydrogenated (upper line) and hydroxylated (lower line)
pore from a simple kinetic model. The model qualitatively replicates the observed decrease in salt
rejection with increasing pressure, as well as the higher salt rejection performance of a hydrogenated
pore. While this kinetic model neglects certain features of the MD system, including osmotic effects,
finite size effects and collective phenomena, it qualitatively replicates the observed behavior. This
lends support to the hypothesis that hydrophilic pore edge chemistries enable faster flow rates by
increasing the range of conformations and bonding configurations allowed inside the pore.

2.7 Opportunities for continued research

Regarding the question of whether a material such as nanoporous graphene could be practical for

commercial-scale desalination, we argue that graphene – and analogous 2D porous materials – rep-

resent far more than a theoretical study system. In particular, the two main challenges to this

material – its mechanical stability under applied pressure and its pore size distribution – may find

some promising solutions ahead. Mechanical stability, while beyond the direct scope of this chapter,

may be achieved using similar strategies to the conventional RO industry, where a highly porous

polysulfone layer serves to support the thin-film active layer. Such a support layer would add

to graphene’s inherent mechanical strength. Indeed, previous computational work has found that

graphene monolayers pinned every 40Å to 160Å could withstand pressures upwards of 500 MPa

without ripping [112], with experimental results also confirming graphene’s high robustness in bulge

tests [37]. We will return to the mechanical resilience of NPG membranes in Chapter 5.

The second challenge is to achieve an extremely narrow pore size distribution in the membrane, as

our calculations indicate that salt rejection performance is highly sensitive to pore diameter. Rapid

experimental progress towards accurately synthesizing highly ordered porous graphenes strongly

suggests that the practical feasibility of this system may be less far off than was believed even

just a few years ago. To the extent that the approach introduced here is not strictly limited to

graphene, surface-assisted self-assembly could help 2-dimensional graphene-like materials [82] reach

the economies of scale already achievable in non-porous graphene [27]. Overall, the enhanced water
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Figure 2-9: Performance chart for functionalized nanoporous graphene versus existing technologies.
The graphene nanopores examined in this work could reject salt ions with a water permeability 2-3
orders of magnitude higher than commercial RO. The data for RO and MFI zeolites is adapted from
Pendergast et al. [21].

permeability of nanoporous graphene could offer important advantages over existing RO technology.

For a given water output, such a membrane would enable lower energy requirements due to lower

operating pressures. It could also mean smaller and more modular desalination plants thanks to

smaller membrane area requirements, as we will discuss in Chapter 6.

2.8 Conclusion

The MD simulations described in this chapter indicate that NPG membranes are able to reject

salt ions while letting water flow at permeabilities several orders of magnitude higher than exist-

ing RO membranes. By simulating saltwater flow across a variety of pore diameters and chemical

functionalizations, we established that desalination performance is most sensitive to pore size and

pore chemistry. Our examination of the structure of water in the pore vicinity revealed that the

hydrophobic character of hydrogenated pores reduces the water flow by imposing additional confor-

mational order on the system, even as the limited hydrogen bonding allows for greater salt rejection

relative to hydroxylated pores.

This work highlights the promise of atomically thin, periodic nanostructures like graphene for

water desalination. This approach strongly suggests that a bottom-up, systematic redesign of de-

salination membrane materials is possible and can yield significant improvements over existing tech-
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nological methods.
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Chapter 3

Water Permeability of Nanoporous

Graphene at Realistic Pressures for

Reverse Osmosis Desalination

3.1 Synopsis

While Chapter 2 described a computational proof-of-concept that NPG could act as a highly per-

meable RO membrane, there exists a significant gap between the ideal conditions that were assumed

and the physical environment inherent to real RO systems. In particular, the water permeability

of NPG was calculated based on very high pressures (1000 bar to 2000 bar). Does NPG maintain

its ultrahigh water permeability under real-world RO pressures (<100 bar)? Here we answer this

question by drawing results from MD simulations. Our results indicate that NPG maintains its ul-

trahigh permeability even at low pressures, allowing a permeate water flux of 6.1⇥ 10

�15 L/hr-bar

per pore, or equivalently 1020 ± 19 L/(m2-h-bar) assuming a nanopore density of 1.7⇥ 10

13 cm�2.

3.2 Study background, hypothesis and design

3.2.1 Background

In Chapter 2, we saw that NPG can act as a semipermeable RO membrane and that its water

permeability could exceed that of TFC membranes by three orders of magnitudes. However, one

limitation of the MD simulations described in Chapter 2 is that we employed pressures that are

several orders of magnitude higher (1,000-2,000 bar) than those in real RO systems (10-100 bar) in

order to reduce computational time. Other studies have relied on similarly high pressures for the
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same reasons [94]. Another limitation was that the simulations kept the atoms in the NPG membrane

frozen in order to decouple the desalination performance from mechanical effects. However, graphene

membranes synthesized experimentally are flexible and the functional groups at the edge of each

nanopore are prone to deformation under the influence of water molecules and salt ions, which may

in turn affect the permeability and salt rejection of the membrane.

3.2.2 Research questions

The results from Chapter 2 leave two important questions unanswered. First, how does water flux

across NPG scale with net driving pressure in the realistic RO pressure regime (10 bar to 100 bar)?

Second, how does the motion and flexibility of membrane atoms around nanopore edges affect the

desalination performance?

3.2.3 Hypothesis

The underlying hypothesis behind this investigation is that NPG will continue to exhibit high salt

rejection and high water permeability even under low transmembrane pressures and when the flexi-

bility of the membrane atoms is taken into account. This result would be consistent with classical

membrane theory, as the water flux across conventional membranes typically scales linearly with

pressure [88].

3.2.4 Study design

As in the previous chapter, MD simulations are well suited to test this hypothesis. Provided that we

explore a narrower phase-space (for example, by limiting the number of pore sizes and chemistries)

and that we are willing to perform longer simulations, MD can allow us to study the RO performance

of graphene at much lower pressures than in Chapter 2. The physical system employed for this study

is represented in Figure 3-1.

We will only describe the differences relative to Chapter 2 to avoid redundancy. One key difference

was that in the present study, the membrane was allowed to deform during the simulation. This

allowed me to investigate whether any deformation effects might exist in the membrane, and if so,

whether this deformation might affect the membrane’s permeation properties.

Additionally, we used rigid pistons on both sides of the system (as opposed to only on the feed

side) to control the transmembrane pressure in the z-direction. An advantage of employing a second

piston on the permeate side was that we could precisely control the permeate pressure to equal

Pp = 1 atm. This was not strictly necessary in Chapter 2 given that the feed pressures were many

orders of magnitude larger than 1 atm, but it becomes increasingly relevant as we simulate lower

feed pressures and the approximation that �P = Pf becomes increasingly inaccurate.
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Because we found in Chapter 2 that hydrogenated nanopores allow for higher salt rejection and

that a pore radius of 0.3 nm exhibits full salt rejection [110], we focused on hydrogenated NPG with

a = 0.3 nm for this study.

Figure 3-1: Schematic of the computational setup. Salt water (NaCl) and pure water are placed on
either side of a hydrogenated NPG membrane with a = 0.3 nm. Membrane atoms are allowed to
move, and transmembrane pressure is applied using two pistons that exert pressures P and 1 atm on
the feed and permeate side respectively. The inset shows the permeation of water molecules across
a nanopore.

3.3 Methods

The detailed methodology builds upon the one described in Chapter 2 as well as other studies that

employed similar simulation methods [113, 114, 23, 115, 116, 117].

3.3.1 System preparation

Saltwater at an osmotic pressure of 5.8 bar was generated on the feed side (i.e., the input side) of

an NPG membrane, and consisted of 955 water molecules and 2 Na+/Cl� pairs, corresponding to a

feed osmotic pressure of 5.8 bar according to the Morse equation. Likewise, 526 molecules of pure

water were placed on the permeate side (i.e. the output side), and a rigid piston was placed on either

side of the water in order to apply any desired transmembrane pressure. As above, the system was

built in VMD [94].
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In order to allow the membrane atoms to deform, forces on C and H atoms in the membrane

were described with the AIREBO potential with a scale factor of 3.0 [96, 113]. One carbon atom

was tethered to its original position, in order to prevent the entire membrane from moving out of

plane.

3.3.2 Simulations process

MD calculations were performed using the LAMMPS code [94, 53], with the same simulation setup

as in Chapter 2. Because the simulations in this study relied on the AIREBO potential, we lowered

the timestep from 1.0 fs to 0.5 fs in order to guarantee energy conservation to within numerical

precision.

The saltwater and membrane were first subjected to a static minimization. Following minimiza-

tion, the saltwater system was equilibrated for 50 ps in the NVT ensemble between the two pistons,

each of which had a force of 0.01 k/mol/Å in order to bring the density of water to its equilibrium

value and remove any voids in the liquid water. The data acquisition stage was performed in the

NVT ensemble with a Nose-Hoover thermostat.

Water pressures on either side of the membrane were enforced by applying constant forces in

the z-direction to the piston atoms, thus ensuring that both water reservoirs were kept at constant

pressures. During the data acquisition stage, the permeate piston was assigned a new pressure of

Pp = 1 atm and the feed piston was assigned a larger pressure P that varied for each simulation.

Because P � 1 atm, the transmembrane pressure �P = P � Pp is approximately equal to P . The

net driving pressure is (�P ��⇧) = (P � Pp)� (⇡f � ⇡p), where �⇧ is the total osmotic pressure

difference and ⇡f and ⇡p are the feed and permeate osmotic pressures, respectively. The data

acquisition stage lasted 10 ns and atomic trajectories were recorded every 10,000 steps. Simulations

were carried out for multiple values of P between 0 and 2400 bar. For each choice of P , the simulation

was run 5-15 times with different and uncorrelated starting configurations in order to produce more

accurate averages.

3.3.3 Analysis

The water flux, �, across the membrane was computed as

� =

˙Nv⇢ (3.1)

where ˙N is the average rate of water molecule per unit time, v is the volume per water molecule and

⇢ is the nanopore density in the NPG membrane. The water permeability, Am, was then computed

from the water flux as

Am =

�

�P ��⇧

(3.2)
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In Equation 3.2, the osmotic pressure difference �⇧ must reflect the salinity at the membrane

surface, which is typically greater than the bulk salinity in the feed due to concentration polariza-

tion [118]. Because the feed piston is placed less than 10 nm away from the membrane, the feed

salinity was approximately uniform during the simulations (Fig. B-1), ensuring that it is appropriate

to calculate �⇧ based on the bulk feed salinity in our system.

3.4 Results

For each run, we calculated the number of water molecules on the feed side as a function of time.

Typical results for P = 29, 146, and 1460 bar respectively are shown in Figure 3-2a. The curves

indicate that water molecules permeate across the membrane at a relatively constant rate, and that

the flow of water increases monotonically with applied pressure. For P = 29 bar, the net driving

pressure is only (�P � �⇧) = 22 bar and the slope of curve is correspondingly small. Multiple

simulations at the same pressure (not shown in figure) help to reduce the standard error in the flux,

even though the relative error in the slope is relatively large compared with runs at higher pressures.

For P = 146 bar and P = 1460 bar respectively, the net driving pressure is significantly greater and

the flow of water molecules is correspondingly larger.

The water flux as a function of pressure is shown in Figure 3-2b. The figure indicates that

the water flux scales linearly with applied pressure, and the inset in the figure shows that the

data at low pressure (0 < P < 150) continue to scale linearly with P . we estimated the water

permeability of the membrane by calculating the slope in Figure 3-2b using the weighted least

squares method. Assuming a nanopore density of 1.7⇥ 10

13 pores/cm2, the resulting permeability

of NPG is (1020± 19)L/(m2-h-bar). This compares favorably with the prediction that results from

looking only at the high-pressure data, namely 1017 L/(m2-h-bar) . The data in Figure 3-2 also

contain information about the osmotic pressure of the feed. The transmembrane flux is expected to

reach zero when (�P � �⇧) = 0, or P = Pp + �⇧ ⇠ 7 bar. Thus, we would expect to the linear

fit in Figure 3-2b to cross the x-axis at P = 7 bar. In fact, the crossover occurs at P = 15 bar,

with a standard error of 20 bar. To make sense of the large relative uncertainty associated with this

measurement, we note that the motion of water molecules becomes increasingly governed by random

diffusion for vanishingly small net driving pressures, which means that the signal-noise ratio from the

MD simulations becomes small as (�P ��⇧) ! 0. we conclude that the MD simulations performed

here are not an optimal method for estimating the osmotic pressure with good precision, even when

each data point builds on over 100 ns of simulation time, as is the case here. Fortunately, we are

primarily concerned with the water permeability of the NPG membrane, and the MD simulations

are much better suited for estimating this quantity: the relative standard error in the permeability

is only 2%. An examination of the density of ions as a function of distance from the membrane (see
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Figure 3-2: a) Number of water molecules on the feed side as a function of simulation time for �P
= 29 bar (grey), �P = 146 bar (blue) and �P = 1460 bar (red). Although the roughly linearly
slopes indicate that flow (water passage per unit time) is approximately constant in both cases, the
signal-noise ratio increases with P. b) Calculated water flux through NPG as a function of applied
feed pressure. At realistic pressures for RO desalination (P < 100 bar), the flux continues to scale
linearly with pressure. Inset shows the water flux for P < 150 bar, and the blue line indicates the
same linear fit as the main plot. The shaded band in the inset represents a smoothed mean with
99% confidence.

Appendix B) also reveals that concentration polarization is not present at the lengthscale of our

simulation, meaning that the net driving pressure is not significantly greater than that predicted

from the salt concentration in the bulk.

Finally, we examine the effect of pressure on the permeation of water molecules in the vicinity

of the nanopore. A key physical difference between driving water across NPG at �P = 10 bar to

100 bar compared with �P ⇡ 1000 bar is how the pressure may affect the force of water molecules

on the functional groups at the pore edge. In particular, it may have been expected that higher

pressure would lead to greater deformation of the nanopore edge, which could result in a nonlinear

increase in flux with increasing pressure. However, our MD indicate that this is not the case within

the pressure range investigated. We have computed the density isosurface of water oxygen atoms

for both relatively low (122 bar) and relatively high (1460 bar) pressure (see Figure 3-3). Although

the figure indicates that marginally greater pore deformation occurs at high pressure (as seen by

the greater deviation of hydrogen atoms from the basal plane of the membrane), the diameter of

the oxygen density map inside the pore is unchanged compared with the low pressure case. The

reader should also note that the effect of applied pressure on pore deformation is also affected by
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1460 bar122 bar

Figure 3-3: Comparison of oxygen density maps is for �P = 122 bar (left) and �P = 1460 bar
(right). The oxygen density is represented by a wireframe map and is averaged over 10 ns. The
figure shows that the density of water molecules in the vicinity of the nanopore is similar for high
vs. low transmembrane pressures.

the specific functional groups at the pore edge; one would expect a greater degree of deformation in

the case of hydroxyl groups or larger functional groups.

3.5 Outcome

We have seen that NPG continues to exhibit ultra-high water permeability at hydraulic pres-

sures employed in RO systems. By simulating the RO process through hydrogenated NPG at

far lower pressures than had been done previously in the literature, we showed that the water flux

through each nanopore continues to scale linearly with applied pressure, placing the water perme-

ability of NPG at 6.1⇥ 10

�15 L/(m2−bar−pore), or ⇠ 10

3 L/(m2-h-bar) assuming a pore density

of 1.7⇥ 10

13 pores/cm2. Assuming instead the density achieved experimentally by O’Hern et al.

experimentally (5⇥ 10

12 cm�2) [108], the water permeability of NPG would be 300 L/(m2-h-bar) ,

which is still two orders of magnitude greater than commercial TFC membranes.

The reader should note that the water permeability reported here is in the absence of concentra-

tion polarization, since the accumulation of salt near the membrane affects the permeate flux but

is a function of flux rather than an inherent property of the membrane material, and because the

implications of concentration polarization in NPG will be explored in Chapter 6.

Furthermore, we saw that the flexibility of the graphene membrane, which had not been taken

into account until now, does not adversely affect the permeability of NPG. While higher pressures

do lead to greater deformation at the nanopore edge, this does not have a significant effect on the
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flow of water across the nanopores.

3.6 Opportunities for continued research

A number of physical and chemical phenomena involved in graphene-based desalination must be

better understood in order to leverage the full potential of graphene for RO. Although the purpose

of this work was not to examine effects of pressure on salt rejection, it should be noted that no salt

permeation was observed in any of the simulations. While this strengthens the hypothesis that NPG

would be a high-performing membrane for RO desalination, future work should focus on quantifying

in greater detail the salt rejection of NPG at realistic RO pressures.

This chapter did not investigate the potential for long-range membrane strain. This effect,

if it exists, would occur at the lengthscale of hundreds of nanometers due the morphology of the

substrate material. Given that each periodic cell in our simulation comprised a single nanopore, such

an investigation lay outside of the scope of this chapter. It is nonetheless important to understand

the effect of hydraulic pressure on the mechanical properties of NPG and its implications for this

material’s desalination performance. This is the aim of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Multilayer graphene: The effects of

multiple NPG layers on RO

performance

4.1 Synopsis

Multilayer graphene holds promise as a graphene material that can, at least at present, be synthesized

more reliably and economically than single-layer graphene. In this chapter, we build upon the

knowledge gained until now to explore how bilayer nanoporous graphene (b-NPG) might serve as

an RO membrane. Using classical MD simulations of b-NPG with varying nanopore sizes, bilayer

separations and levels of nanopore alignment, we find that b-NPG exhibits similar desalination

properties as single-layer NPG, but at a water permeability penalty of approximately 2⇥. Moreover,

we find that narrow layer separations can play an active role in rejecting monovalent salt ions, even

with nanopore diameters as large as 16Å.

4.2 Study background, hypothesis and design

In Chapters 2 and 3, we explored the potential of NPG from the vantage point of material design

guidelines: we began with an idealized system and we identified the most promising parameters

(e.g., nanopore size or substrate morphology) in the hope of guiding the ongoing progress towards

the experimental synthesis of NPG membranes. In the present chapter, we turn to a different aim

of computational materials research by starting with an experimental observation – namely, the

empirical difficulty of producing large-scale graphene films without multiple layer coverage – to
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motivate our investigation.

Recently, several efforts have targeted the synthesis of large-scale graphene films [119]. While cur-

rent synthesis methods produce films containing pristine, monolayer regions as large as 0.5mm [120],

the overall films typically contain numerous imperfections. Of particular relevance for membrane

applications are grain boundaries, tears and the superposition of multiple graphene layers on the

surface. Of these three categories of imperfections, grain boundaries are of least concern because

they largely consist of alternating Stone-Wales (5-7 ring) defects [121], which are too small to allow

molecular species to pass through. Tears and other intrinsic defects could allow unimpeded passage

of salt ions [36], although preliminary work suggests that several techniques could help form covalent

bonds between disconnected graphene regions [122].

Finally, it has proven difficult in practice to produce large-scale graphene without significant

bilayer (or multilayer) coverage. For example, the superposition of multiple graphene layers is

a significant topic of interest in the case of solution-processed graphene. Solution-processing is

emerging as one of the most promising approaches for producing graphene [123, 124, 125]. Because

this approach involves assembling a planar sheet from micrometer-sized graphene flakes, solution-

processed graphene sheets will include multiple layers stacked on top of each other. While several

studies indicate that it may be possible to stich the graphene flakes together [122, 126, 127], the

resulting sheet will nevertheless consist of multiple layers.

4.2.1 Research questions

The physical implications of multiple graphene layers on the RO performance of NPG remain largely

unknown. In particular, it is unclear whether NPG will maintain its ultrahigh water permeability if

the material no longer consists of a single atomic layer. Moreover, it is unknown whether the added

thickness will make transport across multilayer NPG resemble that across polymer membranes:

does the water and ionic transport across multilayer graphene more closely resemble the transport

across monolayer NPG or across TFC membranes? These questions are critical to the success of

graphene membranes: it is therefore essential to understand how multilayer NPG performs as an

RO membrane.

4.2.2 Hypothesis

We investigated the effect of layering on the RO performance of NPG by taking b-NPG as a model

system. An underlying assumption is that the transition from a single layer to two layers will teach

us the most important effects of adding layers to an NPG membrane, and that subsequent layers

will have a qualitatively similar (or lesser) effect.

The hypothesis for this study is that b-NPG will reject salt at least as well as monolayer NPG.

Based on a resistance-in-series model, we also expect that the water permeability will scale inversely
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with the number of layers, a hypothesis that is supported by the fact that flux scales inversely with

membrane thickness in conventional membranes.

4.2.3 Experimental design

We studied the RO performance of b-NPG across a wide range of parameters using MD simulations.

For each nanopore size, we examined the effect of the different parameters on the properties of the

membrane. The key parameters that we explored were the feed pressure P , the nanopore offset O
and the interlayer spacing H. For each of these parameters, we carried out a series of simulations

across a range of values while keeping the other parameters fixed at a baseline value. The baseline

values were �P = 1020 bar, O = 9.8Å and H = 8Å. For example, when we describe the effect of

nanopore offset on water flux below, we will be referring to a system with an interlayer separation

of H = 8Å and a transmembrane pressure of �P = 1020bar. As in Chapter 3, the physical system

consisted of a membrane (made of bilayer graphene in this case) with saline feed water (with an NaCl

concentration of 0.5 M) on one side and pure permeate water on the other, and bounded by rigid

pistons designed to apply a transmembrane pressure (see Figure 4-1a). In addition to computing

the water flux and the salt rejection for each set of parameters, we also examined the transport

behavior of water and salt at the atomic scale by calculating the time required for water molecules

to permeate across the membrane in the forwards or backwards direction. Finally, we carried out a

comparison of the transport properties of b-NPG with TFC membranes.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 System geometry

The system geometries weredr built using VMD 1.9.1 [94] and Avogadro 1.1.1 [128]. The initial

distance between the feed piston and the upstream membrane was set to 5 nm in order to remove

size effects in the feed. The distance between the permeate piston and the downstream membrane

was initially set to 2 nm, and is expected to increase over the course of the simulation as feed water

molecules move to the permeate side. The cross-section of the unit cell was 3⇥ 3 nm.

We created systems with interlayer spacings ranging from H = 3.35Å (which corresponds to

the layer spacing found in graphite) to H = 20Å. It has been found previously that separations of

10Å and 14Å yield two and three water layers respectively [129]. The interlayer region was initially

hydrated with pure water. Nanopores were created by removing carbon atoms within 3, 4 and 6 Å

respectively from the center of a hexagonal graphene ring. By representing atoms as vdW spheres

and measuring the open area inside each pore as in Chapter 2, we estimated the radius of these

nanopores to be a = 2.2Å, a = 3.0Å and a = 4.5Å respectively (see Figure 4-1).
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2a

O

(a) Bilayer membrane with nanopore diameter 2a, layer separa-
tion H and nanopore offset O.

(b) a = 2.2Å (c) a = 3Å (d) a = 4.5Å

Figure 4-1: System geometry

The nanopore edges were then functionalized with H groups using Avogadro 1.1.1 (see Fig-

ure 4-1). The nanopores in neighboring graphene layers were offset diagonally from each other

in increments corresponding to the separation between consecutive hexagonal rings in graphene

(�x = 1.228Å, �y = 2.127Å). Thus, the offset between two nanopores that are one unit away

from each other was O =

p
1.2282 + 2.1272 = 2.45Å. The pore offset was varied from O = 0 (fully

aligned) to 19.6Å (fully offset).

4.3.2 MD simulations

The MD simulations followed the same methodology as in Chapter 3. For simplicity, we describe only

the differences here. In order to simulate nanopore flexibility, membrane atoms within a 8Å radius of

the center of each pore were allowed to move and their interactions were described by the AIREBO

potential. Other membrane atoms were held rigid. We also performed auxiliary simulations with

all membrane atoms held free except one pinned atom in each layer, and we found that the two

graphene layers still maintained roughly constant separation (see Appendix B). Thus, keeping the
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majority of the membrane atoms rigid is a valid approximation here. Water was described using

the LJ parameters from the TIP4P/2005 model and the partial charges from the TIP4P/Ew model.

Following the running of the simulations, it was found that this combination yields an overestimate

in the absolute fluxes of water. However, we expect that the relative trends are described accurately.

Future work will examine how the results evolve when the TIP4P/Ew model alone is used.

Following a minimization stage and an equilibration for 25 ps in the NVT ensemble, each system

was subjected to the desired transmembrane pressure for 5 ns to 10 ns. The system temperature was

held at 300K using a Nose-Hoover thermostat, and the timestep was 0.5 fs.

4.3.3 Post-processing

Water fluxes were calculated by counting the number of water molecules in the feed, interlayer and

permeate regions over time and by taking the slope of the number of water molecules in the permeate

as a function of time in the linear regime (i.e. before the feed became depleted). In each simulation,

the number of water molecules in the interlayer remained approximately constant, while the number

of feed waters decreased at a constant rate and the number of permeate waters increased at the

same rate (see Figure 4-2). Given our choice for the piston-membrane distance and the unit cell

cross section, the feed region began each simulation with 1296 waters and reached a minimum at

around 700 water molecules. In calculating the water flux, we looked at the linear regime before the

number of feed waters dropped to 850.
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Figure 4-2: Number of water molecules in the feed (blue), interlayer (orange) and permeate region
(red) as a function of simulation time for a typical simulation.

The salt rejection in each system was obtained by taking the ratio of net salt ions �Ns to water

molecules �Nw that had passed to the permeate side by the time the feed reservoir has been reduced

to 850 water molecules, and comparing this ratio of salt ions N (f)
s (0) to waters N (f)

w (0) in the initial
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feed reservoir:

RR = 1�
�Ns
�Nw

N(f)
s (0)

N(f)
w (0)

(4.1)

4.4 Results

Overall, our results indicate that b-NPG acts as an effective RO membrane, with transport properties

that follow to first order the behavior expected for two independent monolayer graphene membranes

in series. To second order, we also observe several trends that indicate how the relative placement

of the NPG layers can affect the membrane’s properties.

4.4.1 Water flux

The effects of bilayer separation, nanopore offset and pressure on water flux are shown in Figure 4-3.

Fig. 4-3a shows the evolution of water flux with bilayer separation for O = 9.8Å and �P = 1020bar.

The most important trend is that for H � 8Å, for a given nanopore size, increasing H has no

significant effect on water flux. The figure also indicates a critical regime at H = 5Å, in which no

water can permeate for a = 2.2Å and a = 3.0Å, but where a small (25waters/ns/pore) amount of

water can permeate for a = 4.5Å. Finally, for the narrowest possible layer spacing (H = 3.35Å),

the water flux is zero because there exists no path between the misaligned nanopores.

Fig. 4-3b shows the evolution of water flux with nanopore offset for H = 8Å and �P = 1020bar.

The figure highlights a curious trend in which nanopore misalignment has no significant effect on flux

for a = 2.2Å but significantly reduces the flux for the larger nanopore sizes1. In other words, pore

alignment matters when the nanopores are large and does not matter when the nanopores are small.

We hypothesize that this phenomenon is due to a transition from partially advective transport to

purely Brownian transport in the larger nanopores. We will return to this hypothesis below.

Fig. 4-3c shows how water flux evolves with applied pressure for H = 8Å and O = 9.8Å. As

predicted from classical membrane theory, the flux for a given membrane system scales linearly with

applied pressure, with the slope determining the water permeability Am. The effect of nanopore size

on Am is shown in Fig. 4-3d, which indicates that the permeability of b-NPG scales approximately

as a4, which is consistent with both the Hagen-Poiseuille equation in classical fluid dynamics for flow

across a cylindrical pore [109] and the results for monolayer NPG in Chapter 2. The permeabilities

given here assume a density of 5⇥ 10

12 pores/cm2 for consistency with experimental results [108].

For comparison, Fig. 4-3c and 4-3d also feature data for the flux and permeability of a single

layer for each nanopore size. From the figure, we find that adding a second NPG layer (with

misaligned nanopores) reduces the water permeability by a factor of 2.0, 2.20 and 2.65 for (a = 2.2Å),

(a = 3.0Å) and (a = 4.5Å) respectively. These factors can be compared with the factor of 2.0 that
1This is confirmed in Fig. B-3, which shows the relative increase/decrease in water flux for each nanopore size.
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Figure 4-3: Water flux and water permeability as a function of membrane structure

might be expected from a resistance-in-series model, in which the total resistance of an N-layer

membrane would be the sum of the resistances of the N individual membrane layers. Because we

saw that the water flux across the (a = 3.0Å) and (a = 4.5Å) membranes depends on O, we can

alternatively compare the monolayer case to b-NPG with perfectly aligned nanopores instead. If the

nanopores are aligned, the flux reduction across the (a = 3.0Å) and (a = 4.5Å) membranes is 1.96

and 1.99 respectively. This indicates that water transport across b-NPG follows the resistance-in-

series model if the nanopores are aligned.

4.4.2 Salt rejection

Consistent with earlier work, we find that b-NPG is capable of rejecting salt for sufficiently small

nanopores. Figure 4-4 shows the salt rejection across the membrane as a function of pore offset, layer

separation and applied pressure. The key results of the figure can be summarized as follows: (1)
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Figure 4-4: Salt rejection across bilayer NPG as a function of membrane structure and pressure.

The (a = 2.2Å) membrane consistently exhibits 100% salt rejection; (2) The (a = 3.0Å) membrane

exhibits 100% salt rejection under most conditions, except at very high pressure (2000 bar); (3) The

(a = 4.5Å) membrane has a salt rejection between 75% and 100%; (4) Salt rejection decreases at

greater pore alignment, larger layer spacing or higher pressure.

We saw above that aligned nanopores were associated with greater water flux in the (a = 4.8Å)

nanopore. The fact that aligned nanopores have lower salt rejection in spite of this fact suggests

that O has an even stronger inhibiting effect on salt passage than on water passage. Since salt ions

must pass through two nanopores regardless of offset, this implies that the interlayer region acts as

an energetic barrier to ions, with shorter pore-pore distances (i.e. aligned nanopores) allowing for

a lower energy barrier than long pore-pre distances (i.e. misaligned nanopores). Moreover, the fact

that salt rejection decreases for larger H strenghtens the hypothesis that longer, narrower interlayer

regions increase the energy barrier for salt passage. Finally, the fact that salt rejection decreases

with higher pressure is consistent with our findings from Chapter 2 and with the kinetic argument

that was made in Section 2.5 for monolayer NPG, in direct contrast to the trend observed in TFC

membranes.

4.5 Transport behavior

We now turn to the transport behavior of water and salt ions as they permeate through b-NPG. The

density profile of water along the axis orthogonal to the membrane is shown in Figure 4-5. The water

density exhibits peaks near the graphene surfaces, as expected from previous work [129]. Although

the water density peak on the outside of the upstream membrane is nearly 30% larger than on the

downstream side, likely due to the greater pressure on the feed side, there exists no consistent water

density gradient within the interlayer region for either H = 20 or 8Å. In fact, the water density

peak is slightly larger on the downstream side than on the upstream side of the interlayer. We will

return to this observation when comparing the properties of NPG and TFCs below. In any event,
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Figure 4-5: Projected oxygen density as a function of position along z axis for different values of
nanopore offset and H = 8Å.

Figure 4-5 indicates that there exists no uniform water concentration gradient across b-NPG.

Figure 4-6: Trajectory of a water molecule (red spheres) permeating diffusing across bilayer NPG
with H = 20Å.

We can examine the physical trajectory of water molecules permeating across b-NPG (see Fig-

ure 4-6). The trajectory reveals that the path of water molecules is highly collision-based. The

trajectory displayed in the figure is for H = 20 Å, and shows the successive positions of a single

water molecule over 1 ns, with each red sphere representing the position of the oxygen atom at

consecutive 50 ps intervals. The figure suggests that the path of water molecules across multilayer

graphene is not straight and instead involves numerous collisions within the interlayer region.

We may take the analysis a step further by examining how long it takes on average for water
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molecule to permeate across the bilayer membrane. We find that it takes an average of 0.9 ns for

a water molecule to transport across a 2.0 nm bilayer. To gain an intuitive understanding of what

this passage time entails, we may compare the thickness traveled in this bilayer to the expected

diffusion length that a water molecule would have traveled in bulk water under Brownian motion,
p
4Dt = 2.9 nm. The fact that the thickness of the bilayer is on the same order (and even smaller)

than the average self-diffusion length of bulk water confirms that the motion of water molecules

permeating through multilayer NPG is highly Brownian in nature.

We saw above that increasing the nanopore alignment had no significant effect on the flux across

the (a = 2.2Å) membrane but significantly decreased the flux across the (a = 4.5Å) membrane.

A logical hypothesis to explain this observation is as follows: in the (a = 2.2Å) membrane, the

nanopore radius is small relative to the layer spacing (a/H ⌧ 1), so the trajectory of waters is fully

Brownian and their position upon reaching the downstream layer is largely uncorrelated with their

entering position. This would explain why O has little effect on water flux for these small nanopores.

In contrast, for (a = 4.5Å) the ratio a/H ⇠ 1, so when the nanopores are fully aligned there may

exist a partially advective mode of transport in which waters can pass through both pores in rapid

fashion without entering the fully Brownian collision regime. One would expect this advective regime

to diminish significantly as O increases and the short, straight path between nanopores progressively

disappears.

To verify this hypothesis, we have computed the probability distribution of ⌧f , the time it takes

for a water molecule to permeate across the bilayer for (a = 4.5Å). This probability distribution

is shown in Figure 4-7. The distribution features two peaks in the case of aligned nanopores,

indicating a faster mode on the order of ⇠ 10 ps and a slower mode closer to ⇠ 1000 ps. The faster

mode gradually disappears for larger O. This strengthens the hypothesis that large offsets reduce

the flux across large nanopores by hindering an advective component to the flow.

4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 Can the interlayer itself reject salt?

The fact that salt rejection increases with narrowing H (for a given pore size and pore alignment)

suggests that the channel between the layers has an effect on the salt rejection. This begs the

question of whether this interlayer channel can be designed to reject salt even when the pores are

much larger than the hydrated radius of the ions. To probe this effect, we have looked at the salt

rejection of a bilayer membrane with significantly larger pores (a = 8.0Å) that are fully misaligned

(O = 34.3Å) with interlayer spacings ranging from H = 8Å to 11Å. The unit cell cross-section

was increased to 5 ⇥ 5 nm to allow for this greater pore offset, and the membrane was held rigid

with unfunctionalized pore edges for simplicity. For H = 8Å, the membrane exhibits partial salt
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Figure 4-7: Probability density of the water permeation time for a = 4.5Å and several nanopore
offsets. The figure indicates a faster transport mode on the order of ⇠ 10 ps for aligned nanopores
that gradually disappears for misaligned pores.

rejection: by the time half of the feed water has permeated across the bilayer membrane, the salt

rejection is approximately 90%. The bilayer spacing is technically too large to sterically hinder ionic

passage, but it is still narrow enough to impose a free energy barrier on salt ions, which slows the

passage of salt relative to water molecules (see Figure B-7b). The energetic barrier for residing

within the interlayer can be visualized in Figure B-8, which shows that the occupation density of

salt is much higher in the vicinity of the pores than in the rest of the interlayer region. The free

energy penalty of solvated ions in increasingly confined (nonporous) nanochannels had been explored

previously [130, 131], and this energy penalty has been attributed to the disruption of the hydrogen

bonding network in confined water. The b-NPG system reported here is among the first to reject

salt using this mechanism.

Because the pores are much larger than the hydrated radius of Na+ and Cl–, we find that a single

layer with this pore size does not reject salt. Similarly, this bilayer membrane does not exhibit salt

rejection for H � 10Å. However, an interesting effect occurs when H decreases to 8Å: the bilayer

membrane now exhibits full salt rejection. The atomic trajectory reveals that salt ions are able to

permeate across the first pore and to enter the interlayer region, but that they do not travel within
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Table 4.1: Comparison of transport across polymer and graphene membranes.

Behavior Polymer Bilayer graphene Comparison
Characteristic thickness (nm) 200 ⇠ 1 -
Cavity/pore size (nm) 0.5 0.6� 0.8 similar
Cavity/pore density (cm�2) 10

12 � 10

14
10

12 similar
Am (L/(m2-h-bar) ) ⇠ 1 300 -
Am ⇥ d (L/m-h-bar) 1⇥ 10

�7
1⇥ 10

�7 -
Hydrostatic pressure uniform decreases linearly different
Water concentration decreases linearly uniform different
Salt rejection vs. �P increases decreases different
Am at high �P declines constant different

the interlayer to the second pore (see Figure B-7a). As a result, salt ions never permeate across the

entire membrane for this layer spacing. We attribute this effect to the fact that the bilayer spacing

is narrow enough to sterically hinder ions from diffusing within the interlayer region.

4.6.2 Is the transport across b-NPG qualitatively different from transport

across TFC membranes?

As we transition from monolayer graphene to a multilayer material, a critical question is whether the

mass transport is qualitatively different from that across TFC membranes. To answer this question,

we begin by reviewing some of the key results regarding the transport across TFC membranes. The

key properties summarized in Table 4.1.

Water transport. The mass transport across TFC membranes has been studied extensively [18,

92, 132, 133]. Macroscopically, it is known that the water flux is driven by a water concentration

gradient from the upstream to the downstream side of the membrane, which is itself induced by the

transmembrane pressure [133]. The higher the transmembrane pressure, the lower the downstream

water concentration and the steeper the concentration gradient. Based on this concentration gradi-

ent, the water transport follows Fickian diffusion. A schematic of the profiles of the key parameters

across a polymer membrane is shown in Fig 4-8. It is important to notice that while water volume

fraction decreases monotonically across the membrane, the hydrostatic pressure within the film is

roughly uniform.

Quantitatively, the water flux qw across a polyamide active layer can be expressed as [132]:

qw =

Dw

d
ˆV�Cw (4.2)

where Dw is the diffusion coefficient of water in the polymer matrix, d is the matrix thickness, ˆV is

the specific volume of water and �Cw is the water concentration difference across the layer.
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Figure 4-8: Water concentration, activity, and hydrostatic pressure profiles across a non-porous
polymer film, reproduced with permission from Ref [133]. The water volume fraction, �m

w , mass
fraction, wm

w , and water activity, amw , decrease monotonically with distance within the polymer, but
the hydrostatic pressure P is uniform within the membrane.

Microscopically, the picture is more complex. In polyamide active layers, water molecules sorb

onto the upstream side of the membrane, and gradually diffuse across the polyamide by executing

diffusional jumps between free volume elements – or cavities – within the polymer matrix. The rate-

limiting step in this process is the opening and closing of transient gaps between the cavities [133].

Based on results from gas transport studies, it is believed that cavities within the polymer matrix are

on the order of 0.5 nm and that the average jump between cavities is about 1 nm [134]. The density of

cavities within polyamide is typically in the range of 1⇥ 10

12 pores/cm2 to 1⇥ 10

14 pores/cm2 [135,

136]. We note that the size and density of cavities in polymer membranes are similar to the size

and density of nanopores in NPG [108]. This suggests that cavities in polymer membranes play an

analogous role to nanopores in NPG.

How exactly does the transmembrane pressure create a water concentration gradient within the

polymer matrix? The answer of Geise et al. to this question is clear enough be quoted directly [133]:

Unlike the situation in a porous polymer film, where the pressure of the fluid within

the pores decreases continuously through the film, mechanical equilibrium requires the

hydrostatic pressure in a nonporous polymer film to be constant throughout the film’s

thickness and equal to the upstream pressure. Consequently, there is a discontinuity in

pressure at the downstream face of the polymer film, with water molecules dissolved in

the polymer being exposed to the feed pressure, P0, and water molecules in the solution

contiguous to the downstream face of the polymer being exposed to the permeate pres-
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sure, PL. This discontinuity in pressure establishes a water concentration gradient in the

film that drives diffusion of water through the film.

According to this picture, hydrostatic pressure is uniform within the polymer film, and it is the

requirement of continuity in the chemical potential of water at the downstream face of the membrane

(combined with the pressure discontinuity there) that gives rise to a water concentration gradient.

This behavior is characteristic of solution-diffusion in nonporous membranes.

In contrast, the transport in graphene follows the behavior of pore-flow membranes, in which

the hydrostatic pressure decreases within the membrane while the water concentration film remains

uniform. In particular, the density profiles of water in the vicinity of a b-NPG membrane (which

were shown in Figure 4-5) indicate that water concentration does not follow a downward gradient.

Moreover, Suk et al. have shown that the hydrostatic pressure across a monolayer NPG membrane

is not uniform but instead declines linearly from the upstream to the downstream side of the mem-

brane [137]. Thus, the water transport across b-NPG appears to be qualitatively different from

polyamide insofar in the sense that it is not driven by a downward concentration gradient.

Another difference concerns the behavior at high pressure. In membranes that operate primarily

by solution-diffusion, Paul et al. have shown that the water flux should increase less than linearly

for large enough pressures, due to the fact that the concentration on the downstream side of the

membrane cannot decrease lower than zero [132]. In contrast, we saw in Figure 4-3c that the water

flux across b-NPG continues to scale linearly with applied pressure up to much higher pressures

(> 1000 bar) than those applied in conventional membranes.

Finally, we may normalize the permeability of multilayer NPG by its thickness and compare

it to polyamide. In polyamide, it is difficult to synthesize films thinner than 100 nm to 200 nm,

because the film thickness is governed by the mass transfer of the diamine to the organic phase

during interfacial polymerization: the film reaches its final thickness when the resistance across the

polyamide is too large to allow significant diamine transport [138]. It is also unclear whether a

significantly thinner polyamide film would exhibit high enough salt rejection. A multilayer NPG

membrane with the same thickness as a polyamide film would consist of approximately 200 graphene

layers. The permeability of this 200-layer NPG membrane would be approximately 3L/(m2-h-bar),

which is on the same order of magnitude as the permeability of a typical polyamide film.

Salt transport. In TFC membranes, the flux of salt ions is largely unaffected by transmembrane

pressure and is driven instead by the salinity difference across the membrane:

qs =
Ds

d
Ks(�Cs) (4.3)
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where Ds is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the polymer matrix and Ks is the solute

distribution coefficient [132]. In polyamide membranes, salt diffuses as dissociated, solvated ions

– much like across NPG. The main reason why salt flux does not increase with �P is that the

hydrostatic pressure inside the nonporous polymer matrix is uniform. Since qw increases with net

driving pressure while qs is unaffected by it, the salt rejection in polymer membranes is known to

increase with transmembrane pressure. In contrast, Figure 4-4 indicates that salt rejection across b-

NPG actually decreases with transmembrane pressure. As we discussed in Section 2.5, this behavior

can be attributed to the relative volumes of salt ions and water molecules: larger species have a

greater driving force for passage under a given transmembrane pressure.

4.7 Outcome

By examining the mass transport across multilayer NPG using MD simulations, we found that

parallel NPG layers act as a series of successive barriers for water and salt, with highly Brownian

transport occurring between the layers. We saw that the confined nature of the interlayer regions

also confers additional salt-rejecting properties to multilayer NPG.

In carrying out the first side-by-side comparison of NPG with polymer membranes, we discovered

that both materials have important similarities (including typical pore size and density, as well as

thickness-normalized permeabilities in the same order of magnitude), as well as critical differences,

especially the qualitatively different distributions of hydraulic pressure and water concentration

across the membranes. We also saw that the permeabilities of polyamide and multilayer NPG are

comparable when normalized by their relative thicknesses. Thus, although the underlying physics for

mass transport across polyamide and graphene differ significantly, it can be argued that the primary

reason for the ultrahigh permeability of NPG is its atomic thickness. Nevertheless, a qualitative

advantages of graphene that deserves further consideration are the fact this material can perform

full salt rejection within a single layer, which is arguably not the case for polyamide even if a

monolayer film of polyamide could be synthesized.

Overall, this chapter has highlighted the potential of multilayer NPG as a promising material

that retains many of the exceptional properties of monolayer NPG in a form that may offer far

greater flexibility in experimental synthesis and long-term membrane production.

4.8 Opportunities for continued research

While this chapter has shed light on several important properties of multilayer NPG, several oppor-

tunities for continued research remain. In particular, this chapter did not consider the long-range

dynamics of parallel graphene sheets in a hydrated environment, keeping the layer separations as an
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independent variable instead. We did not explore how a particular layer spacing might be enforced,

and how that spacing might evolve as a function of hydraulic pressure, osmotic pressure, and (if the

layer separation is enforced using spacer molecules intercalated between the graphene sheets) spacer

density. While these questions lie out of the scope of this thesis, they represent important questions

for the future of graphene membranes.
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Chapter 5

Mechanical Properties of Nanoporous

Graphene Membranes

5.1 Synopsis

While the previous chapters have highlighted the potential of NPG as an RO membrane, there is

less understanding as to whether NPG is strong enough to maintain its mechanical integrity under

the high hydraulic pressures inherent to the RO desalination process. Here, we show that an NPG

membrane can maintain its mechanical integrity in RO, but that the choice of substrate for graphene

is critical to this performance. Using molecular dynamics simulations and continuum fracture me-

chanics, we show that an appropriate substrate with openings smaller than 1 µm would allow NPG

to withstand pressures exceeding 57 MPa (570 bar), or ten times more than typical pressures for

seawater RO. Furthermore, we demonstrate that NPG membranes exhibit an unusual mechanical

behavior in which greater porosity may help the membrane withstand even higher pressures.

5.2 Motivation

Although graphene exhibits exceptional mechanical properties in its defect-free state, the structural

resilience of nanoporous graphene has not been examined in the specific context of water desalination.

Graphene is sometimes referred to as the strongest known material, by which it is meant that

graphene in its monocrystalline form holds the record for the highest breaking strength at �max ⇠
1GPa and a Young’s modulus of about 1TPa [139]. However, the ultimate thinness of graphene

also represents a potential weakness: since the thickness of graphene is only d = 0.335 nm, and since

the stress in a membrane under pressure scales as d�2/3, a simple calculation suggests that graphene

might experience 45 times greater stress for a given pressure and support geometry than a much
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thicker polyamide active layer with d ⇠ 100 nm [140]. Furthermore, it is well known that pores

tend to weaken a material by reducing its fracture strength [141], including in graphene [142, 143].

Moreover, the presence of water reduces the fracture toughness of certain materials (e.g. oxide

ceramics [144]) while increasing the fracture toughness of others (e.g. dentine) [145], an important

consideration given that NPG would be continually wet inside an RO membrane. Since the RO

process relies on the molecular-level separation of salt ions from water molecules, a failure at the

smallest of the length scales (i.e., the ripping of nanopores) would be sufficient to undermine the entire

system. While studies have looked at the adhesion properties of graphene on polymer substrates [146]

and the mechanical properties of suspended graphene under mechanical loading [37, 139], it is also

critical to understand the physical regime in which NPG can withstand mechanical pressures in the

specific context of RO.

Here we investigate the mechanical resilience of NPG as an RO membrane. We show that the

maximum pressure that NPG is able to withstand depends not only on the size and spacing of the

nanopores, but also more critically on the radius of the pores in the substrate material.

5.3 Background

5.3.1 Materials science of RO membranes

In conventional TFC membranes, an active layer that is typically composed of polyamide carries

out the salt rejection process [147]. This active layer extends 100 nm to 200 nm in thickness, and is

supported by a polysulfone substrate that is significantly more porous and thicker than the active

layer, with substrate pores around 0.1 µm to 0.5 µm and an overall layer thickness around ⇡ 100 µm

[139, 148, 149]. The primary role of the substrate is to provide a mechanical support for the active

layer, bearing much of the hydraulic load while distributing the pressure from the water onto patches

of active layer material. Meanwhile, the substrate plays little direct role in the salt rejection process,

as water simply percolates through its pore network after permeating through the active layer [150].

Similarl to polyamide active layers, NPG must also lie atop a porous substrate (see Figure 5-1),

although unlike TFC membranes [149, 148], design rules for the choice of the substrate material in

NPG membranes are lacking. The polysulfone layer in use for conventional TFC membranes is a

logical candidate for NPG because it is more mechanically flexible and more economical than the

anodic aluminium oxide or polycarbonate track-etch that have been used in bench-scale experimental

studies of graphene membranes [151, 152, 108], and ultrafiltration membranes with pores as narrow

as 10 nm have also been employed as substrate layers for RO membranes [153]. Thus, it is critical

to understand the properties of graphene on the micrometer lengthscale.
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5.3.2 Prior knowledge

Several studies have contributed a critical understanding to this problem in the context of graphene.

Song et al. recognized that substrate pores play an important role in the mechanical resilience

of graphene [143]. Using classical MD simulations, they modeled graphene clamped over small

hexagonal pores (3 nm to 20 nm) and subjected the graphene to pressure using argon gas. By

looking at the principal virial atomic stressses in the membrane, the authors found that in-plane

stretching dominates the deformation and elastic energy of graphene under pressure, and that the

mechanical loading of the membrane can be modeled as biaxial in-plane stress. They also found that

graphene could withstand applied pressures in the GPa range, and that introducing a nanopore in

previously pristine graphene reduced �Pmax in half while also shifting the fracture location from

the clamped graphene edges to the nanopore edges.

Liu et al. added to this understanding by realizing that the mechanical properties of graphene

would vary as a function of porosity p: they found that the tensile modulus of NPG scales roughly

as ⇠ �p0.64, and that its fracture stress �f depends on porosity as well as nanopore size and

shape [142]. For a given nanopore geometry, they found that �f scales with porosity as ��f ⇠ �p.

The authors also recognized that the mechanical loading of graphene over larger support pores could

be modeled using a continuum description that would relate the stress in the membrane, �, to its

elastic properties and to the applied pressure. Using this, the authors predicted that NPG would be

able to withstand 5.5MPa as long as the support pores were smaller than 0.6 µm.

5.3.3 Research questions

It is important to also study these mechanical effects in the context of much larger substrate pores

(0.1 µm to 10 µm), as these pores sizes are more likely to reflect experimental conditions. We will

see that substrate pore size is a key determinant in the mechanical resilience of NPG. However, the

combined role of applied pressure, membrane morphology, elastic properties, fracture stress and the

effect of water have never been systematically studied. A deeper understanding of this system is

necessary in order to ensure the mechanical resilience of NPG in the context of water desalination

applications. In particular, we aim to address the following questions:

5.3.4 Hypothesis and design

The fundamental hypothesis for this study is that NPG is mechanically strong enough to withstand

the transmembrane pressures required for RO. From classical mechanics, it is hypothesized that the

key parameters in NPG’s mechanical resilience are the applied pressure, the size of the substrate

pores and the size and separation of the graphene nanopores.

In order to determine whether an NPG membrane will fracture at a given hydraulic pressure, we
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Figure 5-1: a) Schematic representation of the arrangement of an NPG membrane. The NPG sheet
is supported by a substrate with average pore radius R. b) Mechanical loading on a patch of NPG
due to applied pressure in an RO system. The NPG layer is approximately uniform and isotropic at
the lengthscale of the substrate. c) Atomic-scale visualization of carboxylated NPG with nanopore
radius a.

compare the stress experienced by the membrane, �, with its fracture stress �f . We first determine

�f as a function of the radius and separation of the nanopores. We then calculate � as a function

of substrate pore size and compare it with �f .

We simplify the problem by separating the system into two different length scales. At the micron

scale, the geometrical deflection and overall mechanical response of NPG are described by continuum

mechanics because each membrane patch of interest contains > 100, 000 carbon atoms. Macroscopic

properties such as the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and fracture stress are approximately isotropic

at this length scale, and they dominate the mechanical behavior of NPG. An underlying assumption

at this scale is that graphene forms a bubble-shaped bulge when pressurized over a microscopic a

pore, which is consistent with experimental results [146]. In contrast, the pores in NPG play an

essential role at the nanometer scale, while out-of-plane bending effects do not [139]. The mechanical

loading of nanoporous graphene suspended over and adhered (i.e., clamped) at the perimeter of

micrometer-sized substrate pores can be approximated using biaxial tension, as has been suggested

by Song et al. [143]. We employ clamped boundary conditions at the substrate pore perimeter,

implying strong adhesion between graphene and the supporting porous material at the micrometer

scale pore perimeter. This is a reasonable assumption given that graphene has been shown to exhibit

ultrastrong adhesion to even smooth substrates [146]. Nonetheless, effects of slip at the substrate

pore edge that may facilitate greater contributions of graphene sheet bending remain, along with

considerations of more complex nanopore geometries [143], a topic of future work. Thus, we calculate

�f from MD simulations and we investigate � in NPG using continuum mechanics.
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5.4 Methods

5.4.1 MD simulations

We have performed a set of MD simulations aimed at investigating precisely when – and how –

NPG fails at the atomic scale. Following the methodology of Min and Aluru [154], we performed

stress-strain tests by enforcing a constant engineering strain rate of 0.0005 per picosecond after

minimizing and equilibrating the NPG system. The strain was equibiaxial (✏xx = ✏yy), and the strain

increments were applied every 500 timesteps. A time step of 0.5 fs was chosen in order to ensure

energy conservation and to accurately model the behavior of NPG under stress. Graphene samples

were generated using VMD Nanotube Builder, and nanopores were introduced by removing atoms

within a given radius of the center of the sheet, resulting in an array of NPG samples with varying

pore radii and pore separations. The nanopore radii ranged from 0.2 nm to 1.0 nm. Functional

groups at the pore edges were removed from the samples for simplicity, because we found that

mechanical properties are unaffected by their presence (see Appendix B). Since water is known to

affect the fracture toughness of materials, we solvated the NPG sample in pure water using VMD

Solvate [94] with ⇠ 1 nm of water on either side.

The simulations were performed using LAMMPS (version 7.8.2013) [53]. All simulations were

performed in the NVT ensemble with a Nose-Hoover thermostat at 300 K and a damping constant

of 100 time steps. The simulation box contained 2 nanopores in each direction (for a total of 4 pores)

with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y (planar) directions and a controllable boundary

in the z (normal) direction. We used the AIREBO potential with a cutoff factor of 3.0 and both LJ

and torsional terms included for graphene, and the TIP3P potential for water [96]. The potential

parameters used were ✏OO = 0.004 423 eV, �OO = 3.188Å, ✏HH = �HH = 0.0, qO = �0.8476 and

qH = 0.4238. Following Wong et al. [155]. Carbon-water interactions were modeled using a LJ

potential with ✏CO = 0.003 249 2 eV, �CO = 3.19Å, ✏CH = 0.002 622 eV and �CH = 2.82Å. These

parameters were derived to describe the interaction between water and the basal plane of graphitic

carbon, and are only appropriate for interactions between water and carbons in the plane of the

graphene membrane.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Determining the fracture stress of NPG

A representative instance of NPG fracture from MD simulations is shown in Figure 5-21. Prior

to fracture, the entire membrane is in a state of plane stress, with regions away from nanopores

1Virial atomic stresses can also be represented in stress-times-volume units since atomic volumes are not always
well-defined [156]
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Figure 5-2: a) Stress distribution in an NPG sheet (a = 0.5 nm, W = 4.0 nm) under increasing
biaxial strain. The virial atomic stress is represented by its color, with blue regions corresponding to
the areas of highest stress (see color bar). b) Stress-strain curve for the same NPG sample under wet
conditions. The fracture stress is the maximum stress prior to failure, and occurs at ⇠23% strain
for this case.

experiencing less stress than atoms located in the immediate vicinity of a nanopore. Carbon-carbon

bonds colored red have buckled earlier in the simulation, and are therefore in a lower state of stress.

The average stress in the membrane increases as a function of strain, until a defect is nucleated (top

right of Figure 5-2) in the vicinity of a pore and eventually grows into a full crack. This indicates

that failure in NPG is characterized by brittle fracture initiated at the nanopores.

The stress-strain curve from a typical simulation with nanopore radius a = 0.5nm and nanopore

separation W = 4.0 nm is shown in Figure 5-2b. The figure indicates that graphene exhibits elastic

(hysteresis-free) behavior prior to fracture, but that the relation between stress and strain is non-

linear for ✏ > 3%. This observation is consistent with prior work on the mechanical properties of

graphene [143].

We have performed these MD simulations for a range of wet and dry NPG samples with varying

values of nanopore size and separation, and we noted the fracture stress in each sample. For each

set of conditions, up to ten MD simulations were performed with different, uncorrelated starting

configurations. In contrast with prior work, we do not find that the presence of water consistently

lowers the fracture stress of graphene [155]. We discuss the influence of water on the strength of

graphene in greater detail below. Given that NPG undergoes brittle fracture at sufficiently high

stress, we expect from continuum mechanics that the fracture stress of NPG should decrease if its

nanopores are larger or if they are spaced closer together.
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The critical stress intensity is related to fracture stress for an internal flaw of radius a as

�f = f(W )

KICp
⇡a

(5.1)

where KIC is fracture toughness of the material in tensile (mode we) loading, and f(W ) is a pre-

factor that reflects the geometry of the test specimen including deviations from plane stress, sample

thickness and width relative to the flaw dimensions, plasticity at the crack tip, and nanopore spacing.

The fracture stresses obtained from MD are shown in Figure 5-3a. Consistent with the continuum

case, we find that �f decreases monotonically with nanopore size and increases with nanopore

separation. We have performed linear regressions from the fracture stresses from MD at constant

pore radius (a = 0.5 nm) and constant pore separation (W = 4.0 nm) to obtain the fitting parameters

in Eq 5.1, using the empirical fit f(a,W ) = (1� exp (�W/↵)) with ↵ = 2.6 nm, and Figure 5-3a-b

indicate good agreement between the fitting function and the MD data. From this fitting procedure,

the fracture toughness of wet NPG was found to be KIC = (5.01± 0.03)MPa m1/2. The fracture

toughness of dry graphene, calculated using a similar fitting method and assuming the same value

of ↵ as for wet graphene, is 35% lower than that of wet graphene at (3.25± 0.22)MPa m1/2, which

is within 23% of previous results obtained from ab initio calculations [157], and within 19% of

experimental results [158].

Thus, nanopores in an NPG membrane behave similarly to cracks as far as their effect on fracture

mechanics is concerned. This is noteworthy because previous work has shown that in contrast, 5-

7 defects arising from grain boundaries in graphene do not follow the usual rules of continuum

fracture mechanics [121]. We hypothesize that the reason why nanopores behave more consistently

with continuum fracture mechanics is that they do not produce substantial pre-strain at equilibrium,

unlike grain boundary samples in which pre-strain in specific bonds was identified as the main cause

of early failure [121]. We also computed the elastic properties of NPG as a function of pore radius

and separation (see Figure 5-3c-d). Because the elastic constants of porous materials are known to

depend on porosity [159, 160], we computed the biaxial elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio for each

simulation, and we used a two-variable linear regression to fit the value of the elastic constants as a

function of porosity p = (⇡a2)W 2 :

EM = E0 + ↵1p

⌫ = ⌫0 + �1p

The fitting parameters were found to be E0 = 876GPa, ↵1 = �2368GPa, ⌫0 = 0.117, and

�1 = 0.0496. For comparison, the experimental values for pristine graphene are E0 = 790GPa and

⌫ = 0.17 [139]. Our choice of fitting function is simpler than models proposed in the literature for
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Figure 5-3: (a) Fracture stress as a function of nanopore radius for NPG with a = 0.5 under biaxial
strain and submerged in water from MD simulations (b) Fracture stress as a function of nanopore
separation. Solid lines in (a) and (b) represent the best fit for all data using Eqn. 1. (c) Young’s
modulus ratio as a function of membrane porosity p = ⇡a2/W2, as calculated from a uniaxial tension
test in MD. (d) Poisson’s ratio as a function of porosity.

porous ceramics [161], yet it satisfies the necessary conditions for a suitable physical description, i.e.

both quantities reach zero in the limit of high porosity and converge to the pristine-graphene values

in the limit of zero porosity. Figure 3d shows that ⌫ depends only weakly on porosity and varies

more from sample to sample. Given the small value of �a obtained from our fit and the fact that

the results in the following subsections are not highly sensitive to the value of ⌫, our fit is relatively

similar to assuming a constant value of ⌫. In contrast, EM exhibits a consistent linear relationship

with porosity, with higher porosities corresponding to lower values of EM .

5.5.2 Determining the membrane stress

In the previous subsection, we considered the fracture stress in isolation from the substrate material

because the fracture stress is an intrinsic property of the NPG layer. Now, we determine the actual

stress experienced by the membrane, which is relevant at the lengthscale of microns and depends
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on the substrate pore size. At this lengthscale, we may model the NPG as a homogeneous material

suspended over substrate pores [140]. Assuming that the membrane is clamped at the substrate pore

edges (a valid assumption given that graphene is known to adhere strongly to rough substrates [146])

and that no residual stress exists prior to loading, the membrane stress is expressed as:

� =

✓
2

3

EM

1.026� 0.793⌫M � 0.233⌫2M

◆1/3 ✓
�PR

4d

◆2/3

(5.2)

where EM and ⌫ are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the membrane, R is the substrate

pore radius and �P is the applied pressure (see below for a derivation of Eq 5.2). For a substrate

pore radius of 1 µm and �P = 5MPa (which is a typical applied pressure in seawater RO operations),

the macroscopic membrane stress is about 5 GPa. Especially noteworthy is the fact that � increases

monotonically with EM . This dependence implies that for a given �P , two membranes with different

elastic moduli will experience different stresses.

5.5.3 Maximum pressure in NPG

Drawing from the results above, we have calculated the maximum pressure that NPG could with-

stand, �Pmax, as a function of substrate pore size and pore separation (see Figure 5-4a). As

expected from Equation 1, �Pmax decreases monotonically with R. In particular, NPG is capable

of withstanding a typical RO pressure (5 MPa) as long as R <⇡ 8 µm. Figure 5-4a also indicates

the importance of porosity, with the curve shifting to the left as W increases from 1.7 nm to 2 nm

(or equivalently, as p decreases from 21% to 9% respectively). In order to elucidate the combined

effect of porosity and substrate pore size on �Pmax, we have also plotted �Pmax in a contour plot

with p on the y-axis and R on the x-axis in Figure 5-4b. The solid black line delimits acceptable

combinations of R and p from those that would result in fracture at �Pmax = 5 MPa.

A surprising result is that the maximum pressure can in some cases increase as a function of

porosity, even though we have shown above that the fracture stress of NPG decreases with greater

porosity. This is indicated by the fact that �Pmax exhibits a minimum for p 15�20% in Figure 5-4b.

A closer examination reveals the reason underlying this phenomenon. Figure 5-3 showed that greater

porosity lowers the fracture stress of the membrane, but also that it decreases its elastic modulus.

Because � / E1/3
M (see previous section), the membrane stress also decreases with greater porosity.

Thus, there is a competition between decreasing fracture stress and decreasing membrane stress as

porosity increases, as indicated in Figure 5-5.

The figure shows that as porosity increases from 0 to ⇡ 10%, �f drops below the value of �,

meaning that the membrane becomes unable to withstand the applied pressure. This crossover

would also occur even if � did not vary with EM (dashed line in the figure). But as p continues

to increase from 10%, � steadily decreases until it crosses �f again at p = 27%. For p > 27%, the
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Figure 5-4: (a) Maximum hydraulic pressure at membrane failure as a function of substrate pore
radius. An NPG membrane with pores spaced by W = 1.7 nm (orange) or 2 nm (purple) could
withstand pressures greater than those typically employed in seawater RO (dashed line) as long as
all the pores in the substrate are smaller than ⇡ 6 µm. (b) Contour plot of maximum hydraulic
pressure as a function of NPG porosity and substrate pore radius for a = 0.5 nm.

membrane stress is again lower than the fracture stress, indicating a region of mechanical stability.

In other words, the NPG system exhibits an unusual mechanical behavior in which the membrane

can withstand higher pressures when its porosity increases. We attribute this behavior to the

mixed boundary conditions imposed on the membrane, which account for the EM dependence in the

expression for �. This is because the membrane is clamped at the edges but is still allowed to bulge

out of plane. Although the unusual behavior described here is not inherently specific to NPG, the

implications of greater pressure resilience at higher porosity have received little attention to date. For

example, recent work on the mechanics of microfiltration supported over square-shaped holes drew

similar relationships between EM and p on the one hand, and �Pmax and EM on the other, although

the influence of p on �Pmax was not addressed [162]. Having established how the morphology of

the NPG and substrate layers determine the membrane’s mechanical resilience, we discuss in the

remaining paragraphs the implications of hydraulic pressure on the desalination performance of an

NPG membrane and the effects of water and crystal imperfections on NPG strength.

5.5.4 Effect of pressure on desalination performance

While this paper primarily examines the mechanical strength of an NPG membrane, we also note

that high hydraulic pressures have an effect on the desalination performance of the membrane.

Because of its exceptional elastic properties, graphene can withstand 20% strain prior to fracture,

as indicated in Figure 5-2b. This amount of strain may directly affect RO performance, because the

salt rejection in an NPG membrane is highly sensitive to nanopore size [110]. In order to quantify
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this effect to first order, we have estimated the change in water permeability and salt rejection that

results when an NPG membrane is strained (see Figure 5-6). The methodological details are given

in Appendix B.

The figure indicates that higher pressures produce additional strain in the nanopores, which

results in greater permeability (Figure 5-6a) but worse salt rejection (Figure 5-6b). The white

region in the top-right corner of each plot indicates the combinations of a and �P that would

result in NPG fracture, i.e. � < �max. The fact that the contour lines in both plots are curved as

opposed to vertical suggests that the applied pressure has a non-negligible effect on the desalination

properties of NPG. For example, we find that increasing �P from 1 MPa to 5 MPa enhances the

permeability of NPG by about 5%.

5.5.5 Effect of water and grain boundaries

Our MD results indicate that the presence of water affects the fracture toughness of graphene, with

dry samples withstanding about 35% lower stresses than wet samples. To understand this effect, we

note that the fracture toughness of graphene can be expressed as KIC =

p
(2�EM )d, where � is the

free edge energy [158]. Because graphene is hydrophobic, there is an additional energy penalty for

creating new edges in the presence of water, which results in a higher � and therefore a larger KIC .

To verify this, we have calculated the free edge energy of graphene in the presence and absence of

water (see Appendix B). Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that the free edge energy of wet

graphene (�wet = 1.33 eVÅ�1) is larger than that of dry graphene (�dry = 1.16 eVÅ�1, which is

consistent with previous computational work [158]). Because the graphene edges in our simulation

are hydrophobic, there is an additional energy penalty for creating new edges in the presence of

water, which results in a higher � and therefore a larger KIC . To verify this, we have calculated

the free edge energy of graphene in the presence and absence of water (see below). Consistent with
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Figure 5-6: Contour plots of (a) water permeability (L/(m2-h-bar) ) and (b) salt rejection of NPG
as a function of initial nanopore size (x-axis) and applied pressure (y-axis).

our hypothesis, we found that the free edge energy of wet graphene (�wet = 1.33 eVÅ�1) is larger

than that of dry graphene (�dry = 1.16 eVÅ�1), which is consistent with previous computational

work [158]. This indicates that the greater fracture strength of wet graphene relative to dry graphene

in our simulations is related to the difference in free energy of wet vs. dry graphene edges.

Although the graphene edges in our simulations were unsaturated, we note that the value we

have obtained for �dry lies within the range of experimental values in vacuum, which is 1.0 eVÅ�1 to

1.4 eVÅ�1 [163]. This suggests that our simulation approach provides appropriate estimates of edge

energies even though the simulated edges are unsaturated. However, the large experimental range

of values for �dry also suggests that while the mechanical properties of a graphene membrane in a

given chemical environment will follow the trends demonstrated in this article, the relative strength

of wet vs. dry graphene may vary depending on the chemical environment and the hydrophobic or

hydrophilic nature of the graphene edges. We also note that the water molecules in our computational

system were not allowed to chemically react with the graphene atoms, and that simulations in which

the water molecules were allowed to directly react with the graphene as it is being fractured would

be an important consideration for future work.

Finally, we note that the presence of grain boundary defects in the membrane is unlikely to

reduce the fracture strength from the GPa to MPa levels. Previous work has shown fracture stress

of polycrystalline graphene is at least 70 GPa [164, 121]. Thus, although it is possible that interac-

tions among nanopores and grain boundaries may together reduce the fracture strength below that

predicted in this study, it appears likely that polycrystalline nanoporous graphene will withstand

the 5-10 MPa of applied pressure anticipated for desalination applications. Additionally, this work
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has also highlighted how the mechanical integrity of the membrane depends critically on the size of

the substrate pores.

Above ⇡ 8 µm, the applied stress distributed across the membrane begins to reach the intrinsic

breaking strength of graphene and may compromise the integrity of the membrane.

5.6 Discussion

Refining the models of Liu et al. and Song et al. to account for the fact that �f is not a single function

of porosity but instead depends on both nanopore radius and nanopore separation, we found that

NPG should be able to withstand nearly ten times greater pressures (�P ⇡ 57MPa) than typically

used in RO (�Pmax ⇡ 57MPa) as long as the pores in the support material are smaller than 1 µm.

By determining the mechanical properties (fracture stress �max, Young’s modulus E and Pois-

son’s ratio ⌫) of NPG as a function of nanopore radius and porosity using MD simulations, and

by integrating these properties into a continuum mechanical model for a thin membrane clamped

over circular pores, we determined �Pmax as a function of support pore size and graphene porosity.

We found that the choice of support material is essential for the mechanical integrity of an NPG

membrane in RO, since support layers with pores larger than ⇡ 8 µm may allow the membrane to

fracture under transmembrane pressures as low as 5MPa. Surprisingly, we also found that �Pmax

can in some cases increase as a function of graphene porosity, and we attributed this behavior to a

competition between decreasing EM and decreasing �max as a function of increasing porosity.

5.7 Outcome

While ultra-permeable membranes offer considerable promise for the future of clean water technology,

the results presented above demonstrate that mechanical strength and choice of substrate will be

critical parameters in the design of a functioning membrane. We find that NPG is indeed capable of

withstanding the hydraulic pressures involved in RO. A surprising result is that greater membrane

porosity can in some cases allow for a higher maximum pressure due to the effect of porosity on

the elastic modulus. While previous work had paved the way in exploring the relationship between

maximum pressure and substrate morphology for NPG [142, 143], our results further indicate that

the relationship between porosity and Young’s modulus in NPG cannot be neglected when estimating

the membrane’s overall mechanical resilience.

Although we expect that laboratory experiments will eventually also be capable of empirically

testing the mechanical strength of NPG, graphitryne, 2d-polyphenylene and other proposed ultra-

permeable membranes, the computational results presented here can offer important design princi-

ples. For example, applying the same methodology to graphitryne based on the results of Lin et
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al. [115] suggests that graphitryne (�max = 32GPa) would fracture at lower pressures than NPG.

Specifically, the maximum pressure for a graphitryne membrane supported over 3 µm substrate pores

is only 4.1 MPa, which is less than the pressure employed in seawater RO. Future work should also

examine the role of membrane fouling, since it is known that fouling can significantly increase the

cost of desalination [165]. In this regard, one potential advantage of graphene is that the relative

resistance of graphitic carbon to chlorine [166] may facilitate the prevention of fouling by disinfec-

tion.

While the focus of this work is on the use of NPG for RO desalination, it should be noted

that the mechanical properties of graphene membranes are of special relevance for a host of other

applications. Of particular interest is the use of NPG as a gas separation membrane [167] [168].

An NPG membrane for gas separation would likely also lie atop a porous substrate, so the approach

employed here could be extended to examine the mechanical resilience of NPG in a gas separation

assembly. Here it will suffice to mention that the pressures employed in gas separations are typically

lower than those employed for RO, so NPG should also able to withstand gas separation pressures in

most cases. Graphene has also been proposed for the fabrication transparent graphene electrodes for

touch-screen displays [169] [170], and graphene oxide has also been incorporated into ultrafiltration

membranes for water purification [171]. The mechanical resilience of graphene will also play a critical

role in these applications.

In the case of RO, our results suggest that a redesign of the membrane substrate may still be

desirable. A statistical analysis of substrate pore sizes in polysulfone by Nakao et al. suggests an

average substrate pore radius of 0.2 µm, with few or no pores larger than 2.5 µm [172]. But while

the polysulfone chemistry employed in TFC membranes contains features that are nominally in the

100 nm range, the inherently stochastic distribution of substrate pore sizes in the material makes it

possible that several substrate pores in a 40m2 membrane sheet would extend wider than ⇡ 8 µm.

By altering the polymer chemistry of the substrate, it could be become possible to ensure that the

entire NPG membrane maintains its mechanical stability. Thus, an NPG membrane over a substrate

with pores no greater than 1 µm would be expected to withstand hydraulic pressures upwards of 57

MPa, nearly 10 times higher than in typical seawater RO operations today.

5.8 Opportunities for continued research

Further studies are still needed in order to fully understand how graphene adheres to a polymer

support, how the deflection of graphene occurs near the edges of support pores, and how nanopores

and graphene grain boundaries impact the mechanical resilience of NPG.

Approaches for creating nanopores (e.g., using self-assembly, doping, or chemical etching) and

their respective implications for mechanical properties will likely benefit from computational in-
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sights. Computational methods at the nanoscale and mesoscale could also play a guiding role in

the production of graphene oxide (GO)-based RO membranes, for instance by studying the effect of

processing parameters (chemical environment, annealing time and temperature) on the morphology,

chemistry and RO performance of GO layers. Insofar as the morphology of GO differs significantly

from that of the crystalline NPG sheets studied in this chapter, further work should also explore the

mechanical resilience of GO-based RO membranes.

Thus, the combined application of computational techniques at the atomistic and continuum

scales will continue to provide important insights into the most promising pathways to producing a

NPG membrane that is able to withstand the pressures required for RO.
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Chapter 6

Quantifying the Potential of

Ultra-permeable Membranes for

Water Desalination

6.1 Synopsis

In the face of growing water scarcity, it is critical to understand the potential of saltwater desalination

as a long-term water supply option. Chapter 2 highlighted the promise of NPG for desalinating water

while exhibiting far greater permeability than conventional RO membranes, but the question remains

whether (and how) higher permeability can translate into significant performance improvements in

RO desalination at the system level. Here, we address a critical question by evaluating the potential

of such ultrapermeable membranes (UPMs) to improve the performance and energy consumption of

RO. By modeling the mass transport inside RO pressure vessels, we quantify how much a tripling

in the water permeability of membranes would improve the feed pressure, recovery ratio, permeate

production per vessel or number of membrane elements per vessel in an RO plant. We find that

UPMs would allow for 63% fewer pressure vessels for a brackish water RO plant of a given capacity,

and 55% fewer pressure vessels for a seawater RO plant, all other parameters being equal. However,

we also find that the energy savings of UPMs are more limited and exhibit a law of diminishing

returns due to thermodynamic restrictions and concentration polarization at the membrane surface,

in contradiction with recent erroneous claims in the literature but in agreement with RO theory.
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6.2 Study background, hypothesis and design

RO technology has improved dramatically since the 1950s [147]: the most efficient desalination

process, RO, now requires ⇠2.6 kWh per cubic meter of fresh water compared with 8 kWh in

1980 [173]. However, desalination still comes at a high cost [174]. In particular, RO plants remain

expensive to build and often occupy large areas in coastal zones where available land is increasingly

limited (see Figure 6-1).

Figure 6-1: Hadera RO Desalination Plant, Israel, 127 million m3/year. The Hadera seawater
desalination plant in Israel, among the world’s most efficient, contains tens of thousands of RO
membrane cartridges. Courtesy of IDE Technologies Ltd.

In the past several chapters, we have seen that NPG could act as an RO membrane with high salt

rejection and much greater water permeability than TFC membranes. The underlying assumption

is that these improved membrane properties can help address the cost, spatial footprint and energy

consumption of desalination. However, there exists significant confusion regarding the impacts of

UPMs such as NPG (see for example Ref. [175], or the case pointed out in Ref. [176]). Given

the critical importance of water technology research for human development goals and the level of

confusion surrounding the physics of RO, it is crucial to carefully evaluate what future RO systems

can and cannot achieve on the basis of more permeable membranes.

The orders-of-magnitude increase in permeability that UPMs could potentially enable require an

in-depth assessment of the physical mechanisms that occur at the membrane’s surface. The TFC

membranes employed in RO today achieve very high salt rejection (> 99%), but at the expense of

a low water permeability (⇠1 L/(m2-h-bar) , compared with 300 L/(m2-h-bar) for ultrafiltration

membranes) [3, 12]. Previous chapters highlighted how future RO membranes could exhibit sub-

stantially higher intrinsic permeability to water than TFCs. Other research efforts have highlighed
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Figure 6-2: a) Schematic representation of cross-flow RO. b) Comparison of RO performance with
low-flux (baseline) membranes and ultra-permeable membranes (UPMs). Relative to today’s base-
line, this paper to what extent UPMs could produce more permeate per RO vessel, operate at lower
inlet pressures (and correspondingly less energy consumption) or reduce the discharge of brine by
operating at higher recovery. The figure schematically illustrates the potential scenarios and does
not indicate specific results presented later in this work.

the potential of incorporating zeolites, graphyne, carbon nanotubes [23, 177] or bioinspired aqua-

porins for increasing the permeability of RO membranes [117, 115, 147, 41]. However, it is known

that concentration polarization – namely, the accumulation of salt near the membrane surface and

the resulting decrease in water flux – will prevent UPMs from performing significantly better than

conventional membranes [178, 179, 8]. Prior work has largely focused on the energy consumption

of RO and mostly neglected other ways in which RO systems could produce cheaper water, e.g.

reduced system size. Studies have also examined the specific engineering aspects of RO modules

– including spacer design and inter-element connectors [180] – but the direct effects of increasing

membrane permeability have largely been overlooked in the literature.
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6.2.1 Research questions

This chapter builds upon the results of prior work to address the following question: would a tripling

of water permeability over current membrane technology allow for a significant improvement in the

performance of RO? More specifically, the technical performance of an RO system can be expressed

in terms of the feed pressure, recovery ratio, permeate production per RO vessel and number of

membrane elements per RO vessel (see Figure 6-2). Thus, how much could UPMs improve each

criterion if all others were held equal? Finally, how do these improvements vary across different

feed water concentrations? In the remaining sections, we answer these questions and conclude that

increased water permeability could have a more complex impact on RO plants than had been believed

until now.

6.2.2 Study design

In order to evaluate how membrane permeability affects the permeate production of an RO plant,

its energy consumption, its recovery ratio and its physical size, we model the mass transport and

fluid dynamics of an RO system. Unless mentioned otherwise, we use the term ‘UPM’ to refer

to a membrane whose permeability would be three times greater than its TFC counterpart with

equivalent salt rejection performance. A factor of three increase is representative of the permeability

improvemen of RO membranes in the past two decades [180] and represents a useful measure of how

RO systems would perform given enhanced permeability.

Moreover, in order to quantify the effects of feed water concentration, we consider three different

saline water sources: seawater (42,000 ppm), brackish water (2,000 ppm), and representative flow-

back or produced water from hydrocarbon production (80,000 ppm). Because conventional seawater

RO (SWRO) plants operate differently from conventional brackish water RO (BWRO) or flowback

water RO (FBRO) plants, we examine the benefits from UPMs relative to typical operational condi-

tions for each feed water achievable today with TFC membranes. The reference conditions for each

feed water type are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Reference conditions for seawater, brackish and flowback water used in this work

Reference parameter SWRO BWRO FBRO
Feed salinity (ppm) 42,000 2,000 80,000
Feed pressure (bar) 70 12 (first stage) 85
Membrane elements per vessel 8 7 4
Q

in

(m3/d) 300 140 190
Permeate recovery 42% 65% (first stage) 15%
A

m

L/(m2 hr bar) 1.0 1.5 1.0
Reference [181] [182] [183]
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6.3 Methods

6.3.1 Modeling of RO dynamics

In RO, feed water enters pressure vessels containing several cylindrical spiral-wound membrane el-

ements connected in series. The feed water travels parallel to the membrane surface, and water

molecules selectively permeate radially across the membrane while most undesired compounds re-

main in the feed channel. For conventional RO systems and new membrane classes alike, empirical

studies and molecular dynamics simulations have shown that the local permeate flux J (units: m/d)

obeys [110, 184, 115, 41]:

J =

�
P � (�⇡fe

J/k ��⇡p)
� ·Am (6.1)

where �⇡f and �⇡p are the osmotic pressures of the bulk feed and permeate respectively (units:

bar), k is the mass transfer coefficient (in m/s) [185, 186, 187] and Am is the membrane’s water

permeability (units: L/(m2-h-bar) ). The factor of exp(J/k) is due to concentration polarization, as

the salt concentration at the membrane surface exceeds that of the bulk due to the balance between

salt transport towards and away from the membrane. Due to this boundary layer, a membrane with

ten-fold greater water permeability will not produce ten times more permeate under the same flow

conditions. The extent of these diminishing returns depends on the value of k, which increases with

higher cross-flow velocities and greater fluid mixing inside the channel.

The total permeate production per vessel is Qout = Wc

R Lc

0 J(z)dz, where Wc is the effective

width of the membrane. Qout determines both the specific energy consumption of the process

(expressed in kWh/m3 of permeate) and the overall recovery ratio, RR, which is defined as the ratio

of permeate produced (Qout) to the flowrate of feed into the RO vessel (Qin).

We consider a typical process diagram in RO plants, as illustrated in Figure 6-3. The energy

consumption per m3 per permeate arises both from a minimum dictated by thermodynamics and

from entropy generated throughout the RO process [188] and is calculated as:

E =

1

⌘

Pin � ⇣(1�RR)(Pin � Plost

RR

where ⇣ is the efficiency of the pressure recovery device (PRD) and is taken to equal 97% (or 0%

if a PRD is not present). The first term corresponds to the energy required to pressurize the feed

water to the inlet pressure, and the second term corresponds to the energy ‘recovered’ from the brine

whose pressure equals (Pin � Plost) after accounting for viscous losses. Our analysis distinguishes

between systems that employ isobaric pressure recovery devices to to pressurize the feed using

mechanical energy salvaged from the brine (e.g. seawater RO) and those that do not (e.g. brackish

water RO) [189]. We assume that the high-pressure pump and the circulation pump have the same

efficiency ⌘. Salt and water leakage effects across the PRD interface are neglected. Additional details
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Figure 6-3: Process diagram for RO with (a) and without (b) pressure recovery. Pre-treated feed
water enters on the left, and desalinated water leaves the RO stage on the right for further polishing
and post-treatment. Adapted from Wikimedia Commons and available at http://bit.ly/YIG6fo.

about how the plots were generated can be found in Appendix B. Further descriptions of the RO

process can also be found in the literature [147, 18, 190].

The profile of local permeate flux, feed flowrate, feed pressure and bulk salinity (J(z), Q(z), P (z), cb(z))

over the length of the RO vessel are governed by the differential equations for local permeate flux,

conservation of water, conservation of salt, and pressure loss as well as the inlet conditions.

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

�

0
(z) = Wc

Qin
J
�
P (z), Q(z), cb(z)

�

Q(z) = Qin(1� �(z))

cb(z) =
c0

1��(z)
dP
dz = �P 0

lost(z))

(6.2)

where

�(z) =
Wc

Qin

Z z

0
J(z̃)dz̃

is the flowrate of water that has permeated ahead of position z. The governing equations are

supplemented with the appropriate initial conditions. The recovery ratio is then equal, by definition,

to RR = �(L). The system of governing differential equations was solved using numerical integration
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Figure 6-4: Schematic diagram of the methodology employed in this work. The feed flowrate, inlet
pressure, feed concentration and membrane permeability are treated as inputs. Using these inputs
and making use of the implicit expressions for permeate flux and pressure drop, we numerically solve
the coupled differential equations for conservation of water, conservation of salt, permeate recovery
and feed pressure. The resulting quantities are the recovery ratio and the outlet pressure, from
which the permeate production and energy consumption can be directly calculated.

using the NDSolve method in Mathematica 9.0. and the pressure loss was calculated using the

implicit pressure drop equation (see Appendix B).

The methodology described above is summarized schematically in Fig. 6-4. Using this methodol-

ogy, we calculate how each of four key parameters (feed pressure, recovery ratio, permeate production

per vessel and number of membrane elements per vessel) would evolve as a function of membrane

permeability while the remaining three are held fixed at the reference values typical of each feed

water concentration today. The variable and fixed parameters for each case are summarized in

Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Key RO parameters and relationship between the four improvement scenarios considered
in this work

Scenario P
in

RR Q
out

L
c

#1 f(A
m

) fixed fixed fixed
#2 fixed f(A

m

) fixed fixed
#3 fixed fixed f(A

m

) fixed
#4 fixed fixed fixed f(A

m

)

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Seawater RO

We first consider the potential operational impacts of UPMs on SWRO. Consistently with prior

work, we find that the opportunity for lower energy consumption in SWRO is very limited [8].
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Figure 6-5: Improvements in key performance criteria as a function of membrane permeability for
SWRO at 42,000 ppm NaCl (purple), BWRO at at 2,000 ppm NaCl (orange) and FBRO at at
80,000 ppm NaCl (black). a) Minimum required inlet pressure at fixed recovery and feed flowrate as
a function of membrane permeability. The pressure curves decrease asymptotically to a minimum
dictated by the osmotic pressure of the feed water (dotted lines). b) Permeate recovery at fixed
feed flowrate and pressure as a function of membrane permeability. Solid lines represent the actual
recovery ratio, and dotted lines represent the maximum recovery achievable given the feed salinity
and inlet pressure. c) Number of pressure vessels required as a function of membrane permeability for
a total capacity of 100,000 m3/d at fixed recovery ratio and pressure. d) Number of RO elements per
pressure vessel length at fixed recovery ratio, pressure and feed flowrate as a function of membrane
permeability. UPMs would allow for RO vessels with fewer membrane elements because the flux
across each section of membrane would be higher. Membrane width is held fixed in all subplots.
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Lower energy consumption (for a given recovery ratio, membrane area and feed flowrate) would

be obtained by reducing the inlet pressure, and the achievable pressure reduction as a function of

membrane permeability is shown in Figure 6-5a. The feed pressure for SWRO (purple line) declines

asymptotically to a limit that is dictated by the laws of thermodynamics. This limit corresponds to

the osmotic pressure of the brine, and it represents a fundamental constraint on the energy efficiency

of desalination that is entirely independent of membrane performance. Fig. 6-5a shows that tripling

Am from 1 to 3 L/(m2-h-bar) would reduce the inlet pressure from 70 bar to 63 bar. This 10%

reduction in feed pressure translates to a 15% reduction in specific energy consumption. However,

the figure also shows that any further improvements in membrane permeability beyond 3 L/(m2-h-

bar) would have essentially no effect on energy consumption, since 63 bar is already within 1% of

the osmotic limit for SWRO at the chosen recovery ratio.

We now turn to operational parameters that have direct bearing on equipment requirements.

Here, we find that tripling the membrane permeability in SWRO would allow for a greater rela-

tive reduction compared to the energy savings above. In particular, if the feed pressure were left

unchanged and feed flowrates were increased instead, the permeate production per vessel could be

greatly enhanced. In this situation, the increase in Am serves to increase the permeate flux, while

the higher feed velocity mitigates the effect of concentration polarization since the mass transfer

coefficient increases monotonically with fluid velocity. We have plotted the total number of pressure

vessels needed for a 100,000 m3/day RO plant as a function of the permeability of the membranes

in Fig. 6-5. Since RO pressure vessels operate in parallel, the number of required pressure vessels

scales inversely with the permeate production per vessel. Fig. 6-5b indicates that tripling Am would

allow SWRO plants to produce the same output (at the same feed pressure and recovery ratio)

with 55% fewer pressure vessels. However, more energy is dissipated by viscous losses at high feed

velocity, so the specific energy consumption would also increase by 6% at this higher throughput. By

operating at higher recovery instead, SWRO plants could maintain the same energy consumption

while reducing the number of pressure vessels by 35% (not shown in figure).

Finally, we find that UPMs can instead reduce the number of membrane elements in each pressure

vessel. In this case, the geometry of individual membrane elements would remain unchanged, and a

pressure vessel would be designed to enclose fewer elements in series, each of which would operate at

higher flux. The number of membrane elements per pressure vessel at fixed values of feed pressure,

flowrate and recovery is plotted in Figure 6-5c. The figure indicates that SWRO vessels could carry

out the RO process using only four membrane elements, which is 50% fewer than standard pressure

vessels today.
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6.4.2 Brackish water RO

We now turn to the potential operational impacts of UPMs on BWRO. Fig. 6-5 reveals a result

that is largely unaddressed, namely that the pressure leaves much more room for reduction in the

case of BWRO compared with SWRO. Fig. 6-5a indicates that the inlet pressure required to achieve

65% recovery in BWRO rapidly drops for increasing Am. Because the osmotic limit for BWRO is

only a fraction of that of SWRO, a tripling in membrane permeability would achieve a much greater

reduction in inlet pressure, namely down to 6.4 bar from 12 bar in the case of TFC membranes

(a 46% reduction in pressure and energy consumption). For even more permeable membranes, the

pressure essentially reaches the asymptotic limit when Am > 5 L/(m2-h-bar) . Thus, UPMs could

nearly halve the energy consumption of the RO stage for brackish water.

The use of UPMs could increase permeate recovery in BWRO by 32% (to 85%, compared with

65% in the reference case) and simultaneously lower energy consumption by 24%. In this case,

the feed flowrate, inlet pressure and pressure vessel dimensions would remain unchanged, and the

added permeability would allow for greater permeate flux. The energy consumption would decrease

because our reference BWRO system does not include a pressure recovery stage, meaning that lower

in brine production entails less energy discharge to the environment.

The reductions in the number of pressure vessels or in the number of elements per vessel are

also greater for BWRO than for SWRO. Fig. 6-5b indicates that tripling Am would allow for 63%

fewer pressure vessels for a given plant capacity by increasing the feed flowrate per vessel from 139

m3/d to 378 m3/d. Furthermore, the increase in feed flowrate involves approximately no energy

penalty, since viscous losses represent a negligible component of the overall energy consumption in

a BWRO system. Finally, Fig. 6-5d shows that if the permeate production per vessel were instead

left unchanged, each vessel could carry out the RO process using only 3 UPM elements, compared

with 7 elements today.

6.4.3 Flowback water RO

Our analysis indicates that more permeable membranes would not greatly lower the energy con-

sumption of FBRO. Keeping recovery ratio, feed flowrate and vessel geometry fixed, a tripling of

membrane permeability would only result in a 4% decrease in feed pressure and a 10% decrease

in energy consumption. We attribute this finding to the fact that the osmotic limit for FBRO is

extremely high (80 bar) due to the salinity of the feed (see Fig. 6-5a), so that further improvements

in membrane permeability would thus have a negligible effect on energy consumption. However,

we also find that a tripling in membrane permeability at the reference feed pressure would enhance

permeate recovery from 15% to 19%, which is a 23% increase (see Fig. 6-5c).

With regard to equipment requirements, Fig. 6-5b shows that for FBRO water (with RR = 15%,
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Pin = 85 bar and L = 4m), tripling the membrane permeability would allow for 56% fewer pressure

vessels for a given plant capacity by increasing the permeate production per vessel by 129%. The

energy penalty associated with the higher throughput is 6%. Meanwhile, a similar comparison

at fixed energy consumption and higher recovery yields a 39% reduction in the required number

of pressure vessels. Finally, we find that UPMs could alternatively carry out the RO process for

flowback water using only two membrane elements per vessel, compared with four elements in the

reference case ( Fig. 6-5d).

6.4.4 Tradeoff between energy consumption, permeate production and

recovery

The preceding sections quantified the extent to which UPMs would reduce the operational and

equipment requirements for SWRO, BWRO and FBRO by operating at higher flux or lower pressure.

However, each improvement (e.g. reducing Pin) was calculated by holding other quantities fixed (e.g.

RR and Qin). Since the various improvements described above cannot be attained simultaneously,

the advent of UPMs would require new and existing RO plants to reach a compromise between

operational and equipment savings.

Figure 6-6 shows the tradeoff between the different potential impacts of UPMs. In Figure 6-6a,

energy consumption and permeate production per vessel are represented on independent axes for a

fixed recovery ratio and membrane area. In Figure 6-6b, permeation production replaces recovery

ratio on the x-axis and feed flowrate is held constant instead. For each scenario, the operating regimes

achievable using UPMs (dashed lines) can be compared with those achievable with TFC membranes

(solid lines). For example, a BWRO plant could either increase its overall permeate production

by 173% (keeping energy consumption unchanged) or reduce its specific energy consumption by

46% without modifying its throughput (Fig. 6-6a). Fig. 6-6b shows that a BWRO plant could

alternatively raise its recovery ratio by 14% without altering its energy consumption (Fig. 4b).

Similarly, the figure indicates that the RO stage for seawater and brackish water would be

15% and 10% more energy-efficient respectively if UPMs were used to reduce the feed pressure

while keeping other parameters constant. But consistently with the results of the previous section,

we find that the greatest relative improvement would actually be in increasing permeate flowrate

without altering energy consumption (55% and 63% greater permeate flowrate for SWRO and FBRO

respectively).

6.4.5 Concentration polarization

The effect of concentration polarization is to impede the flux across the membrane (our model

accounts for this effect) and to increase the likelihood of membrane scaling (which our model does
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Figure 6-6: Specific energy consumption of RO as a function of (a) recovery ratio and (b) permeate
production per vessel, for conventional TFC (solid) and UPMs (dashed). Circles depict a reference
case, and the arrows indicate how each RO system could operate given the availability of UPMs.
In (a), feed flowrate is held fixed while pressure increases as a function of recovery, and in (b) feed
flowrate is allowed to vary while recovery ratio and membrane area are held fixed. The energy
consumption does not include pretreatment, which would shift the minimum-energy point to higher
recovery values.

not account for). Scaling is believed to occur when the concentration polarization factor (CPF),

or ratio of membrane surface salinity to bulk salinity, exceeds 1.20 for SWRO [191]. The detailed

effects of scaling and fouling are beyond the scope of this paper because they represent an entirely

different axis for improvement than high permeability. Nevertheless, we have computed the CPF for

each scenario investigated as a function of z in Figure 6-7. We also report the maximum CPF for

each system below.

Figure 6-7 shows that the maximum CPF is higher with UPMs than with TFC membranes,

which is consistent with the fact that the former allow for higher transmembrane flux. The CPF

begins with high values in the front of the RO vessel, where the permeate flux is highest, and decays

to unity towards the end of the vessel. In the reference case, corresponding to conventional TFC

membrane operation, the CPF profile is comparatively flat in all three scenarios since the permeate

flux is relatively modest. In contrast, the UPM system (with Pin, RR and Lc fixed and a larger value

of Qin) exhibits greater CP at the front of the vessel (consistent with higher membrane permeability)

but decays more steeply to unity along the vessel length. In the SWRO scenario, the CPF in the
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Figure 6-7: CPF as a function of distance down RO vessel for SWRO, BWRO and FBRO in the
low-permeability reference case and in the UPM scenarios examined in this work. For a tripling
in membrane permeability (dashed lines) compared with TFCs (solid lines), the maximum CPF
remains below 1.20

second half of the vessel is actually lower than in the reference case. Despite the marginally higher

CPF values for UPMs, the CPF remains below 1.20 in all three scenarios.

6.5 Discussion

The results presented above show that the operational impacts of UPMs depend heavily on the

feed water type as well as which parameter (pressure, flowrate, recovery or vessel length) is being

optimized. We now briefly turn to the potential implications of these operational impacts in order

to evaluate our original hypothesis, i.e. that a tripling in membrane permeability would result in

significant gains for RO.

6.5.1 Potential energy savings

We showed above that the energy savings from UPMs in SWRO would be limited to about 15%.

In practice, this limitation is due to the fact that current SWRO plants operate near the lowest

allowable pressure at the expense of low permeate proudction per vessel. SWRO plants are optimized

to operate in this manner because the minimum pressure required to extract permeate water from

seawater is already quite high (⇠ 62 bar) relative to atmospheric pressure given the high salinity

of seawater. The energy savings from UPMs in FBRO is even more limited (10%) for the same

reason: the thermodynamic minimum energy for desalination increases as a function of feed salinity.

Since pre- and post-treatment account for another ⇠ 1 kWh/m3, a 15% reduction in the energy

consumption of the RO stage would only result in a 10% reduction in the total energy cost of

SWRO. Although a 10% savings may seem limited, it may still represent an important improvement

given the large volumes of water produced by SWRO plants in absolute terms. We also found that

UPMs could alternatively reduce the number of required pressure vessels by 55%. This finding is as
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unexpected as it is significant: SWRO plants today can contain >10,000 membrane elements, with

capital costs ranging in the hundreds of millions of US dollars and approximately 20% of the capital

cost attributable directly to pressure vessels, membranes and piping [192].

6.5.2 Potential savings from reduced energy consumption

The potential implications of lower pressure operation or greater permeate production can be esti-

mated with reasonable confidence. Assuming an electricity price of 0.10 $/kWh, a 15% reduction

in the energy consumption of the RO stage would result in a savings of 3.6 c/m3. When it comes

to capital costs, our analysis allows us to posit certain qualitative trends. For an average 100,000

m3/d SWRO plant today, membranes and pressure vessels account for 20% of the plant’s capital

costs (excluding land), according to Global Water Intelligence [4]. Thus, if UPMs were to cost the

same per unit area as current membranes and if they were to reduce the number of required pressure

vessels by 55% thanks to a tripling in water permeability, the membranes would save on the order

of 3 c/m3 in capital costs. For this estimate, we consider a fixed plant capacity of 100,000 m3/d

with a typical levelized capital cost of 0.30 $/m3, and if we also take the fraction of this capital

cost attributable to membranes, pressure vessels and piping to be 20%, and we assume that this

portion of the capital cost scales linearly with the number of membranes and that the remainder

of the capital cost (including intake, pretreatment, pumps, etc.) is unaffected by the number of

membranes. Finally, we assume that UPMs cost the same on a per area basis as TFC membranes.

6.5.3 Potential savings from higher recovery or higher flowrate

On the other hand, the potential economic savings from higher recovery or fewer membrane elements

per pressure vessel are difficult to estimate. While a higher recovery ratio would reduce the total

volume of feed water to be pretreated, the higher concentration of the resulting brine makes the

overall benefits uncertain. Likewise, shorter RO vessels with fewer elements could allow for compact

desalination systems as well as reduced viscous losses along the length of the module, but such vessels

would also require an extensive re-engineering of RO systems; the overall economic savings from such

a change are uncertain as well. Thus, UPMs would have approximately the same economic impact

on the cost of SWRO, regardless of whether the benefits came in the form of lower feed pressure

or greater permeate production per vessel. As a fraction of the overall cost of SWRO, the savings

are relatively small: they would only reduce the overall cost of SWRO by about 3-4%. Contrary

to our hypothesis, this implies that a tripling in membrane permeability would not result in very

significant economic gains for SWRO.
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6.5.4 Potential for flowback water RO

As for FBRO applications, the lack of financial information about the cost of RO for such applications

today makes it unclear whether UPMs would make RO an economically viable solution for flowback

water treatment. More research into the engineering and economics of FBRO will be required to fully

answer this question, although this work has shown that UPMs could reduce the number of required

pressure vessels by 39%, decrease the energy consumption of the RO stage by 10% or increase the

permeate recovery from 15% to 19%.

6.5.5 Potential for brackish water RO

Finally, we found that BWRO systems would see a 46% reduction in energy consumption using

UPMs. This is because the energy consumption in existing BWRO plants is typically much greater

today than would be strictly required by thermodynamics since economics favor maximizing recovery

and minimizing plant size at the expense of suboptimal energy consumption [193]. Thus, UPMs could

reduce the energy footprint of BWRO while keeping capital costs and permeate recovery unchanged.

Moreover, we also found that BWRO plants using UPMs could alternatively benefit from 63% fewer

pressure vessels for a given plant capacity, which would allow for more compact plants with identical

pretreatment, posttreatment, pumps and ancillary processes but with proportionally smaller capital

expenses for pressure vessels, membranes and piping. Given the same assumptions as in the SWRO

case above [194], BWRO plants with lower feed pressure would save around 3.2 c/m3 (7.1% of costs)

while BWRO plants with fewer vessels would save approximately 3.8 c/m3 (8.3% of costs). This

implies that BWRO plants are somewhat more likely to use UPMs to reduce capital costs rather than

energy costs. Furthermore, BWRO plants that currently employ two successive stages to achieve

75-85% recovery could also reach the same results using a single stage with UPMs.

6.5.6 Discussion of assumptions

We note that throughout this paper, we kept the membrane’s salt rejection fixed at 99.8% in order

to properly investigate the effect of water permeability in isolation from the separate issue of salt

rejection performance and fouling potential and we restricted the scope of this paper to steady-

state desalination without time-dependent effects such as gradual fouling or mineral scaling on the

membrane surface, because fouling resistance represents a qualitatively different axis for membrane

improvement than high permeability. Furthermore, we considered only the power consumption

associated with the RO process itself, and not, for example, the power required to transport, pre-

treat or post-treat the water. Though these ancillary processes are also an important source of energy

costs in desalination [8], we restricted the scope of our analysis to the RO process itself since advances

in membranes have much greater direct bearing on the RO step than on pre/post-treatment.
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6.6 Outcome

We have shown that the development of ultra-permeable membranes could help to reduce the energy

consumption, the number of required pressure vessels, the number of membranes per vessel and the

amount of brine production in RO. In particular, we have identified a largely unaddressed potential

for UPMs for brackish water, as membranes with 3x higher permeability could in principle reduce

the number of pressure vessels in BWRO plants by 63% without affecting energy consumption or

permeate recovery. Such membranes could also reduce the energy consumption of BWRO by 46%

at the same permeate production per vessel. While the potential cost savings depend on numerous

factors that cannot be predicted a priori, we estimate savings in the range of 8% for BWRO.

However, we have also shown that the benefits of UPMs for reducing energy consumption are

minimal in the case of SWRO. Thus, claims that novel membranes could reduce the energy footprint

of RO by 100 or even 1000-fold are unfounded. Moreover, even in the case of brackish water RO,

the energy savings would not be as economical than as the capital cost savings that would result

from obtaining greater permeate production per vessel.

Finally, despite concerns expressed in the literature we find that concentration polarization does

not nullify the benefits of UPMs, although it does mitigate them relative to what would be expected

in the absence of CP. As membrane permeability increases, so too will typical cross-flow velocities

and mass transfer coefficients, and permeate flux will increase monotonically – although less than

linearly – with membrane permeability. Although novel system designs may be required to fully take

advantage of greatly increased feed flowrates, our results suggest that advances in membrane science

will continue to make desalination increasingly competitive as an option for fresh water supply in

coming decades.

6.7 Conclusion

Building upon an existing body of knowledge about concentration polarization [118, 185, 195], energy

consumption in RO [196] and plant economics [192, 193], we have shed light on the relationship

between membrane permeability and RO performance by modeling the key performance metrics in

an RO system as a function of membrane permeability and operational conditions. This modeling

required a proper description of the relationship between applied inlet pressure, feed salinity and

flowrate, concentration polarization at the membrane surface, mass transfer coefficient inside the feed

channel, membrane permeability and several other key parameters, many of which vary as a function

of distance along the membrane axis in a cross-flow assembly. Omitting the effects of fouling as a first

step, we modeled the key performance parameters of an RO system (permeate recovery ratio and

flowrate, required inlet pressure, etc.) as a function of membrane permeability and inputs into the

RO system (water salinity, membrane module length, etc.). We found that a 3⇥ more permeable
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membrane could reduce the required pressure for seawater RO by 15% for the same permeation

production and recovery ratio, or that it could alternatively reduce the number of pressure vessels

required for a given total permeate production by 44% for the same energy consumption and recovery

ratio. We also found that the benefits would be significantly greater for brackish water (46% percent

lower pressure or 63% fewer pressure vessels). Finally, we demonstrated that the performance

improvements from ultrapermeable membranes exhibit a sharp law of diminishing returns, at least

for existing the RO system architecture: in other words, an NPG membrane with permeability 3

L/(m2-h-bar) would save nearly as much energy and capital costs as a much higher porosity NPG

membrane with 1000 L/(m2-h-bar) .

6.8 Opportunities for further research

As we highlighted above, the system-level benefits of NPG membranes exhibit a law of diminishing

returns beyond 3L/(m2-h-bar) , at least in existing RO systems. Thus, future work should also focus

on identifying new desalination systems that can leverage the full potential of NPG. Because the

benefits of UPMs are largely governed by concentration polarization effects, one promising step in

this direction has been the study of unsteady-state shear strategies for increasing mass transfer and

ultimately enhancing the performance of UPMs [197]. Finally, new innovations in RO technology

will allow us take full advantage of NPG membranes compared with the prevailing RO systems

examined in this chapter. Innovations may range from incremental tweaks (e.g., feed channel height

or spacer mesh geometry) to more significant redesigns, such as new array configurations for RO

systems [198]. By allowing smaller systems to process large quantities of water, NPG could render

alternative RO designs such as shear-enhanced RO — in which a spinning or vibrating membrane

serves to reduce concentration polarization [199, 200] — or closed-circuit desalination — in which

concentrate water circulates around back to the entrance of the feed channel [201] — more attractive

for large-scale desalination.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 In summary

In this thesis, we have explored how computational approaches can be employed to understand,

predict and ultimately design a future generation of RO membranes based on graphene. We saw that

graphene can act as an RO membrane with 1000⇥ higher water permeability than TFC membranes

as long as the nanopores have a diameter around 0.6 nm and a density on the order of 1⇥ 10

12 cm�2

to 1⇥ 10

13 cm�2 (Chapter 2), even at realistic pressures (Chapter 3), and that it could withstand

RO pressures as long as the substrate pores are smaller than 8 µm (Chapter 4), ultimately reducing

the number of pressure vessels by 63% in the case of brackish water RO (Chapter 6).

This thesis indicates that NPG represents a promising material for the future of RO membranes

for water desalination, and that computational materials science can play an essential role in the

development of this new technology area. In this final chapter, we offer a perspective on the im-

plications and future prospect of this work. We begin by discussing the role of materials science &

engineering (MSE), followed by a discussion of the future of graphene membranes, and finally a look

at the prospects for desalination in the 21st century.

7.2 The role of materials science & engineering

This thesis has highlighted ways in which the field of MSE has started to play a central role in clean

water research.
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7.2.1 How have computational studies been subsequently used to study

NPG membranes?

In Section 7.2.1, we listed some of the most relevant computational methods for the study of NPG. We

now return to these same methods and examine how each has been used to study NPG membranes

in recent years. A graphical overview of computational methods relevant to NPG membranes is

shown in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1: Schematic of key computational methods available for the development of NPG for
desalination. Economic simulations in the top-right corner are represented in dotted lines because
they represent a qualitatively different type of research than materials science & engineering.

The most popular method for computationally studying NPG has been MD. In the study of

NPG as an RO membrane, MD simulations have generally included two water reservoirs separated

by an NPG layer, and water and ions are subjected to a under a driving force across the membrane

(e.g., pressure or an electric field). The resulting trajectories yield information about the water

and solute fluxes, which can be used to estimate the water permeability and salt rejection of the

membrane. The trajectories also contain informaion about the underlying physics of the system,

including the dynamical properties of the fluid, the behavior of the membrane, and the physical

mechanism for salt permeation. Multiple MD studies of NPG have relied on ionic conductance tests.

By furthering our understanding of the physical mechanisms by which certain ions can (or cannot)

pass through graphene nanopores, these studies have helped establish important design principles for

high-rejection and ion-selective NPG membranes. However, the fact that most results were obtained

under an applied electric field rather than a hydrostatic pressure gradient suggests that these design

rules are more readily applied to ion-exchange applications; the relevance of these results to RO is
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still an active area for future research 1.

DFT has been used, for example, in the study of ion beam induced defects in graphene [202] and

ion-graphene binding [203]. Meanwhile, the GW and Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods have

yet to be applied to the study of NPG for desalination. Ab initio MD has subsequently been used to

study the potential of CNTs for desalination [204]. We can expect that these methods will continue

to play an important role in the study of NPG, e.g. to identify promising synthesis approaches or to

understand the interaction of graphene with chlorine. The hybrid quantum-mechanics/molecular-

mechanical (QM/MM) approach has not been employed extensively in the study of NPG at the time

of writing. QM/MM simulations offer a useful tradeoff between computational speed and physical

accuracy when chemical reactions occur in only a subset of the system. As a result, this approach

could be used, for example, to explore how surface chemistry might help reduce the incidence of

mineral scaling onto an NPG membrane surface, or to investigate catalytic activity. Likewise, Monte

Carlo (MC) has not been extensively used in the study of NPG to date. Because MC simulates the

configurational phase-space of the system rather than the time-evolution of a particular system

configuration, this method is well-suited to research questions that focus on equilibrium properties.

For example, MC simulations could be employed to investigate the adsorption properties of NPG.

Multiscale and macroscale methods have provided important results in the study of NPG mem-

branes. For example, MD simulations have been coupled with Finite Element Method (FEM) cal-

culations and continuum modeling to study the mechanical strength of of an NPG membrane from

the atomic scale to the macroscale [143, 205], and DFT calculations have been coupled with MD

simulations and macroscopic descriptions to investigate the interfacial adhesion of graphene [206].

Furthermore, simulations at the macroscale continue to hold much promise for studying the inputs

and outputs of an RO membrane module containing NPG, the effect of feed water properties on

system performance, or the economics of more permeable or chlorine-resistant membranes.

7.2.2 What can NPG research teach us about the role of MSE across

fields?

One can glean important insights into the role of MSE by looking at the historical evolution of

academic publications in the field of desalination. In Figure 7-2a, we have plotted the evolution of

peer-reviewed articles indexed by Scopus that include the term ‘desalination’ in their title abstract

or keywords since 1970. The figure indicates a marked increase in the overall number of citations per
1In particular, we note that the correspondence between ionic conductance and salt rejection is not a systematic

one. While low ionic conductance is generally an indication of high salt rejection, it should be recognized that
a membrane with low ionic conductance may also exhibit poor salt rejection if its water permeability is also low.
Similarly, a membrane with high fixed charge density may exhibit high co-ion conductance under an applied electric
field but high salt rejection thanks to the Donnan exclusion principle [41]. This principle states that co-ion passage
becomes hindered due to the counter-ions that are repelled by the free charge in the membrane and the requirement
of maintaining overall charge neutrality. As a result, ionic conductance studies provide some useful insights into the
physical interactions between graphene nanopores and salt ions, but the conclusions cannot be directly translated into
quantitative estimates of salt rejection.
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year starting around 2000, after several decades of relative stagnation. It also indicates that MSE

work typically represented nearly half of all desalination papers between 1970 and the mid-1990s,

followed by a steep decline around 1995. For nearly ten years, the MSE community then ceased to

much of a role in the field of desalination, until it began to increase in activity around 2005, five

years after the overall desalination field had begun to experience its current growth phase. In other

words, the role of MSE in the field of desalination has been characterized by a prolonged period of

active contribution, followed by a near disappearance and a sharply renewed growth about five years

after the the field began to pick up in activity.

This evolution can be contrasted with a field such as photovoltaics (Figure 7-2b), in which MSE

has consistently accounted for nearly half of all citations since 2000 and might now be beginning

to experience a plateau. Photovoltaics may represent a field in which the role of MSE is fully

mature. In sharp contrast, other fields, like agriculture and geothermal energy, have consistently

seen minimal involvement from MSE researchers (Figures 7-2c and 7-2d). In this fields, MSE studies

have historically only accounted for 1-3% of all publications in the last decade. Moreover, the

fraction of MSE articles in these areas has remained constant or may even have begun to decline

in the case of agriculture, despite a sustained growth in the topic area as a whole. To summarize,

there may exist significant opportunities for MSE research in fields that are growing fast and have

not traditionally seen much contributions from materials scientists.

In the case of desalination, the new growth in MSE research has involved the birth (or rebirth)

of new topic areas, including forward osmosis (FO) membranes and draw solutes, CNT membranes,

solar desalination, membrane distillation, and NPG membranes. Advances in membrane science will

thus continue to make desalination increasingly competitive as an option for fresh water supply in

coming decades. Although the RO industry will need to overcome additional challenges associated

with throughput – including membrane fouling – our results indicate that future MSE research

around RO membranes offers great promise to help face the challenge of global water scarcity.

7.3 The future of graphene membranes

7.3.1 Subsequent work

Since we began this dissertation project in 2010, researchers across disciplines have begun to explore

the potential of NPG as a next-generation RO membrane. Some of the key subsequent results can

be summarized as follows:

What have we subsequently learned regarding water flow across NPG? Since the original

publication of the results described in Chapter 2, multiple studies have continued to shed light on

the dynamics of water passage and of salt rejection across NPG. In a 2013 follow-up to their 2010
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study [137], Suk and Aluru have further quantified the water flux across NPG as a function of

nanopore size. They found that the flowrate per pore per unit pressure pQ for a graphene pore

follows:

pQ(a) =
⇡(a4 + 4a3�)

8µ

1

Lh
(7.1)

where Lh is the hydrodynamic membrane length, a is the pore radius, µ is the water viscosity, and

� is the slip length. The calculations of pq by Suk and Aluru provide a useful estimate of the water

permeability of the membrane, which can be approximated as ⇢pQ, where ⇢ is the number density

of nanopores available for water transport per m2 of membrane. Consequently, the overall water

permeability of an NPG membrane will depend directly on the density of nanopores per unit area.

Several studies, including our own, have hypothesized that the nanopore density in NPG could be

in the range of 10

11 � 10

13 cm�2 based on a relatively close spacing of nanopores. Ignoring the

role of pore chemistry for simplicity, the authors found that water viscosity and slip length actually

increase for smaller nanopore radii. The authors also found empirically that Lh(a) = 0.27a + 0.95,

µ(a) = c1/a+0.000 85Pa s and �(a) = c2a+0.205 nm. By using a least-squares method, the authors

determined that c1 and c2 equal 0.000 847Pa s nm and 0.1517 nm2, respectively.

Subsequent work has also explored how the water transport across NPG does not proceed strictly

in a single file. Instead, water molecules rapidly diffuse away from the nanopore after passing

through the membrane, meaning that entrance/exit effects dominate the transport behavior, unlike

in CNTs [207]. The angular orientation of water permeating through graphene also exhibits a distinct

ordering effect [208].

Furthermore, two-dimensional potential energy maps and density maps have yielded valuable

insights about the dynamics of water transport across NPG. In a classical MD simulation, potential

energy maps are calculated using the sum of LJ and Coulomb interactions at each position, while

density maps result from tracking and averaging the occupation of an atomic species in one-, two-, or

three-dimensional bins. Looking at square nanopores in graphene, Zhu et al. used 2D potential and

density maps to reveal discrete density distributions for oxygen near the edge of the nanopore, and

to identify the nanopore size threshold from discrete to continuum water flow to be about 15Å [208].

How does NPG reject salt? In a useful review of the mechanisms of water transport and salt

rejection across nanoporous membranes (including NPG but also CNTs, silicon nitride membranes

and boron nitride nanopores), Thomas et al. have proposed six mechanisms to explain salt rejection

in nanoporous membranes [209]:

1. size exclusion (bare ion);

2. dehydration effects (steric exclusion of the hydration shell);

3. charge repulsion;
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4. subtler effects involving specific interactions with the pore as observed in biological channels;

5. interactions of solutes with specific chemical structures of the pore;

6. and entropic differences.

These six mechanisms represent a useful framework for understanding salt rejection across NPG.

The first and second mechanisms (steric exclusion of bare ions or their hydration shells) are the

most straightforward mechanisms for salt rejection. Because the hydrated radius of ions in water

is larger than the effective size of an H2O molecule, we found in this dissertation that NPG with

small enough nanopores exhibits full salt rejection within the precision of the simulations. Based on

this effect, we found that critical nanopore diameter for rejecting NaCl appears to be between 0.6

and 0.8 nm, which is consistent with the hydration radius of the ions and with prior results for ion

rejection from CNTs [88].

Suk et al. have shown that unlike in thicker nanoporous membranes, solvated ions passing through

a graphene pore conserve the majority of their hydration shell: even for the smallest nanopore

considered, the coordination number for K+ and Cl– only decreased slightly from 7 to 6.6 [207]. A

key result of this study was that steric hindrance plays a much greater role in the physical mechanism

for ion rejection across NPG than in conventional TFC membranes. Although this work provided

important insights into the relationship between nanopore radius and salt rejection, one limitation

was that the authors only considered bare (unfunctionalized) graphene nanopores, which are not

fully realistic since unpassivated carbons are highly reactive in reality, and would rapidly become

passivated by functional groups under experimental conditions.

The third mechanism is charge repulsion: nanopore chemistry is known to affect the rejection

of ions by adding fixed electrical charge to the nanopore edge. Donnan exclusion theory, which

describes the rejection mechanism across charged membranes, predicts that negative fixed charge in

a membrane will enhance its salt rejection by impeding the flux of negative ions. In Chapter 2, we

examined two different chemistries that both possessed partial charge at the pore edge. Since this

work, Zhao et al. have further shown (using MD simulations) that the Donnan exclusion principle

applies to NPG, and that negatively charged nanopore edges impede the passage of Cl– while en-

hancing the transport of K+ under an applied electric field [210]. In particular, it was found that

the membrane’s electrical resistance would increase by an order of magnitude if the negative charge

per nanopore hypothetically increased from 0 to �30e for large pores with a = 10Å.

The fourth mechanism mentioned by Thomas et al. (subtler pore/solute interactions) refers to

effects that occur as a result of the overall nanopore morphology. These mechanisms have not been

comprehensively studied in the context of NPG membranes, but they play an important role in

biological membranes. Studies of biological membranes have shown that pore/solute effects such

as overcoordination and undercoordination play an important role in the ion selectivity of biolog-
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ical water channels. For example, MD simulations have shown that potassium channels enhance

sodium rejection by geometrically requiring an eight-fold coordination inside the nanopore, which

is energetically unfavorable for sodium ions [211]. Such interactions may arise from electrostatic

or van der Waals interactions, geometric effects or requirements for the number of species that can

coordinate the solute. Given that pore/solute effects have not been extensively adapted to graphene

membranes, such mechanisms represent an important opportunity for further research.

The fifth mechanism involves the action of specific chemical structures within the nanopore.

Along these lines, He et al. have subsequently explored the potential of bioinspired functionaliza-

tions in NPG [212]. The authors found using classical MD simulations that a nanopore containing

four carbonyl groups preferentially conducts K+ over Na+, while a nanopore functionalized by four

negatively charged carboxylate groups selectively binds Na+ but transports K+ over Na+. In com-

paring the ion rejection behavior of these functionalized nanopores to the activity of biological protein

channels, the authors showed that the ion conduction in a nanopore with three carboxylate groups

takes place via a knock-on mechanism. As a cation approaches the nanopore, it remains stuck there

due to strong attractive interactions with the pore’s COO groups. It only passes across the nanopore

under the displacement of another cation. The authors argue that a resident Na+ ion is more readily

displaced by another Na+ ion than by a K+ ion, so that the greater permeation of sodium compared

to potassium can be explained by the greater stability of Na+ inside the carboxylated nanopores.

This study showed that collective effects between ions can influence the salt rejection of NPG, and

that the chemistry and shape of the nanopores plays an important role in determining whether these

effects are present or not. However, it remains to be determined whether collective mechanisms like

the knock-on process highlighted in this study would also apply in RO, where the ion concentration

near the membrane is much lower than in conductance experiments and where the electric fields do

not play a significant role in driving the passage of ions.

The final mechanism involves entropic differences. Because salt rejection is governed by the

free energy barrier through each nanopore, we saw in Chapter 2 that an NPG membrane can also

reject salt by restricting the number of physical configurations (e.g. geometric orientation) in which

salt ions can successfully enter the nanopore. In particular, we found that NPG membranes that

hydrogenated nanopores exhibit higher salt rejection than hydroxylated ones by restricting the

number of allowed geometric orientations and hydrogen-bonding configurations for hydrated ions

attempting to enter the nanopore (see Figure 2-5).

Potential of mean force (PMF) calculations from MD have shed further light on the energetics

of salt rejection across NPG. In PMF calculations, a molecule is steered along a reaction coordinate

(e.g. a geometrical path) using umbrella sampling, and its energy is tracked at each coordinate over

several ns [52]. These calculations often employ the weighted histogram analysis method in order

to obtain a one-dimensional free energy profile for the mechanism of interest [213]. Konatham et
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al. used this approach to compute the free energy landscape for Na+, Cl– and H2O passing across

NPG for several nanopore diameters and functionalizations [184]. Their calculations revealed that

hydroxylated NPG with 7.5 Å pores exhibits promising desalination performance thanks to a high

energy barrier for Cl– passage (19 kcal/mol in the limit of low feed concentration). These PMF

calculations also indicated that the energy barrier for Cl– passage decreases to 10 kcal/mol as the

feed concentration increases to 0.25 M, due to increased electrostatic interactions between the Cl–

ion and Na+ ions near the nanopore. Although one might worry that increased feed concentrations

could reduce the salt rejection of NPG, especially given the importance of concentration polarization

in RO operations [185], the authors also found that the energy barrier for Cl– passage remains large

at even higher salt concentrations, indicating that steric exclusion will remain a dominant mechanism

for salt rejection even in the presence of concentration polarization.

PMFs should not be confused with ‘effective’ free-energy profiles, which have also been used

to characterize the dynamics of transport across graphene-based membranes [214, 215, 216] and

which calculate an energy map from a single MD simulation using the average occupation density:

E = �kBT log(P ), where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and P is the average occupancy of the species

at the given location. Effective free-energy profiles also provide some information about the relative

rejections of different NPG membranes, but their relevance is limited by the fact that a single

simulation may not allow for adequate sampling of the system phase-space.

Looking at idealized GO framework membranes – which differ from NPG in that their building

blocks are GO sheets connected by linkers – Nicolai et al. have examined the dynamics of desali-

nation by plotting the potential energy map experienced by both Na+ and Cl– in the plane of the

membrane [216]. These potential maps indicate the regions where the potential is lowest (in this

case, close to the boronic acid groups in the linkers) and they also highlight the relative energetics

of cations and anions.

Progress towards NPG membrane production. Ultimately, the success of NPG technology

will be determined by the field’s ability to synthesize this material, first in the laboratory and eventu-

ally in a scalable and economical manufacturing process. The experimental synthesis of nanoporous

graphene has become a subject of tremendous interest [217, 218, 219]. Achieving highly uniform,

sub-nanometer pores in large-scale sheets of graphene is arguably the most important outstanding

goal for the field of NPG membranes, and O’Hern et al. have recently produced pores with diameters

of (0.40± 0.24) nm and densities exceeding 1⇥ 10

12 cm�2, while retaining structural integrity of the

graphene [108].

The properties of graphene depend heavily on the synthesis method chosen. Methods to produce

graphene today include three major approaches, though many other small scale methods do also

exist in the literature: mechanical exfoliation (or the Scotch Tape Method), chemical exfoliation,
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and growth via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [220, 221]. The first two methods employ graphite,

an affordable and plentiful material, as feedstock and either mechanically or chemically remove single

layers in the form of flakes. Chemical exfoliation represents a particularly inexpensive and scalable

method to produce graphene, but leaves the graphene in an oxidized state that is not ideal for

electronic or optical applications where the high intrinsic conductivity is the desired specification.

For use as membranes, these methods then require assembly of the graphene flakes into a functional

sheet material. The size scale of these flakes is on the order of microns, but techniques such as vacuum

filtration and or drop casting have been demonstrated to produce larger monolayer sheets [222].

Meanwhile, advances in manufacturing techniques have allowed for large-area CVD growth [223]

and roll-to-roll production of graphene on copper foils [27], providing early foundation for optimized

continuous production processes. CVD is a heat driven chemical reaction that converts a carbon

feedstock, e.g. methane, into pure carbon, depositing it onto substrate materials inside a furnace.

The electrical quality of this graphene is superior to chemically exfoliated flakes, though the process

is slower and more subject to perturbations in the environment or feedstock quality. However,

CVD has the advantage of providing larger areas of monolayer graphene on a support substrate and

eliminates the need for micro-scale assembly. Another experimental research direction has focused

on the production of composite membranes that feature GO thin-films [224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229].

Although these GO thin-films are thicker than graphene and may not feature atomically precise

nanopores, they still hold significant promise for desalination due to the tunable chemistry and

morphology of the layers [230].

When it comes to synthesizing NPG membranes, computational methods have also helped guide

the experimental process. For example, MD simulations have been already employed to identify

the optimal parameters in the creation of nanopores using irradiation by carbon ions, heavy ions or

fullerenes [231, 232, 233, 234].

7.3.2 Computational methods and future NPG research

This thesis and the studies cited above indicate that state-of-the-art calculations are playing an

increasingly significant role in advancing our understanding of the potential of graphene as an RO

membrane. It should be noted, however, that existing computational methods also have their own

shortcomings, and that further methodological development, while beyond the scope of this thesis,

is of critical importance. For example, it has been pointed out that there is no universally accepted

intermolecular potential for water, and water-carbon interactions depend highly on the choice of

potential [235]. Moreover, the fluid-fluid and cross parameters derived in MD for bulk systems must

be applied with care to nanoconfined spaces. In this regard, it has been argued that density functional

theory with the addition of a semi-empirical dispersion potential is a promising simulation approach

to model water-carbon interactions [235]. Another methodological concern in MD simulations is the
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effect of thermostat choice on the observed rate of water passage across nanopores [97].

Another area is the interaction between ions in solution and graphene, since classical MD sim-

ulations only capture this interaction very roughly. Preliminarily work on this topic suggests that

Na+ ions are more strongly attracted to graphene surfaces than classical MD simulations would sug-

gest [236] and that bare (unsolvated) anions can either physisorb or covalently bind to a graphene

surface [203]. The implications of these ion-graphene interactions for RO performance remain to

be explored. The chlorine resistance of NPG will likewise need to examined using quantum-level

calculations in order to supplement insights from existing work [237, 238]. Further work should also

look at the effect of grain boundaries (GBs) in graphene on salt rejection. The role of GBs in the

mechanical properties of graphene has been studied [239, 164, 240, 121], but the dynamics of water

and ions near graphene GBs remains an area ripe for new research.

Fortunately, rapid advances in methodologies and computing platforms are encouraging a greater

role for computation in designing novel materials [241, 242, 243]. With an appropriate understanding

of the benefits and limitations of computational methods, such approaches are helping to catalyze

the development of new materials in fields that have historically relied primarily on experimental

research, including water desalination technology.

Prospects beyond RO. Finally, we believe that computational efforts will also play an impor-

tant role in exploring the use of NPG for applications beyond RO desalination. For example, it

is plausible that NPG could perform better in removing boron than TFC membranes, since boron

permeates through TFC membranes in its uncharged boric acid form but might be rejected by steric

exclusion. MD simulations could help to validate or invalidate this hypothesis. Another emerging ap-

plication for NPG membranes is in FO, another desalination method whose performance is arguably

even more limited by membrane permeability than RO [244] and where recent work based on MD

simulations suggests that such membranes could offer benefits over existing FO membranes [245].

Computational research at the engineering-scale could also help design new approaches for ultrafil-

tration/nanofiltration (UF/NF) using graphene with larger pores (> 1 nm) than for RO.

7.4 Prospects for the future of desalination

This dissertation has shown that important opportunities remain for disruptive technological inno-

vation in the water desalination sector. While desalination has become more affordable and reliable

compared with the early RO plants used in Saudia Arabia in the 1970s [16], key improvements in

membrane materials, RO system design, feed pretreatment and fouling prevention could help reduce

the cost of desalination further [8].

Simultaneously with this potential progress in the desalination sector, many regions of the world

are likely to see their options for conventional water supply become limited or more expensive [3].
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As a result, we may anticipate that desalination will play an increasingly large role in the global

water supply regardless of how much desalination technology improves in coming years. It can be

expected that future decades will also see a growth in modular desalination systems that can be

installed and dismantled (or moved) in a matter of weeks, in order to address episodic droughts at the

municipal level. The energy footprint of desalination will always be limited by thermodynamics, but

its environmental footprint could be reduced by getting the energy from renewable sources [246, 247].

At the same time, the energy footprint of RO (⇠ 3 kWh/m3) should be kept in perspective relative

to the energy footprint of heating water in a household setting (⇠ 70 kWh/m3).

7.5 In closing

In closing, this thesis has highlighted some of the key approaches by which computational methods

have been instrumental in the design, understanding and optimization of NPG as an RO membrane.

We believe that future work will prove essential in bridging the gap between computational under-

standing and experimental progress, and will represent an important step in helping address the

future of water in the 21st century.
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Appendix A

Resources

A.1 Electronic resources

A.1.1 Peer-reviewed publications

• Cohen-Tanugi, David, and Jeffrey C Grossman. 2012. “Water Desalination Across Nanoporous

Graphene.” Nano Letters 12 (7). ACS Publications: 3602-8. doi:10.1021/nl3012853. [110]

• Cohen-Tanugi, David, and Jeffrey C Grossman. 2014b. “Water Permeability of Nanoporous

Graphene at Realistic Pressures for Reverse Osmosis Desalination.” The Journal of Chemical

Physics 141 (7): 074704. doi:10.1063/1.4892638. [248]

• Cohen-Tanugi, D, and J C Grossman. 2014a. “Mechanical Strength of Nanoporous Graphene

as a Desalination Membrane.” Nano Letters 14 (11): 6171-78. doi:10.1021/nl502399y. [205]

• Cohen-Tanugi, D, R K McGovern, S H Dave, J H Lienhard, and J C Grossman. 2014. “Quan-

tifying the Potential of Ultra-Permeable Membranes for Water Desalination.” Energy & En-

vironmental Science 7 (3): 1134-41. [249]

• Cohen-Tanugi, David, and Jeffrey C Grossman. 2015. “Nanoporous Graphene as a Reverse

Osmosis Membrane: Recent Insights From Theory and Simulation.” Desalination, February.

doi:10.1016/j.desal.2014.12.046. [250]

A.1.2 Sample simulation files

Sample simulation files for a system of nanoporous graphene are freely available at the following url:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/270883087_LAMMPS_input_for_the_simulation_

of_water_desalination_across_a_monolayer_nanoporous_graphene_membrane.
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A.1.3 Graphics

Molecular visualizations from this thesis can be found on Youtube (at http://www.youtube.com/

playlist?list=PLhnNGjk5d0Aet6Ap4P7GfRWyTo-g7Heif) and Flickr (at https://flic.kr/s/aHsjAesA5q).

A.2 Tips from the trenches: Some guidelines for carrying out

MD simulations of NPG

In this appendix, we discuss guidelines from our group’s experience for studying NPG as a desali-

nation membrane using MD simulations. Many excellent resources are available to those wishing to

learn the foundations of MD simulations in more detail [52, 251, 252]. Here we focus on practical

considerations that are either particularly salient in the context of NPG, or that are not typically

mentioned.

A.2.1 Workflow overview

The process of executing an MD study involves several sequential (and often iterative) steps. Fol-

lowing the experimental design phase, which is of critical importance but lies beyond the scope of

this discussion, the first step involves generating the physical system under study. Following this

step, one can then design the actual MD simulation process, which can be subsequently be run

on a personal computer or a supercomputer. Finally, one can extract scientific insights from the

completed MD simulation using post-processing and andalysis.

The general workflow that our group has typically employed in our MD simulations is represented

in Figure 2-2. We first create a script that will generate a series of atomic geometry files spanning

the physical parameter that we wish to explore (e.g., graphene sheets of varying nanopore sizes,

surrounded by water and bordered by rigid pistons). In our group, this step is usually carried out

using the VMD software [94]. The atomic geometries will serve as inputs into our series of MD

simulations, which also require an input script that defines the set of commands to the MD software

that determine precisely what must occur during the simulation. For expediency, we often create

a script in Bash (other programming languages such as Python would serve the same purpose)

to generate the series of MD input scripts across the range of desired parameters (e.g., identical

simulations but for different geometry files, or different applied pressures for a given geometry file).

Each simulation is then run on a supercomputer. The outputs of each run include a thermodynamic

output (e.g., temperature, pressure, number of water molecules in the feed) and an atomic trajectory

file that lists the successive positions of each atom at each timestep. Finally, we visualize, post-

process and analyze the trajectory as well as the thermodynamic output using a variety of tools

including VMD, Matlab, Mathematica, R, etc.
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A.2.2 Generating the physical system

A key input into any MD simulation is a geometry file that represents the initial atomic positions of

all the atoms in the physical system under study. Many methods are available for generating input

geometries, including software packages such as VMD, Avogadro and Accelrys Materials Studio. For

simple systems, geometry files can also be generated using custom scripts. In the context of MD

simulations of NPG as an RO membrane, our group has found VMD to be most convenient tool

thanks to the availability of packages that interface with popular MD codes (e.g. TopoTools for

LAMMPS), that generate water and saltwater within prescribed regions (Solvate and AutoIonize)

and that generate graphene and nanotubes (Nanotube Builder). Because VMD can also be run from

the command line, we have generally automated the process of creating a series of geometry files

using a script in the TCL programming language.

Taking the geometry files for our 2012 work in Nano Letters as a example [110], the system

geometry included two water regions generated using the Solvate tool in VMD, one of which was

subsequently ionized to become the feed reservoir using the AutoIonize package; a sheet of graphene

which was generated using the Nanotube Builder tool and subsequently rendered porous by selecting

out atoms within a certain radius; and a second graphene sheet at the feed edge of the simulation

box that would act as a piston.

One limitation of VMD is that it does not allow for easy removal or addition of atoms, e.g. func-

tional groups at the edge of graphene nanopores. Our group has found it convenient to complement

the geometry generation in VMD with the manual atom addition/subtraction capabilities offered by

a software tool like Avogadro.

We have found that it is important to prime the permeate side of the membrane with permeate

water; if the permeate region is allowed to start dry, the surface tension of the feed water acts as

an energetic barrier that prevents water from permeating across the membrane, even under high

applied pressures.

In order to accurately describe the physics and chemistry of the nanopore edge, it is useful to

assign different atomic types to atoms depending on their role in the system. Hydrogen and carbon

atoms in the functional groups at the nanopore edge, for example, must possess a different partial

charge and LJ parameters than the hydrogen atoms in the H2O molecules and the carbon atoms

in the bulk of the graphene respectively. Likewise, we have found it valuable to assign a separate

atom type to piston atoms, with a lower LJ energy barrier ✏CO than carbon atoms in the graphene

in order to ensure that permeate water remains close to the NPG membrane by preventing water

adsorption onto the piston.
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A.2.3 Designing the MD simulation

Choosing an MD program. Many MD programs are available. Among open-source MD codes

that have been used for computational studies of NPG membranes, the most popular are LAMMPS,

Gromacs, and NAMD. Other popular codes include GULP, DLPoly, AMBER and CHARMM.

LAMMPS benefits from a strong user base, a highly parallelizable structure and is designed

primarily for inorganic materials science simulations [53]. Our group has primarily used LAMMPS

in our simulations, and one of the key advantages of this code is that it includes a fully implemented

version of the AIREBO forcefield, which describes the forces between carbon and hydrogen atoms

and will be discussed in more detail below.

We believe that other MD codes can be valuable choices as well. In particular, GROMACS

is popular for its speed and ability to process extremely large atomic systems [253], although one

drawback in the context of graphene research is that it is designed for biomolecular simulations.

Choosing potentials. The next step is to select the potentials – or forcefields – that describe the

interactions between atoms. Because classical MD simulations rely on semi-empirical descriptions

of atomic interactions, it should be emphasized that no individual forcefield can accurately describe

all interactions between atomic systems. Instead, it is necessary to select potentials based on the

specific system under consideration and the ability of these potentials to replicate the experimental

behavior of the system.

An excellent discussion of MD potentials can be found Frenkel and Smit’s textbook Understanding

Molecular Simulation [52]. In the context of the study of NPG for desalination, we will focus on

forcefields that can be employed to describe the interactions of water molecules, C and H atoms in

graphene, and ions.

In spite of its simple chemical formula, water is an extremely complex physical system and many

classical potentials offer competing ways of capturing the behavior of water in MD 1. Classical

water models vary in their geometry (including the number of sites and their relative positions) and

in the parameters for each site. Figure A-1 shows the geometries of different water models that

represent each water molecule as a 3-, 4-, 5- or 6-site molecule respectively. The Wikipedia entry

for ‘Water Models’ offers a useful explanation of the particularities of the various water potentials

used in classical MD simulations2. We have found it helpful in several situations to use three-site

models, including TIP3P and SPC. These models are computationally efficient and are known to

replicate the physical behavior of water relatively well in most circumstances. They include a site

for each atom of the water molecule, with a negative partial charge on the oxygen atom and positive

partial charges on the hydrogen atoms of H2O. The bonds and angle of the molecule can either

1To readers who wish to familiarize themselves with the fascinating behavior of water, we recommend Chaplin’s
excellent website Water Structure and Science, available at http://www1.lsbu.ac.uk/water.

2See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_model.
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Figure A-1: Shape of different water models with 3 to 6 sites. Source: Wikimedia Commons at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_model

be rigid (in which case they are typically held rigid using the SHAKE algorithm) or flexible (in

which case the bonds and angle experience a harmonic restoring force to their equilibrium value).

When performing simulations in which water molecules permeate individually across nanopores and

in which the electrostatic features of H2O play an important role, we have used the four-site TIP4P

model. This model adds a massless partial charge along the bisector of the H-O-H angle to represent

the lone pair electrons behind the oxygen atom. Generating geometry files for LAMMPS using

the TopoTools plugin in VMD will ensure that the water molecules are input in the correct format

required for TIP4P water in LAMMPS.

The extent to which we must accurately model the movements of the graphene sheet depends

on the specifics of the system of interest. For example, our original work in Nano Letters in 2012

held all carbon atoms fixed in the MD simulation, and only allowed the functional groups (H and

OH) to move according to LJ and Coulombic interactions. This was because it was expected that

the nanopore would not expand or fluctuate significantly, and because ignoring the fluctuations of

the carbon atoms could accelerate the simulation. For studies in which the mechanical properties

of graphene (e.g., the stretching of the nanopores, the possible fracture of the graphene sheet or

the role of thermal rippling) are of interest, it is important to accurately describe the interactions

between each graphene atom and the rest of the membrane as well as well as neighboring water

molecules and salt ions.

The AIREBO potential is a reactive-bond order potential that adds a more complex energy

function to the traditional LJ and torsional terms in the calculation of the interatomic energy

between C or H atoms [113]. AIREBO has used successfully in the study of hydrocarbon molecules,

CNTs and graphene, although there remains some disagreement in the literature regarding the ability

of this potential to accurately describe the fracture stress of graphene without manually tweaking

the potential’s carbon-carbon cutoff.3.

Recent work has also been aimed at replicating the key mechanical properties of graphene using

3LAMMPS comes packaged with a version of the AIREBO potential, but it is important to note that the potential
is paramerized for the ‘metal’ units choice in LAMMPS. For other units choices (e.g., ‘real’), the user must supply
their own AIREBO parameter file. A parameter file for ‘real’ units is available at the following URL: https://sites.
google.com/site/mechapple1501/pages/CH.airebo_real?attredirects=0&d=1.
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a much simpler Morse potential [254]. To our knowledge, this approach has not yet been sys-

temtically implemented within mainstream MD codes but offers significant promise for reducing the

computational cost of water-graphene MD simulations for certain physical problems.

In order to apply a transmembrane pressure across the membrane, several methods are available.

One method involves selecting a geometrical region on the feed side (e.g., a slab parallel to the

membrane) and applying an additional force to all water molecules located within the region. The

disadvantage of this method is that the transmembrane pressure depends on the number of atoms in

the forced region. Because the number of water molecules in the region will vary at each timestep, it

is difficult to set a constant driving pressure using this method. Another approach involves placing

a piston on either end of the system. In this case, the two pistons consist of a separate atomic type,

and their action is applied by setting the forces parallel to the membrane (in the x and y direction)

to be zero in order to avoid piston drift, and by applying a constraint to set the force normal to the

membrane (in the z direction) to the average of all piston atoms plus a forcing term. In LAMMPS,

this is done using the fix/addforce command. An alternate method involves using a piston on the

feed side only, which will simulate a vacuum rather than atmospheric pressure on the permeate

side. This is a valid approximation in the limit of high feed pressure, but becomes inaccurate as

�P ! 1 bar.

The choice of net driving pressure should depend on what physical questions are being investi-

gated. To examine the water permeability of a membrane material, we have found that the values

predicted at high pressure (�P ⇠ 100 bar) represent a good estimate of the values at lower (and

more realistic) pressures (�P ⇠ 50 bar) [248]. As a first approximation, it may be appropriate to

simulate water flux at several values in the 100 bar range and to use the slope of (�P � �⇧) to

obtain an estimate of AM . For more complex systems, or when quantitative values of salt rejection

are of interest, it may be important to apply lower pressures (10 bar to 100 bar).

The choice of timestep is likewise essential to an accurate MD simulation. Timesteps that are too

small result in slow simulations and inefficient use of computational resources. Timesteps that are

too large, on the other hand, produce integration errors and unphysical results. An appropriate MD

timestep is always limited by the highest frequency in the system [255]. For example, it typically

becomes necessary to reduce the timestep from 1 fs to 0.5 fs when C-H bonds are included and

allowed to stretch. A useful way to determine the appropriate timestep is to run a simulation in the

microcanonical ensemble (NVE) for several timesteps and to identify the largest timestep for which

the total system energy is conserved over time.

In order to obtain accurate averages and standard deviations for key quantities (such as water

permeability, salt rejection, diffusion constant, etc.), it is useful to run multiple simulations of an

identical system with different, uncorrelated initial conditions (e.g. different geometrical configu-

rations of water molecules and salt ions). We will list three approaches to achieving this. One
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approach is to generate multiple geometry files. Another approach is to assign different random

velocity distributions to the particles at the beginning of each MD simulation. The last approach

consists of varying the length of the equilibration phase for each instance of the MD simulation,

ensuring that the equilibration lengths vary sufficiently to ensure that the initial configurations at

the beginning of the production stage are physically uncorrelated.

Finally, Thomas et al. have pointed out that the choice of thermostat may affect the water

flowrates across nanoporous membranes [97]. The Nose-Hoover thermostat is often a valid choice,

but it must be kept in mind that this thermostat can provide an underestimate of water permeability

relative to other thermostat choices. Thus, the resulting permeabilities will be conservative estimates.
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Appendix B

Supplementary Information for

Specific Chapters

B.1 Supplementary information for Chapter 2

B.1.1 System composition

A two-dimensional, periodic sheet of porous pure graphene was modeled by starting with a perfect

unit cell of 30x30 Å and removing the carbon atoms contained within circles of varying diameters

centered at the unit cell center. A layer of 113 water molecules was initially placed on the permeate

side of the membrane in order to accurately model the flow dynamics. Saltwater was generated using

the Solvate and Ionize tools in the VMD software. The system was simulated using the LAMMPS

package [53]. The initial conformation of the OH groups was obtained by performing a static energy

minimization. Consistent with behavior of hydroxyl groups in phenol and related molecules, the

O atoms preferentially sit in the plane of the graphene membrane, while the H atoms will place

themselves in or out of plane depending on their electrostatic interactions with neighboring OH

groups.

B.1.2 Forcefield parameters

In simulations where hydroxyl groups were applied to the pore edges, the hydroxyl groups were

described by the parameterization of phenol by Mooney. et al., which includes harmonic bond

potentials for the C-O and O-H bonds, harmonic angles for the C-C-O and C-O-H angles, and

harmonic dihedral potentials for the C-C-C-O and C-C-O-H dihedral angles, as well as Lennard-

Jones (LJ) parameters for the interactions between each hydroxyl group and nearby atoms [256]. A

similar parameterization drawing from Muller-Plathe et al. was employed for hydrogen functional
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groups [257]. Na+ and Cl� ions and carbon-water interactions were modeled using the LJ parameters

derived by Joung et al. [258] and Beu et al. [1] respectively. Subsequent to the completion of the

simulations, it was observed that the parameters referenced by Beu et al. employed a different

nomenclature than the traditional notation for LJ coefficients, and that the � coefficients for Na and

Cl used in our simulations were actually smaller than those cited by the authors by a factor of 10-

15%. We expect that this discrepancy will result in larger hydration radii and a higher apparent salt

rejection. This discrepancy holds for all the simulations mentioned in this thesis. The parameters

used in our simulations from Chapter 2 are summarized in Table B.1.

The partial charges on membrane atoms were also held fixed during the calculations. Carbon

atoms away from the pore edge were assigned neutral charge, while the partial charges on the

functional groups and the neighboring carbon atoms were taken from the parameterization for the

relevant functional group. Keeping partial charges fixed does not allow for electric charge rear-

rangement and polarization effects in the membrane, but the preferred electronegativities of the

oxygen and hydrogen atoms passivating the pores ensure that the dominant Coulombic effects are

captured accurately. The inter-atomic LJ parameters between species i and j were calculated using

Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules.
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B.1.3 Post-processing

The resulting atomic trajectories were subsequently analyzed using the LAMMPS Pizza.py toolkit,

as well as the H-Bonds, Radial Distribution Function and Volmap tools in VMD.

B.2 Supplementary information for Chapter 3

Salt density. An examination of the density of ions as a function of distance from the membrane

(see Figure B-1) reveals that concentration polarization is not present at the lengthscale of the

simulation, meaning that the net driving pressure is not significantly greater than that predicted

from the salt concentration in the bulk.

)
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 (a
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Å³

)

0

0.0005

piston membrane

Figure B-1: Density of salt ions between the feed piston (z = 0) and the NPG membrane (z ⇠ 12Å).
The solid line indicates the average density and the dashed lines represent ± a standard deviation
from the average.

Agreement with linear fit. In order to further quantify the agreement between the observed

permeation behavior of NPG and the linear approximation, we have computed the standardized

residuals as a function of applied pressure. These are shown in Figure B-2. For each simulation

result i, the standardized residual ri is defined as the quotient of the residual i (i.e. the difference

between the observed flux and the prediction from the linear fit) and the standard deviation of the

residual. Out of 1735 observations, only two standardized residuals lie outside the [-2.0;2.0] range.

In ordinary data samples, it is expected that fewer than 5% of standardized residuals should lie

outside this range [259].
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Figure B-2: Standardized residuals of linear fit for water flux versus pressure. |ri| < 2 for all but
two data points, indicating that few data points have a large standardized residual.

Methodological suggestions for suitable replicability. In performing the simulations for this

work, we found that it was essential to keep the permeate side of the NPG membrane hydrated at all

times. If the simulation box was too large in the +z direction, the water molecules on the permeate

side were exposed to a large volume of vacuum and all the permeate water would frequently desorb

from the membrane to sorb on the piston instead. Whenever this occurred, the flux of water across

the membrane would cease due to an additional surface energy barrier. This is consistent with

the recent experimental findings of Celebi et al. [260]. In order to prevent this unphysical effect,

we applied a permeate pressure of 1 bar using a piston. This pressure ensured that the graphene

membrane remained hydrated at all times.

B.3 Supplementary information for Chapter 4

B.3.1 Flux vs nanopore offset

Figure B-3 shows the relative change in water flux for each nanopore size as a function of nanopore

offset. The fluxes for each pore size are normalized by the flux at O = 0. The figure indicates that

increasing the pore offset significantly reduces the flux across the medium and large pores, but has

little statistically significant effect on the flux across the smallest pores.
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Figure B-3: Relative change in water flux vs. nanopore offset

B.3.2 Water density

The averaged water density along the axis orthogonal to the membrane for H = 20Å and H = 8Å

is shown in Figure B-4. The figure confirm the trend described in Section 4.5.
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Figure B-4: Projected oxygen density as a function of position along z axis for different values of
nanopore offset.

B.3.3 Passage times and fluxes

For another estimate of the role of diffusion in b-NPG permeation, we compare the number of water

molecules that permeate forwards across the membrane to those that permeate backwards. For

simplicity, we consider the outcome of a specific run with a = 6 Å, O = 9.8Å, H = 20 Å, and

�P1020 bar. A forward-permeation event is defined as a unique sequence of positions of a given
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water oxygen that begins on the feed side of the upstream graphene layer, spends any amount

of time in the interlayer region, and ends on the permeate side of the downstream graphene layer

without having entered the feed in the process. Similarly, a backwards-permeation event is defined as

beginning on the permeate side and ending on the feed side with only positions within the interlayer

in between. Using this metric, we find that for approximately 770 water molecules that permeated

forward across the membrane, 125 molecules permeated back in the opposite direction. Figure B-5

examines the effect of nanopore offset for a b-NPG membrane with H = 8Å. Nforward decreases

with O for the two largest nanopores. Meanwhile, it does not change significantly with O for the

smallest nanopore. The trend is similar for Nback. Because the net water flux is determined by

Nforward �Nback, we can compare this trend to Figure 4-3b. We find that the water flux reduction

for increasing nanopore offset is accompanied by a reduction in both Nforward and Nback.

Figure B-5c indicates that the average forward permeation time, ⌧f , increases as a function of

O even for the smallest nanopore. We observe an interesting trend for (a = 3), where the flux ⌧f

increases with O even as the net flux increases slightly.

Figure B-6 shows that the distribution of permeation times is approximately log-normal, with

an average at ⌧f = 927ps for forwards-permeation and ⌧b = 1094ps for backwards-permeation.

B.3.4 Can the interlayer itself reject salt?

It is interesting to compare the hydration shells of ions in the interlayer region with the hydration

behavior expected in the bulk. Figure B-9 compares the solvation shells of Na+ ions in the feed

(which is qualitatively similar to bulk saltwater) with that in the interlayer region. The figure shows

that ions in both regions have 6 water molecules in their first hydration shell, as expected from

infrared spectroscopy and X-ray scattering experiments of bulk water [261]. Therefore, we may

conclude that the mechanism for salt rejection across this b-NPG system is not the steric rejection

of the first hydration shell of the salt ions. Radial distribution function data (Figure B-9c) indicate

a weakening and leftward-shift of the second peak (corresponding to the second hydration shell),

especially for Na+.
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Figure B-5: Number of permeation events and average permeation time vs. membrane structure.
The figure indicates that the number of both forwards and backwards permeation events decreases
with greater O for large nanopores but does not vary significantly for small nanopores. It also reveals
that the average forwards and backwards permeation times all increase for greater O.
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Figure B-6: Histograms indicating the relative frequency of forward-permeation (a) and back-
permeation (b) across bilayer NPG with a = 6 Å, O = 9.8Å, H = 20 Å, and P = 0.04 kcal/mol/Å.
The plots indicate that the average time required for a water molecule to pass across the interlayer
region is ⇠ 1 ns, with some permeation events taking significantly longer.

(a) a = 8Å (b) a = 9Å

Figure B-7: Characteristic atomic positions for a bilayer membrane with misaligned large pores for
two different layer separations. The grey shaded regions represent water isodensity surfaces. The
membrane shown on the left exhibits full salt rejection, and the membrane on the right exhibits
approximately 90% rejection.
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Figure B-8: Occupation density map of NaCl across bilayer NPG with R = 9 Å and H = 9 Å.

(a) First solvation shell of a
sodium ion in the feed reser-
voir. Water molecules are
represented as red spheres,
and hydrogen atoms are not
shown for visual clarity.

(b) First solvation shell of a
sodium ion in the interlayer
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Figure B-9: Solvation shell dynamics of Na+ near a b-NPG membrane with (a = 9).
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B.4 Supplementary information for Chapter 5

B.4.1 Nanopore radius measurement

The characteristic radius for graphene pores was obtained by measuring the center-to-center distance

between two diametrically opposed carbon atoms in a hydrogenated NPG sheet that exhibits full salt

rejection. We measured this radius based on the carbon atoms rather than the hydrogen functionals

at the pore edge because the latter are not bonded to each other, meaning that the relevant shape

for stress concentration effects is the ring of carbon atoms that delimits the pore.

B.4.2 Nanopore creation

Graphene sheets were generated using VMD [94]. Nanopores were created by removing all carbon

atoms within a certain radius of the center one of the hexagonal rings in the original sample, and

different nanopore sizes were obtained by varying this radius.

B.4.3 MD details

The LJ parameters used to describe the water-carbon interactions were calculated with the Lorentz-

Berthelot mixing rules. In contrast with several other studies of graphene mechanics, we did not

manually modify the parameters in the original AIREBO potential because it has been shown that a

shorter-range cutoff causes early fracture in graphene [240]. Thermodynamic quantities were output

every 10,000 steps. The global stress in the membrane and the local stress per atom were calculated

by averaging the instantaneous values of the pressure tensor. These values were taken every 10

time steps during the entire second half of each strain increment, and the average was computed

every 1 ps. For each choice of pore radius and pore separation, up to ten separate calculations were

performed for robust statistics. In order to investigate whether the final results are sensitive to the

choice of carbon-water LJ strength, we simulated the fracture process with different values of the

C-O LJ strength for a particular choice of NPG system (R2
= 24Å2, W = 4nm). The results are

shown in Table B.2. We looked at the value chosen in this work and adapted from Wong et al. [155]

(i.e., 0.0032492 eV), as well as a 25% stronger C-O interaction energy (corresponding to 0.004063

eV, which is approximately the value used by Werder et al. [262] as well as 25% weaker. Each

simulation was performed three times with uncorrelated initial configurations in order to examine

the variability in the results.

Table B.2 indicates that the CO interaction energy has an effect, but a relatively minor one.

Specifically, a 25% increase in the C-O interaction strength tends to raise the fracture stress of NPG

by only about 5%. Given these results, we believe that the choice of C-O interaction energy does

not markedly impact the conclusions of our work.
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✏CO (eV) N �max std dev std. error
0.0024369 3 103.3896 9.833019 5.677096
0.0032492 3 106.8312 4.740229 2.736773
0.0040630 3 113.7569 3.237821 1.869357

Table B.2: Effect of ✏CO on �max

The transverse stress �T and radial stress �R on a circular substrate pore subjected to a pressure

difference equal:

�T = �R =

2

3

(w0/R)

2EM (c0 � c1⌫ � c2⌫
2
)

where EM and ⌫ are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the membrane and R is the radius

of the suspended membrane patch and w0 is the maximum deflection in the patch. The radial

and tangential components of the stress tensor are assumed to be equal as part of the ansatz for

the boundary conditions of the system [140]. The constants c0, c1 and c2 are ordinarily taken to

equal 1, 1 and 0 respectively (which yields Cabrera’s equation), but more accurate finite-element

analysis results have found that the mechanics are captured most accurately for c0 = 1.026, c1

= 0.793, c2 = 0.233 [263]. We use these numerical values in this paper for increased accuracy.

This boundary condition does not explicitly account for the existence of additional membrane area

beyond the substrate pore rim, but experimental work suggests that accounting for it would have a

strengthening effect on the nanoporous membrane [162]. The maximum deflection w0 increases with

applied pressure according to

�P =

4w0dM
R2

�M

where d is the thickness of graphene and R is the substrate pore radius, so the membrane stress is

expressed as:

� =

�
2

3

EM

(c0 � c1⌫M � c2⌫2M

� 1
3
�
�PR

4d

�2/3

The effective stress in a representative NPG membrane (a = 0.5 nm, W = 4.0 nm) as a function of

applied pressure is shown below:

B.4.4 Salt rejection and water permeability

We model salt rejection as a simple error-function curve. The function equals unity in the limit of

small nanopore radius, and declines to 50% for a = 0.78 Å. The width of the function is chosen to

be �a = 1.0Å so that the salt rejection values coincide with the MD results from Chapter 2:

RR(a) =
1

2

�
erf(�a� amax

�a
) + 1

�

For an estimate of water permeability as a function of nanopore size, we employ the results of Suk

and Aluru [137]. The authors have calculated the flowrate per pore per unit pressure for a graphene
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Figure B-10: Contour plot of stress intensity factor in NPG as a function of �P and porosity
predicted from Griffiths criterion and the elastic properties computed using MD for a = 0.5 nm.
The stress intensity factor increases with applied stress, and decreases at greater porosity.

pore as:

pQ(a) =
⇡(a4 + 4a3�

8µ

1

Lh
)

where Lh is the ‘’hydrodynamic membrane length”, and � is the slip length. The authors also find

empirically that:

Lh = 0.27R+ 0.95 (B.1)

µ(a) = c1/a+ 0.000 85Pa s (B.2)

�(a) = c2a+ 0.205 nm (B.3)

By using a least-squares method, the authors determined that c1 and c2 equal 0.000 847Pa s nm

and 0.1517 nm2, respectively. We obtain an estimate for the water permeability of the membrane by

computing pQ/W 2. To simplify the analysis, we neglect the loss in permeability that results from

the regions of the NPG membrane that are blocked by the substrate material underneath. This

effect is expected to only rescale the membrane permeability by a constant factor related to the

porosity of the substrate material, and should not have any relevant effect on the qualitative results.

The estimated water permeability and salt rejection as a function of nanopore size are plotted in

Figure B-12. The strain as a function of applied pressure is obtained from Hooke’s law [264]:

�ij =
E

1 + ⌫
(✏ij +

⌫

1� 2⌫
✏kk�ij)
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Figure B-11: Effective plane stress in an NPG membrane as a function of transmembrane pressure
for a = 0.5 nm and W = 4.0 nm.

The predicted salt rejection and water permeability as a function of applied pressure is plotted in

Figure B-13.

Free surface energy of graphene. The free surface energy of graphene was calculated using MD.

A periodic sheet of pristine graphene containing 1360 carbon atoms was simulated under ambient

conditions in the NVT ensemble in both the presence and absence of water, and two sheets separated

by ⇠ 1 nm and containing 680 carbon atoms each were simulated in identical conditions. The two

separate sheets were assigned armchair edges. We obtained the free surface energy by taking the

energy difference between the two edges averaged over 10 ps and normalizing by the graphene

thickness (3.35 Å) and by the edge length, accounting there are two edges created for a given length

of fracture. We note that the free graphene edges modeled here are unpassivated, which means that

we are comparing the free energy difference of pristine graphene with that of fractured graphene prior

to edge passivation. This is an appropriate comparison under the assumption that edge passivation

occurs after fracture and does not play an enabling role in the fracture process itself.

Finally, we examined the vibrational spectrum of NPG in order to further elucidate the role of

water and nanopores on the mechanical behavior of graphene. Following the methodology of Kim

et al. [265], we obtained the phonon density of states of both pristine graphene and NPG with the
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Figure B-12: Predicted water permeability and salt rejection as a function of nanopore size. Perme-
ability predictions are obtained from Ref [137] and salt rejection predictions are obtained by fitting
a simple error-function (erf(x)) curve to the data in our earlier work [110].
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Figure B-13: Predicted salt rejection and water permeability as a function of applied pressure for
NPG with a = 0.5 nm, W = 4.0 nm and R = 5µm.

frozen phonon method (see Figure B-14). We also computed the vibrational spectrum for carbon

atoms in dry and wet NPG (see Figure B-15). The spectra were obtained by computing the Fourier

transform of the velocity autocorrelation function of the NPG sheet using VMD Signal Processing.

Although the vibrational spectra for wet and dry NPG are qualitatively similar at zero strain, at

20% strain the presence of water appears to excite a specific peak at 506 cm�1 relative to dry NPG.

The eigenmodes associated with this peak in dry graphene are plotted in Figure B-16. The arrows

indicate the direction of displacement of each NPG atom relative to the equilibrium configuration.

Further work should be aimed at investigating the nature of these vibrational modes and whether

they are directly related to the fracture mechanism of NPG under biaxial stress.
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Figure B-14: Phonon density of states at 0 K obtained by the frozen phonon method for NPG and
pristine graphene at 0% strain.

B.5 Supplementary information for Chapter 6

B.5.1 RO dynamics

The flow of feed water parallel to the membrane surface is closely coupled to the flux of permeate

water across the membrane. The permeate flux in turn depends on the amount of mixing and the

concentration polarization near the membrane. An eddy-promoting feed spacer allows for greater

mixing, but it also means that the mass transfer kinetics deviate from traditional results for laminar

flow in empty channels [266]. Finally, all these parameters evolve as a function of distance down

the RO pressure vessel. The osmotic pressure is higher near the membrane than in the bulk due

to concentration polarization [118]. The osmotic pressure difference between the feed and permeate

side of the membrane obeys:

�⇡ (z)= 2Cb (z)RTR0e
J(z)/k(z)

where k is the mass transfer coefficient that governs the transport of salt away from the membrane

surface 2 and all other symbols are defined in Table S1. The derivation of k as a function of local

conditions is given below.

Based on the definitions of permeate flux J and osmotic pressure above, it can be shown that J

follows:

J(z) = AmP (z)� k(z)W
✓
2cb(z) expAmP (z) k(z)AmRR0T

k(z)

◆

where W(x) is the principal solution for w in the equation w = wew and is called the Lambert W

function, or the product logarithm function. Its values are readily computed using Mathematica 9
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Symbol Variable Units
Am Water permeability L/(m2.hr.bar)
cb Bulk feed salinity at

position z
mol/L

cw Feed salinity at the
membrane wall at z

mol/L

R0 Salt rejection %
T Temperature K
R Universal gas constant J/K/mol
⇠ Pressure recovery effi-

ciency
%

⌘ Pump efficiency %
E Specific power con-

sumption per unit of
permeate

kWh/m3

RR Recovery ratio %
J Permeate flux at posi-

tion z
m/s

k Mass transfer coeffi-
cient

m/s

Qin Feed flowrate m3/d
Pin Feed inlet pressure bar
⇡f Feed-side osmotic pres-

sure
bar

⇡p Permeate-side osmotic
pressure

bar

�(z ) Cumulative recovery
up to position z

%

Lc RO vessel length (i.e.
number of membrane
elements)

m

Table B.3: List of variables and symbols used in Chapter 6
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Figure B-15: (a) Vibrational spectrum for carbon atoms in dry (red) and wet (blue) NPG with a =
0.5 nm and W = 4.0 nm in the absence of applied strain. b) Vibrational spectrum of NPG under
20% applied biaxial strain.

The net driving pressure and the permeate flux both decline along the vessel length due to

increasing feed salinity and viscous losses. Illustrative values for the local feed flowrate, pressure,

recovery and salt concentration as a function of z are shown in Figure B-17. The figures compare

1.5 versus 15 L/(m2-h-bar) for SWRO. The thin lines in the P (z) plot represent the feed osmotic

pressure as a function of distance. At some distance down the RO vessel, the osmotic pressure

reaches the hydraulic pressure and the recovery curve becomes flat.

B.5.2 Energy consumption

The specific energy consumption of an RO desalination process (expressed in kWh per m3 of perme-

ate) depends on the flowrate of permeate water (in m3/day) and on the energy consumption of the

pump (in kWh/day), which itself is a function of the required inlet pressure and the pump efficiency

⌘ (taken here to be 75%). In the absence of a pressure recovery scheme, no energy is recovered from

the pressurized brine and the energy consumption per unit of permeate is simply [196]:

E=

W

Qout
=

1

RR

Pin

⌘

When a pressure recovery device is available to recycle the energy from the brine, the energy con-

sumption becomes [196]:

E =

1

⌘

Pin � ⇠(1�RR)(Pin � Plost)

RR
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Figure B-16: Phonon mode in NPG corresponding to 506 cm�1 at 20% strain. This mode becomes
more active in the presence of water.

Here ⇠ is the efficiency of the pressure recovery process and is taken to equal 97%. The first term

corresponds to the energy required to pressurize the feed water to the inlet pressure, and the second

term corresponds to the energy ‘recovered’ from the brine whose pressure equals (Pin � Plost) after

accounting for viscous losses. We assume that the high-pressure pump and the circulation pump

have the same efficiency ⌘ and that the PRD efficiency is ⇠ = 98%. Salt and water leakage effects

across the PRD interface are neglected.

B.5.3 Mass transfer coefficient

The mass transfer coefficient k governs the extent of concentration polarization. It depends on the

solute diffusivity D as well on the Reynolds number and the presence of feed spacers that promote

mixing by creating eddies in the feed channel. In order to estimate the mass transfer coefficient at

a given set of flow conditions, we adapt data from Li et al. for the Sherwood, Power and Reynolds

numbers in RO channels in the presence of feed spacer [267]. By fitting the data from Li et al. using

power laws, we obtain the following empirical relations for mass transfer:

Sh = 2.53Pn0.2362Pn = 1.5Re2.78+14.2Re2

Here, the Sherwood, Reynolds and Power numbers are defined according to Sh =

kHc
D , Re =

uHc⇢
µ ,

and Pn = fRe3 respectively, where f is the Fanning friction factor. The coefficients used here

correspond to the traditional case in which the mesh filaments are spaced Hc/4 apart from each
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Figure B-17: Permeate flowrate, hydrostatic pressure, cumulative permeate recovery and bulk feed
salinity as a function of position for seawater at 1.5 vs. 15 L/(m2-h-bar) .

other and a flow attack angle of 30 deg. Rewriting the latter relation in terms of the friction factor

gives an expression for f as a function of the feed velocity u:

f=
µ3

(

16.H2
cu

2⇢2

µ2 + 0.4892(Hcu⇢
µ

2
.964)

H3
c u

3⇢3

From the relation between Sherwood number and Power number, we finally obtain the expression

for the mass transfer coefficient in the presence of feed spacers as a function of fluid properties (salt

diffusivity, density and viscosity), local feed flowrate and channel height:

k =

2.53D
⇣

fH3
c⇢

3u3

µ3

⌘0
.2362

Hc
=

2.53D
✓

16.H2
c⇢

2u2

µ2 + 0.4892
⇣

Hcu⇢
µ

⌘2
.964

◆0

.2362

Hc

B.5.4 Concentration polarization factor

The CPF typically starts at a maximum value at the membrane inlet and decays asymptotically to

unity for further distances.
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CPF Baseline Maximizing
throughput

Higher
throughput

Minimizing
pressure

Maximizing
recovery

Fixed
quantities

N/A P, RR E, RR Qin, RR Qin, P

Brackish 1.08 1.26 N/A 1.24 1.91
Seawater 1.10 1.44 1.61 1.50 1.65
Flowback
water

1.06 1.16 1.19 1.15 1.20

Table B.4: Maximum concentration polarization factor for each scenario
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Figure B-18: Pressure drop from RO vessel inlet to outlet as a function of feed flowrate.

B.5.5 Viscous pressure loss.

In a normal RO system, the pressure losses are small (< 5 bar), but they can become non-negligible

at higher feed flow rates. The viscous pressure loss per unit distance along the feed channel depends

on the feed flowrate. Its exact value differs from the (simpler) traditional expression pure laminar

flow due to the presence of eddy promoters. Given that the Fanning friction factor is defined as

f =

Pn
Reynolds3 and that the pressure drop across a pipe of length L equals �P = 2⇢fu2

(

L
Hc

), we use

the expression for Pn derived above to find:

dPlost(Q)

dx
=

2Wcµ3
(

16Q2⇢2

W 2
c µ

2 + 0.489( Q⇢
Wcµ

)

2.964
)

H3
cQ⇢2

The total pressure loss as a function of feed flowrate is plotted below for each case analyzed in this

paper.
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Table B.5: Predicted capital costs for a 150,000 m3/d SWRO desalination plant with conventional
TFC membranes (Source: Global Water Initiative, desaldata.com)

Factors Adjusted capital cost Percent
Intake / outfall $11,877,940 7.1%

Pumps $15,271,640 9.1%
Pretreatment $13,702,060 8.2%

Installation and services $13,574,790 8.1%
PVs $2,545,280 1.5%

Design and professional costs $9,672,040 5.8%
Membranes $9,332,670 5.6%

Piping/high alloy $23,755,880 14.2%
Civil engineering $28,846,430 17.2%

Equipment and materials $37,415,520 22.3%
Legal and professional $1,612,010 1.0%

Total $167,606,260 100.0%

The figure below indicates that flowrates that would be prohibitive in conventional TFC mem-

branes (e.g. >2x the reference flowrate for BWRO) result in much less significant pressure losses in

UPMs. This is due to the steeper permeate flux profile in UPMs, which results in less viscous losses

past the RO vessel entrance. But pressure losses are most significant for SWRO: 30% of the pressure

becomes dissipated in the vessel at 5x the reference flowrate. This observation is consistent with the

energy penalty reported above when operating at high feed flowrates and constant pressures.

B.5.6 Capital costs of SWRO

The typical capital costs for a 150,000 m3/d SWRO plant with conventional TFC membranes, as

predicted by the industry data provider Global Water Intelligence (DesalData.com), are shown in

Table S3. The cost factors that scale directly with number of membrane elements (assuming that

UPMs cost the same on a per area basis as TFC membranes) are membranes and piping/high alloy,

which account for 20% of the capital cost.

The total capital cost (⇡$168,000,000) provided in Table B.5 amounts to a normalized capital

cost of ($168,000,000)/(150,000 m3/d) = $1,117 per (m3/d). Assuming typical a 5% discount rate

and a 30 year plant life, the levelized capital cost then equals:

1, 117$/(m3/d)⇥ (365d/yr)�1 ⇥
✓
1� 0.9530

1� 0.95

◆
⇡ 0.20 $/m3

B.5.7 Flowback RO

In addition to the two feed water cases examined in the paper, we also considered the effect of

UPMs on representative flowback or produced water from hydrocarbon production (80,000 ppm).

The reference case corresponded to a feed pressure of 85 bar, 4 membrane elements per vessel, a feed

flowrate of 190 m3/d per vessel, 15% recovery and a membrane permeability of 1.0 L/(m2-h-bar)
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[183].

Our analysis indicates that more permeable membranes would not greatly lower the energy

consumption of FBRO. Keeping recovery ratio, feed flowrate and vessel geometry fixed, a tripling

of membrane permeability would only result in a 4% decrease in feed pressure and a 10% decrease

in energy consumption. We attribute this finding to the fact that the osmotic limit for FBRO is

extremely high (80 bar) due to the salinity of the feed, so that further improvements in membrane

permeability would thus have a negligible effect on energy consumption. However, we also find that

a tripling in membrane permeability at the reference feed pressure would enhance permeate recovery

by 23% percent.

With regard to equipment requirements, the figure below shows that for FBRO water (with RR

= 15%, Pin = 85 bar and 4 elements per vessel), tripling the membrane permeability would allow for

56% fewer pressure vessels for a given plant capacity by increasing the permeate production per vessel

by 129%. The energy penalty associated with the higher throughput is 6%. Meanwhile, a similar

comparison at fixed energy consumption and higher recovery yields a 39% reduction in the required

number of pressure vessels. Finally, we find that UPMs could alternatively carry out the RO process

for flowback water using only two membrane elements per vessel, compared with four elements in

the reference case. For FBRO applications, the lack of financial information about the cost of RO

for such applications today makes it unclear whether UPMs would make RO an economically viable

solution for flowback water treatment. More research into the engineering and economics of FBRO

will be required to fully answer this question, although this work has shown that UPMs could reduce

the number of required pressure vessels by 39%, decrease the energy consumption of the RO stage

by 10% or increase the permeate recovery from 15% to 19%.

B.5.8 Effect of UPMS on Elements per Vessel in SWRO

UPMs could also allow for higher permeate recovery or a reduction in the number of membrane

elements per pressure vessel. In particular, we find that UPMs can reduce the number of membrane

elements in each pressure vessel. In this case, the geometry of individual membrane elements would

remain unchanged, and a pressure vessel would be designed to enclose fewer elements in series, each

of which would operate at higher flux. The number of membrane elements per pressure vessel at

fixed values of feed pressure, flowrate and recovery is plotted in Figure B-19. The figure indicates

that SWRO vessels could carry out the RO process using only four membrane elements, which is

50% fewer than standard pressure vessels today.

B.5.9 Effect of UPMs on Recovery and Vessel Length in BWRO

The use of UPMs could increase permeate recovery in BWRO by 32% (to 85%, compared with

65% in the reference case) and simultaneously lower energy consumption by 24%. In this case,
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the feed flowrate, inlet pressure and pressure vessel dimensions would remain unchanged, and the

added permeability would allow for greater permeate flux. The energy consumption would decrease

because our reference BWRO system does not include a pressure recovery stage, meaning that lower

in brine production entails less energy discharge to the environment. Finally, the figure below shows

that if the permeate production per vessel were instead left unchanged, each vessel could carry out

the RO process using only 3 UPM elements, compared with 7 elements today.

Figure B-19: Improvements in key performance criteria as a function of membrane permeability for
SWRO at 42,000 ppm NaCl (purple), BWRO at 2,000 ppm NaCl (orange) and FBRO at 80,000
ppm NaCl (black). a) Minimum required inlet pressure and energy consumption as a function of
membrane permeability at fixed recovery and feed flowrate. The pressure curves decrease asymptot-
ically to a minimum dictated by the osmotic pressure of the feed water (dotted lines). b) Permeate
recovery at fixed feed flowrate and pressure as a function of membrane permeability. Solid lines
represent the actual recovery ratio, and dotted lines represent the maximum recovery achievable
given the feed salinity and inlet pressure. c) Number of pressure vessels required as a function of
membrane permeability for a total capacity of 100,000 m3/d at fixed recovery ratio and pressure. d)
Number of RO elements per pressure vessel length at fixed recovery ratio, pressure and feed flowrate
as a function of membrane permeability. UPMs would allow for RO vessels with fewer membrane
elements because the flux across each section of membrane would be higher.

However, we did not consider the benefits from higher recovery or fewer membranes per pressure

vessel in the main body of this paper because the value of these improvements is uncertain. While

a higher recovery ratio would reduce the total volume of feed water to be pretreated, the higher

concentration of the resulting brine makes the overall benefits difficult to estimate. Likewise, shorter
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Figure B-20: Tradeoff between lower energy and higher recovery ratio at feed flowrate. Energy
consumption and recovery ratio are represented on independent axes for a fixed feed flowrate and
membrane area. For each scenario, the operating regimes achievable using UPMs (dashed lines)
can be compared with those achievable with TFC membranes (solid lines). For example, a BWRO
plant could either increase its overall permeate production by 14% (keeping energy consumption
unchanged) or reduce its specific energy consumption by 46% without modifying its throughput.

RO vessels with fewer elements could allow for compact desalination systems as well as reduced

viscous losses along the length of the module, but such vessels would also require an extensive

re-engineering of RO systems; the overall benefit from such a change is uncertain as well.
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